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Knife-Carrier Jeans

One of your readers wrote of a watch-
pocket-carry idea in the October 

BLADE®—a great idea for someone who 
wants to clip his knife to his pants for ease 
of access. I lost a handy folder clipped low 
in my front pants pocket while sliding out of 
a booth in a local café, the knife never to be 
recovered.

A while later I was pleasantly surprised 
when I found that the pair of “Wolverine” 
jeans I mail ordered from Cabela’s has a 
knife pocket instead of the usual watch 
pocket. About 4.25 inches deep, it easily ac-
cepts my 5-inch-closed Lone Wolf TZ folder. 
Comfortable, convenient and secure enough 
to carry a folder with or without a clip, it 
would be nice if more jeans were made with 
the knife carrier in mind.

Mr. Kramer, (fi rst name not available), 
Anaheim, California

Did His Homework

Iwould like to thank you for a well-written 
and informative article (“THE Knife of 

the Iraq War”) in the May BLADE® concern-
ing the types of knives carried by our troops 
in Iraq.

Many people, in an attempt to persuade 
others to buy more of what they are sell-
ing, will try to pass themselves off as be-
ing knowledgeable about all things military. 
Those of us in the military get a kick out of 
poking holes in their façade and exposing 
the truth.

It was obvious from reading Mike 
Haskew’s article that he had done his home-
work. Without relying on excessive military 
lingo or trying to pass himself off as an ex-
pert in areas where he is not, he delivers a 
great piece that is relevant and timely. For 
someone to speak so well about something 
with which I am very well acquainted adds 
credibility to your magazine and cements 
my decision to become a subscriber. Keep 
up the great work!

SSG Jeremy Brandon, Kirlenk, Iraq 

Big Sky Hammer-In a Smash!

Iwant to thank everyone involved in the 
second annual Big Sky Country Hammer-

In hosted by ABS master smith Josh Smith 
and his wife, Jodi, in Frenchtown, Montana, 
June 30-July 1, and featuring ABS master 
smiths Tom Ferry and Tim Hancock. Both 
did an incredible job of presenting very valu-
able information and answering questions to 
the large group.

In addition, there were around 10 ABS 
master smiths in attendance and more ABS 
journeyman smiths than you could throw a 
handful of gravel at. ABS master smith Rick 
Dunkerley coordinated the event (though 
he admits that Josh did all the work), and 
everything from the catered lunch to the 
structure of the teaching was absolutely ter-
rifi c. Alpha Knife Supply set up a tent with 
a ton of knifemaking supplies, Mitch Lum 
was the unoffi cial photographer and Jan 
DuBois, ABS offi ce manager, kept us out of 
trouble (for the most part).

Speaking of trouble, ABS master smith 
Wade Colter did a great job of teaching be-
ginning blade forging. However, I must re-
port that we did not hear much hammering 
going on in Wade’s class. Weren’t all the la-
dies over at his forging demo? Hmm …

Tom Ferry shared some of the most in-
novative, complex and creative aspects of 
his world-famous damascus. Tim Hancock 
demonstrated some really simple and effi -
cient techniques for fl at grinding accuracy. 
The way Tim shared his logical approach to 
grinding and fi t and fi nishing made such an 
impact that those of us on hand almost felt 
like we were suddenly elevated to his level 
since he had shared all his “secrets.”

Again, thanks Josh, Tom, Tim, Wade, 
Rick, Jan and everyone else who attended 
and participated. I eagerly look forward to 
next year’s hammer-in.

Michael Rader, ABS journeyman smith, 
Wilkeson, Washington

Editor’s note: Mr. Rader also participated 
in the fi rst-ever BLADE Show West Cutting 
Competition, where he took home fi rst place 
in BladeSports International’s “white level” 
segment of the competition. For more, see 
page 46.

His Very First Fine Knife

Ithought you folks might get a kick out of 
my very fi rst fi ne knife.

Seven or eight years ago I picked up my 
fi rst BLADE® and saw an advertisement 
for a folder by William Henry Knives, a 
T12 with a redwood burl handle, a 3-inch 
154CM blade, titanium liners, and 416 
stainless bolsters. I drove down to William 
Henry—at the time it was in Santa Cruz, 
California—and met Rick Thronburg, the 
sales manager. I added the tiger-eye thumb 
stud and a lanyard with mammoth ivory 
beads and bought the knife.

Since that time I have collected over 80 
beautiful and fantastic knives from great 
makers all over the country and the world, 
but that T12 has always been my favorite. 
It is everything a knife should be—sharp, 
smooth opening, lightweight, beautiful to 
look at, and just the right size. I’ve got knives 
that are thousands of dollars more expensive 
but none that are “better.”

A year ago I decided to celebrate the 
knife by sending it to Julie Warenski Erick-
son for engraving. She just sent it back and, 
as you can see by the accompanying photo-
graph, she did a beautiful job. I cannot tell 
you how much the cost of the engraving was 
in relation to the original purchase price, but 
oh well. There are not too many T12s with 
Julie’s work but this one was worth it to me. 
Thanks for your great magazine. I can’t wait 
to read it every month.

George Collins, Walnut Creek, California

This Is Your Column! And we want to know what you think. 
Do you like what you’ve read in BLADE®? Do you have a 
complaint, a suggestion or an opinion you’d like to share with 
the largest knife audience in the world? Mail your comments 

to: BLADE, P.O. Box 789, Ooltewah, TN 37363-0789, or e-mail: 
BladeEditor@fwpubs.com, or visit our website: www.blademag.
com. We reserve the right to edit your comments to fit the space 
available.

readers respondreaders respond

Mr. Collins’ WHK T12 with Julie Waren-
ski Erickson engraving.
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covercover 
story story

cover story

The “J.R.” is the custom version of 
the fourth Rambo movie knife made 
for Sylvester Stallone’s character of 

John Rambo, and the second in the last two 
of the edged quartet built by Blade Maga-
zine Cutlery Hall-Of-Famer® Gil Hibben.

The knife has a 12-inch blade of D2 
tool steel with a lopped-off tip. The blade 
sports a number of hammer marks and 
the cord-wrapped handle is covered with 
black tape to recreate a knife made from 
limited materials and in primitive condi-
tions—which is exactly what Stallone 
does as the title character in Rambo©, set 
for a Jan. 25, 2008 debut.

Hibben is making a limited production of 
100 of the J.R.—though with nicer sheaths 
than the cut-off version for the Rambo III 
knife that Stallone uses in the movie—for 
$1,250 each. At press time, Hibben said he 
already had sold 25.

For more information, see the story on 
page 12 or contact Gil Hibben, Dept. BL2, 
POB 13, LaGrange, KY 40031 502.222.1397 
www.hibbenknives.com.

The photo of the cover knife is by Kris 
Kandler. The inset shot of Stallone as 
Rambo is by Karen Ballard and is from 
Rambo, a Lionsgate film.

“The knife has a 
12-inch blade of 

D2 tool steel.” 

CoverStory.indd 2CoverStory.indd   2 11/13/07 1:28:03 PM11/13/07   1:28:03 PM
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Have you been to the largest 
knife show in the world? 
BLADE® Magazine is the proud owner of the BLADE Show held each June in 
Marietta, Georgia. 
     *Over 660 tables and more than 125 booths of the latest and best in handmade, factory, 
antique, military and any and all knives.
     *The factory industry’s new knives vie for the Blade Magazine Knife-Of-The-Year® Awards.     
*A slate of the most educational and entertaining seminars of any knife show.
*Attendees enter the Win-A-Blade Game.
Find out more at www.bladeshow.com

*NEW! BLADE Magazine 
Forums - discuss every-
thing knife-related in our 
new online chatrooms
*Read the latest BLADE 
articles
*Peruse the expanded 
    “Show Calendar”
*See the list of Blade 
    Magazine Cutlery 
    Hall-Of-Famers© 

 . . . and much more!
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William Henry’s 2007 BLADE Show 
Investor/Collector Knife of the Year®

Reggie Barker displays his 
GRS championship belt buckle after the 2007 BLADE 

Show Cutting Competition. 
At left is GRS’ Linda Schreck.
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The auction of all that was left of 
what was the original Camillus took 
place this past September, driving 

the fi nal nail in the coffi n handle of what 
was a standard of American cutlery.

A number of former Camillus em-
ployees were among those who watched 
as everything—knives, knifemaking ma-
chinery, even the offi ce furniture—was 
sold to the highest bidder. Depending on 
the point of view, it was a contradictory 
mix of the inexplicable, melancholy and 
the euphoric.

“There were 125 years’ worth of spare 
parts,” observed one cutlery offi cial on 
hand. “There were 9,000 boxes of ‘work 
in progress.’ I have trouble conceiving 
of 9,000 boxes of anything. There were 
pallets of unfi nished blades. You’d look 
in a box and there would be 10,000 pairs 
of scales for [one model of] pocketknife. 
I don’t think they’d thrown anything out 
in 130 years.” (Camillus traces its roots 
to 1876 when Adolph Kastor began im-
porting knives under the name of Adolph 
Kastor & Bros. on Canal Street in New 
York City.)

The entire assemblage of auction 
items was much like Camillus’ fi nal days, 
the offi cial observed—confused and dis-
organized.

“There was no rhyme or reason to 
any of it,” he said. “It was like somebody 
threw it all in the room—but then the 
place always had a thrown-in-the-room 
fl avor to it.

“A great example: There was no 
proper loading dock there. [What passed 
for a loading dock] led to a freight eleva-
tor, which, by the way, broke when people 
were trying to get things out of it. When 
they used to deliver steel [before Camil-
lus shut down], somebody would drive a 
forklift out the back door and go up a ramp 
at a 90-degree angle, and somebody would 
snag the steel off the forklift and try to get 
it into the building. It was nuts.”

Camillus closed Feb. 28. Only 35 peo-
ple were working there at the time, with 
many others jobless and understandably 
bitter. The cutlery had over 700 employ-
ees during World War II, and for years 

had served as the “knife fac-
tories’ knifemaker,” supplying 
O.E.M. knives and blade steel 
to some of the world’s best 
known cutlery companies.

As with most such devas-
tating occurrences, there are 
survivors. One is Ethan Beck-
er. He bought the “intellectual 
property” of his Becker Knife 
& Tool (BK&T) line, which 
Camillus had made for a 
time, at the auction. Soon af-
terward, on Oct. 2, he signed 
with Ka-Bar Knives.

“Ethan brings great expe-
rience, designs and enthusi-
asm to the table for a new era 
of BK&T,” noted John Stitt, 
Ka-Bar vice president of sales 
and marketing. “Our two com-
panies have many similarities 
that will only enhance each 
other’s strengths.” Ka-Bar, a 
source said, bought BK&T 
parts at the auction.

Becker was tickled pink with his new 
Ka-Bar deal. “Becker Knife & Tool and 
Ka-Bar are now joined at the hip,” he 
beamed. As for buying back the BK&T 
name, Becker was borderline ecstatic.

“The intellectual property [of BK&T] 
was auctioned off on the old Camillus 
loading dock,” he said. “Paul [Tsujimoto 
of Ka-Bar] and A.G. [Russell] hung out on 
the dock, and Phil [Gibbs] was with A.G. 
As soon as the auctioneer said ‘sold,’ Phil 
gave me a sloppy kiss on the cheek.”

Gibbs designed and built knives for 
Camillus for many years before join-
ing A.G. Russell Knives in late 2006. He 
and Becker not only are former Camillus 
cohorts but good friends as well (though 
perhaps not quite as good of friends as the 
“sloppy kiss” might imply).

Others at the auction were said to in-
clude offi cials from Ontario, Bear & Son, 
Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Busse 
Combat Knives and Canal Street Cutlery. 
Ontario and Bear reportedly bought the 
majority of the old Camillus tooling, and 
knives made from Camillus’ patterns will 

appear either this year or early next in the 
catalogs of both companies.

Meanwhile, Acme United Corp. ac-
quired the Camillus brand and all its 
patents, intellectual properties (except 
for BK&T and those pertaining to Dar-
rel Ralph) and trademarks, all for either 
$175,000 or $200,000, depending on which 
source is accurate. Among the brand names 
Acme United acquired, a source said, were 
Camillus, Western, OVB, Sword Brand 
and Robo Power Assisted. Acme United is 
a supplier of “cutting devices, measuring 
instruments and safety products for school, 
home, offi ce and industrial use.”

Exactly what kind of products the 
new owner will make under the Camil-
lus brand and the others was unknown 
at press time. Speculation is that Acme 
United wants to get into the knife busi-
ness, but that remains to be seen.

Whatever happens, it sure as heck 
won’t be like the good ol’ days—but in 
today’s topsy-turvy world of knives, 
what is?
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By Steve Shackleford

125 Years’ Worth
of Spare Parts

unsheathed
unsheathed

Ethan Becker shows the results of what oneEthan Becker shows the results of what one 
of his BK6 Patrol Machetes can do. Includedof his BK6 Patrol Machetes can do. Included 
among the fallout from the recent Camillusamong the fallout from the recent Camillus 
auction was Becker’s Becker Knife &Toolauction was Becker’s Becker Knife & Tool 
(BK&T) signing a deal with Ka-Bar. For more(BK&T) signing a deal with Ka-Bar. For more 
information contact Ka-Bar, attn:T.Warner,information contact Ka-Bar, attn: T. Warner, 
Dept. BL2, 1125 E. State, Olean, NY 14760Dept. BL2, 1125 E. State, Olean, NY 14760 
800.282.0130 www.ka-bar.com.800.282.0130 www.ka-bar.com.
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the Meyerco® FOREVER! warranty.

We’re bringing back the
most requested knife we
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custom tactical knife
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steel blades, G-10 handles,
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steel reversible clip with
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By Mike Carter
and Steve Shackleford

Blade Magazine Cutlery Hall-Of-FamerBlade Magazine Cutlery Hall-Of-Famer©© Gil Hibben Gil Hibben 
forged the movie knife’s 12-inch blade from a 3-inchforged the movie knife’s 12-inch blade from a 3-inch 
piece of quarter-inch-thick D2 tool steel. The cord-piece of quarter-inch-thick D2 tool steel. The cord-
wrapped handle is covered with black tape for addi-wrapped handle is covered with black tape for addi-
tional grip. Overall length: 18 inches.tional grip. Overall length: 18 inches.
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rambo kniferambo knife
rambo knife
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ver a quarter century after John 
Rambo burst onto the big screen 
and changed cutlery history for-
ever, it is near time for the char-

acter created by author David Morrell to 
cut a worldwide cinematic swath with his 
indomitable knife once again.

As BLADE® was going to press, the 
fourth installment of the Rambo movie se-
ries, Rambo©, a Lionsgate fi lm, was due 
to be released at movie theaters on Jan. 25, 
2008. Sylvester Stallone wrote the screen-
play, directs and stars in the movie that fi nds 
Rambo living a secluded life working as a 
snake catcher in Thailand some 26 years af-
ter Rambo fi rst appeared in First Blood.

The Rambo blades have certainly made 
their mark in the world of knives. For the 
fi rst two Rambo movies, First Blood (1982) 
and Rambo: First Blood Part II (1985), the 
legendary “Arkansas Knifesmith,” Blade 
Magazine Cutlery Hall-Of-Famer© Jimmy 
Lile, created the knives. For Rambo III 
(1987), Stallone called on Cutlery Hall-Of-
Fame knifemaker Gil Hibben to create the 
knife. For Rambo, Stallone once again called 
Gil to help create a new knife for the movie.

Stallone had a basic idea of what he 
needed and the knife was written into the 
script as an integral part of the movie. Gil 
made at least fi ve prototype versions of the 
piece before fi nally arriving at the design 
that will be used in the fi lm.

Something Crude Looking
In October 2006, Gil began designing the 
knife. At fi rst, the blade exhibited character-
istics of the Rambo III model. “My fi rst one 
had a slot in the blade [as in the Rambo III 
knife] but in a machete or old Chinese sword 
design,” Gil recalled. He also made a modi-

Sylvester Stallone reprisesSylvester Stallone reprises 
his role as John Rambo—his role as John Rambo—
complete with his Rambocomplete with his Rambo 
knife made by Bladeknife made by Blade 
Magazine Cutlery Hall-Of-Magazine Cutlery Hall-Of-
FamerFamer©© Gil Hibben—in Gil Hibben—in 
RamboRambo®®. At press time, the. At press time, the 
movie was slated for a Jan.movie was slated for a Jan. 
25, 2008 release. (photo25, 2008 release. (photo 
by Karen Ballard fromby Karen Ballard from 
RamboRambo®®, a Lionsgate film), a Lionsgate fi lm)

Hibben designs theHibben designs the 
knife in his shop inknife in his shop in 
LaGrange, Kentucky.LaGrange, Kentucky. 
(photo by the author)(photo by the author)

If the editors do not cut the scene fromIf the editors do not cut the scene from 
the movie, the character of John Rambothe movie, the character of John Rambo 
will be shown forging the knife. (photowill be shown forging the knife. (photo 
by Karen Ballard fromby Karen Ballard from RamboRambo©©, a Lions-, a Lions-
gate film)gate fi lm)
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fi ed version in which he removed the top lug 
of the guard.

Stallone reportedly liked the blade 
design but said it was “too perfect.” He 
wanted something much more crude look-
ing, as if it had been pounded out quickly 
from the limited resources Rambo has at 
his disposal in the movie.

It was back to the drawing board for Gil.
“The blade size was originally 10 inches 

and Sly faxed me some pictures of some of 
the knives he’d seen from the cutting com-
petitions,” the Cutlery Hall-Of-Famer ex-
plained. “He liked that style, so I made one 
up. It evolved from a 10-inch blade to a 12-
inch one. It evolved from several sizes and 
shapes until I got what he liked.” To make it 
authentic, Gil forged the next few prototypes 
from pieces of a truck leaf spring.

Since there was agreement on the basic 
blade design, next came the question of the 
handle and fi nish of the knife.

Gil thought about what materials might 
be available to the character in the movie. 
He considered leather, wood, paracord, tape 
and even seat-belt webbing for use on the 
handle. The second prototype had a wood-
en grip wrapped in green paracord and 
an enclosed sheath. Gil also made a third 

prototype with a leather-wrapped handle. 
Again, the studio said it needed something 
more crude looking.

Prototype number four was a very sim-
ple design with a cord-wrapped handle. Gil 
made one with green cord and one with 
black cord. It was close to being right, but the 
fi nish was still too slick to have been quickly 
forged as it is in the script.

Finally, Gil decided that, considering 
John Rambo’s skills and experience and 
the materials that the title character would 
have available, the knife would have a cord-
wrapped handle, perhaps covered with tape 
for additional grip. The blade would be 
marked with depressions from the hammer 
blows from being forged quickly without 
time or resources to put a fi ne fi nish on the 
blade. “So I took it out of the heat treat and 
beat the heck out of it,” Gil recalled. “I really 
made it look like Sly made it.”

Following the Rambo knife tradition, it 
would be a large, heavy blade with a thick 
spine. Assuming that Rambo would not have 
time or materials to make a new sheath but 
would still have the sheath from his previous 
knife, he opts to cut the end of the old Rambo 
III sheath to accommodate the larger blade 
and broader tip of the new knife. This is the 

Following the tradition of the Rambo 
knives, the new movie piece has a large, 
heavy blade with a thick spine of quarter-
inch blade stock. (photo by the author)

rambo kniferambo knife
rambo knife

Since the character of Rambo does 
not have the time or resources to put 
a fi ne fi nish on the blade, it is marked 
with depressions from the hammer 
blows from being forged quickly. 
(photo by the author)
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TIM BRITTON
Knifemaker

www.timbritton.com
336.923.2062

P.O. Box 71, Bethania, NC 27010

BABY BULLET LOCKBACK

2 3/4” BLADE, B642
$245; $465 ENGRAVED
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knife and sheath in Rambo.
The 12-inch blade is forged from a 3-inch 

piece of quarter-inch-thick D2 tool steel. As 
you might imagine, such a knife is somewhat 
heavy—2 pounds worth—so Gil made some 
lightweight aluminum versions for Stallone 
to use when need be for safety’s sake dur-
ing fi lming. Since the movie was shot in the 
corrosion-inducing environs of the jungle, 
Gil said he put Renaissance Wax on the 
non-stainless D2 to protect the blade from 
rust. “There was a lot of rain there,” he noted. 

“Luckily they got out before the monsoons 
hit.” The cord-wrapped handle is covered 
with black tape for additional grip. Eighteen 
inches overall, the knife comes in the modi-

fi ed Rambo III sheath.
At press time, Gil was offering a hand-

made version of the knife in all the original 
materials—though with nicer sheaths—for 
$1,250. It is called the “J.R.” There will be 
100 in all, with 25 of them already having 
been sold. 

About The Movie
According to the original script, Rambo 
loses his trademark knife and, when called 
back into action, he has to forge a new knife 
quickly, using materials scavenged from junk 
piles. He forges his new knife from a piece of 
automobile spring in a crude foundry.

Those close to the cutlery scene hope 
the sequence of Rambo forging the knife 
will not be edited from the fi lm as it was in 
Rambo III (though scenes of Rambo forging 
the knife are in the outtakes of the Rambo 
III Special Edition). Gil said he sent Stal-
lone a video on how to forge for Rambo III,
which Stallone no doubt used to recreate the 
forging scene in the third movie, a sequence 
he apparently studied again for the forging 
scene in Rambo.

“They do it quite nicely,” Gil said of the 
forging scene. “It’s very impressive. He fo-
cuses on getting the temperature right and 
does a real nice job. I think it will help the 
ABS [American Bladesmith Society] guys a 
lot, let alone our [Knifemakers’] Guild.”

There was a teaser on the Internet that 
showed the Lile knife from Rambo: First 
Blood Part II being thrown into a fi re. Since 
that knife would be totally out of context 
with the new movie, one would think that 
scene would be edited out. Then again, in 
the unpredictable world of movie editing, 
anything is possible.

Speaking of which, exactly how promi-
nent Gil’s knife will be in the new movie is 
anybody’s guess. For instance, there is re-
portedly one scene where Rambo uses the 
knife to chop through an oil drum to start 
a fi re. Some of the original teasers from 
the movie that were shown on the Internet 
were especially gory, though a teaser shown 
around Oct. 23 or so appeared to tone down 
the gore. Of course, which scenes will be 
edited out and which ones will be kept can 

rambo kniferambo knife
rambo knife

Hibben’s signature and “Rambo 
IV” appear on the spine. (photo by 
the author)
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change at a moment’s notice. 
“I have learned never to trust the movie 

production company,” a source close to the 
last two Rambo movies said. “They make 
changes at the drop of a hat. I learned with 
Rambo III that I don’t know what to expect 
for sure until I see the fi lm in a theater. Call 
me over-cautious but I have learned, the 
hard way, not to believe anything until it is 
actually on fi lm or the production company 
says, ‘It’s a take with the knife.’ Then there 
is the cutting room fl oor where scenes go 
to ‘fi lm heaven,’ never to be seen except on 
DVD outtakes. I sincerely believe [Rambo]

will feature the Rambo III knife and the new 
Rambo IV knife that Gil made to Stallone’s 
and the prop master’s specs, but I will be-
lieve it more when I see it on fi lm!”

Whatever the result, it is sure to be 
a movie that both knife enthusiasts and 
non-knife enthusiasts everywhere will 
fl ock to see.

For more information on the J.R. knife, 
contact Gil Hibben, Dept. BL2, POB 13, 
LaGrange, KY 40031 502.222.1397 www.
hibbenknives.com.

At fi rst, Hibben designed a blade (bottom) that had characteristics of the Rambo III 
knife. At top is the third prototype with the leather handle, and in the middle is the 
second one with the wood handle wrapped in green paracord. Both of the top two 
came with enclosed sheaths (not shown). (photo by the author)

Prototype number four was a simple designPrototype number four was a simple design 
with a cord-wrapped handle. Hibben madewith a cord-wrapped handle. Hibben made 
one with green cord and one with black cord.one with green cord and one with black cord. 
It was close to being right, but the grip, alongIt was close to being right, but the grip, along 
with the finish of the blade, was still too slickwith the fi nish of the blade, was still too slick 
to have been made quickly as it was in theto have been made quickly as it was in the 
script. (photo by the author)script. (photo by the author)
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Tell us briefl y what knife you carry. Add 
a little history or an interesting anec-
dote. Try to include a photograph of you 
holding your knife. We will publish your 
comments in an upcoming “The Knife I 
Carry.” Your name will then be entered 
in a drawing to win a free, high-quality, 
name-brand pocketknife. The drawing 
will be held May 15. Mail to: BLADE®, 
POB 789, Ooltewah, TN 37363-0789 or 
e-mail BladeEditor@fwpubs.com. If you 
send your entry by e-mail, please include 
your mailing address in case you win the 
drawing for the pocketknife.

“I carry an EKA Nordic T8 folder and use 
it for everything from opening mail to 
just pass the time of day whittling. The 
Sandvik steel of the drop-point blade 
holds a great edge and the oiled-bub-
inga-wood handle is checkered in the 
single fi nger groove for added pur-
chase. And the safety lock is easy to 
operate. Me likey!”

Marlon Tewksbury, Exeter, New Hampshire

the knife i carry
the knife i carry

WinWin
A Knife!A  Knife!

“Getting lost while deer hunting and not being prepared forces you 
to develop a plan in case it ever happens again. Nowadays when I 
leave the safety of my car and begin trekking into the Arizona desert 
or mountains, I carry two multi-purpose knives that will cover just 
about any problems that arise. For the larger chores of chopping, 
pole shaping, prying and even small digging, I use a special Russian 
Spetsnaz machete. It’s small enough to carry on your belt. This knife 
can do 10 different survival functions. It also has an ice pick and con-
tains a compartment for storing small items like fi shhooks and line. 
The second knife I carry is a Smith & Wesson Bull’s-eye Ex Ops folder. 
It has a heavy-duty blade ideal for constructing small campsite tools. 
Any cutting and shaping can be easily done with this knife. When 
carrying both of these knives together you have a complete survival 
system capable of chopping fi rewood all the way down to making 
delicate triggers for deadfalls.”

Phil Webster, Avondale, Arizona

“I like to carry my Kershaw E.T.
and open and close it. I like the 
color and I like the look of it. I 
carry it around at knife shows 
most of the time.”

Andra Buzatu, Seattle, Washington
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By Dexter Ewing
BLADE® fi eld editor

Named in honor of the late Rob “RobbieNamed in honor of the late Rob “Robbie 
Raven” Simonich, the Raven CombatRaven” Simonich, the Raven Combat 
was one of the first factory knives towas one of the fi rst factory knives to 
use CPM S30V stainless for blade steel.use CPM S30V stainless for blade steel. 
Weight: 13 ounces. Overall length: 12Weight: 13 ounces. Overall length: 12 
5/8 inches. (Terrill Hoffman photo)5/8 inches. (Terrill Hoffman photo)
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factory focusfactory focus
factory focus

Simonich Simonich KnivesKnives
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Simonich Knives is a relatively new 
company playing in the arena of 
the cutlery big leagues. For the 

most part, it offers fi xed blades for out-
door and tactical use. Outdoor buffs and 
military personnel alike will no doubt 
fi nd one—or more—to their liking, as 
will the average knife consumer looking 
for a high-quality fi xed blade that will 

stand up to the rigors of heavy use in the 
fi eld or camp. If you fi t any of these de-
scriptions, consider Simonich Knives.  

The company is named after the late 
Rob Simonich, a noted custom knife-
maker from Clancy, Montana. Rob’s long-
time nickname was “Robbie Raven,” and 
the moniker served as the inspiration for 
the name of his fi rst production model, 

Tipping the scales at 7.5 ounces, the Koote-Tipping the scales at 7.5 ounces, the Koote-
nai boasts a 4-inch blade ground from 3/32-nai boasts a 4-inch blade ground from 3/32-
inch-stock CPM S30V stainless. The handleinch-stock CPM S30V stainless. The handle 
is G-10 and the sheath is Kydexis G-10 and the sheath is Kydex®®. Overall. Overall 
length: 9 inches. (Terrill Hoffman photo)length: 9 inches. (Terrill Hoffman photo)

The Bitter Root boasts a 1.75-inch bladeThe Bitter Root boasts a 1.75-inch blade 
that comes in a choice of CPM S30Vthat comes in a choice of  CPM S30V 
stainless or Talonitestainless or Talonite®®. A Kydex. A Kydex®® sheath sheath 
completes the outfit. Weight: .8 ounce.completes the outfi t. Weight: .8 ounce. 
(Terrill Hoffman photo)(Terrill Hoffman photo)
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the “Raven Combat.” Rob certainly cut 
an impressive profi le with his lanky 
frame and omnipresent black cowboy 
hat—and what would a genuine cowboy 
be without his cowboy boots?

Rob did a lot more than dress the 
part. He was a genuine cowboy whose 
love of knifemaking and people in gen-
eral earned him an endearing reputation 
in the knife industry as one who knew 
how to design and build fi xed blades that 
were good looking, stylish, utilitarian 
and comfortable to use. He made many 
friends in the industry with his outgo-
ing personality, which no doubt played 
a big role in furthering his name. Tragi-
cally, Rob passed away at the pinnacle 
of his knifemaking career shortly after 
Thanksgiving 2003. He left behind his 
widow, Christine, and daughter, Megan, 
as well as a lasting legacy and a knife-
making style that, to this day, no one has 
been able to emulate.

“My number one focus was to honor 
my late husband,” Christine recalls of 
carrying on Rob’s dream. “I knew that 
if I didn’t try to run this business on my 
own, I would wonder, ‘What would have 
happened if I had given it a try?’” And 
so, in March 2004, Simonich Knives 
LLC was established with Christine at 
the helm. She said she is forever grateful 

flipper opening technology

When 
technology

and 
nature 

share a
common

goal.

NEW07
GROOVE
Model 1730
Steel......Sandvik 13C26 stainless-steel

with 3-D machined grooves
Handle...410 stainless-steel

with Textured G-10 overlays 
Lock......Frame lock
Blade.....3  1/2 in. (8.9 cm)
Closed...4  1/2 in. (11.5 cm)
Weight...5.2 oz.

MSRP $84.95

Designed by
RJ Martin

www.kershawknives.com
8OO.325.2891

factory focusfactory focus
factory focus

Simonich Knives LLC
attn: C. Simonich, Dept. BL2

Box 278
Clancy, MT 59634

406.933.9151
www.simonichknives.com

Specialties Fixed-blade utility, 
hunting and tactical-type knives
Blade Materials CPM S30V stain-
less and Talonite®

Blade Finishes BC or DLC dia-
mond coating or same with camo, 
bead blast, satin or stonewash
Handle Materials Green or black 
G-10, some with Gunner Grip tex-
turing
Miscellaneous Urban Raven named 
the Blade Magazine 2003 American-
Made Knife Of The Year®; Paul Bos 
heat treating; for more information 
on various Simonich custom mod-
els, contact Christine Simonich
Sheaths Kydex, Concealex (at least 
one model with Tek-Lok attachment) 
and Blackhawk Airborne Deluxe 
Jump Qualifi ed OD green or black; 
leather sheaths on select models by 
JRE Industries
MSRP Range $55-$429
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to those who pitched in to assist her in es-
tablishing the company, and to the knife 
enthusiasts on the Internet who were cru-
cial in helping promote Rob’s career as a 
custom knifemaker. Her main goal and 
vision was to carry on her late husband’s 
ideals for knifemaking and to work hard 
at bringing forth his designs—as the two 
of them originally had planned—for the 
masses to enjoy.  

Simonich Knives offers classic mid-
tech fi xed blades as well as a couple of new 
models based on Rob’s custom designs. A 
recent addition to select models is leather 
sheaths by JRE Industries. At press time, 
Christine said she is very excited about 
two special collaboration projects in the 
works for 2008, as well as a new model 
for the mid-tech line. All knives that the 
company offers use premium materials 
for handles and blades, with all heat treat-
ing performed by Paul Bos, one of the 
leading names in heat treating.  

Targeted for tactical users and hunt-
ers alike, the “Salish” is new to the 
mid-tech series. “It’s my fl agship mod-
el, focusing on Rob’s designs and with 

my own fl air.” Christine states. It is an 
impressive fi xed-blade hunter that in 
some ways hearkens back to the “Cetan,” 
which was a very popular custom model 
for Rob. Like the Cetan, the Salish has 
a user-friendly drop-point-blade design 
and an ergonomic handle.

The 4.25-inch blade is CPM S30V 
stainless and the handle is “Gunner Grip” 

New Graham KnivesNew Graham Knives
www.newgraham.comwww.newgraham.com

Over 70 brands of knives and accessories in stock everyday.
Including: Spyderco, Benchmade, Case, Chris Reeve, 

Cold Steel, Buck, SOG, Fallkniven, 
Columbia River, Kershaw, 
Al Mar and many more!

Proud Sponsor of the 
2006 and 2007 

Blade Shows.

The people to call when you need a knife
Toll Free 1.866.333.44451.866.333.4445

Paragon heat treating
furnaces for knife makers

“I couldn’t achieve the control I now
enjoy had I not had a Paragon furnace,”
says Ed Fowler. “Owning a Paragon is
extremely beneficial to blade smithing.”

The KM-24D shown above features
the new Sentry digital controller and a
larger, ¼” wide thermocouple. Ask
about our optional gas injection flow
meter.

Interiors of our knife maker fur-
naces: 14 ½” long KM-14D, 24” long
KM-24D, and 36” long KM-36D. (All
three models are 5 ½” wide x 4 ¼” high

inside.) Free brochure available.

2011 South Town East Blvd.,
Mesquite, Texas 75149-1122
800-876-4328 / 972-288-7557
Toll Free Fax 888-222-6450
www.paragonweb.com
paragonind@worldnet.att.net

s

A karambit-type ring in the butt of the con-A karambit-type ring in the butt of the con-
toured G-10 handle highlights the Crowfoot. toured G-10 handle highlights the Crowfoot. 
A Concealex neck sheath with a 24-inch Para A Concealex neck sheath with a 24-inch Para 
Chain drilled for a mini Tek-Lok attachment Chain drilled for a mini Tek-Lok attachment 
and a 3-inch blade of .125-inch-thick CPM and a 3-inch blade of .125-inch-thick CPM 
S30V stainless top off the package. (Terrill S30V stainless top off the package. (Terrill 
Hoffman photo)Hoffman photo)

“My number 
one focus was to 
honor my late 

husband.”
—Christine 

Simonich
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G-10 with the Simonich buffalo logo. The 
Gunner Grip surface texture consists of a 
series of small dimples that help enhance 
purchase without being too harsh on the 
hand. An integral lower guard protects 
the user’s fi ngers from the sharp blade, 
and the rear hollow handle pin doubles as 
a tube for a lanyard. Manufacturer’s sug-
gested retail prices (MSRPs): $199 (bead-
blast blade fi nish) and $229 (satin fi nish). 
A Kydex sheath with a Tek-Lok belt at-
tachment comes with each knife.

The “Buckshot” is designed for the 
everyday sportsman. The drop-point-
skinner-type blade is Talonite®. Accord-
ing to Christine, the ergonomic handle is 
designed to fi t comfortably in both larger 
and smaller hands. The blade’s 3-inch 
length is large enough to tackle most fi eld 
dressing tasks, yet small enough for more 
control and easy carry. A leather belt 
sheath is included. MSRP: n/a.

Talonite is rich in cobalt. Unlike steel, 
it reportedly will never rust, which makes 
it ideal for knife use. Just wipe the blade 
clean and keep on cutting! Talonite also 
holds an edge pretty well and will still cut 
even if the edge feels dull, a testament to 
the material’s excellent carbide structure. 
At one time, Rob was the knife industry’s 

sole distributor of Talonite. He used it a 
good deal in his custom knives. 

The “Tizer” is the second of the new-
est designs from Simonich Knives. “I 
used several of Rob’s custom patterns to 
create the [Buckshot and Tizer],” Chris-
tine imparts. “Every curve and line came 
originally from Rob.” The 2.25-inch 
blade is S30V and the handle is G-10. The 
Tizer is designed for both sexes as a neck 
knife or for pocket carry. Its size might 
also appeal to those who prefer folders, a 
good introduction to a high-performance 
fi xed blade. Each Tizer comes with a 
sewn leather sheath. MSRP: n/a.

The Raven Combat is the company’s 
fl agship knife. It has a 7-inch S30V blade 
in a bead-blasted fi nish, double integral 
guards and a Gunner Grip G-10 handle. 
MSRP: $329. A Blackhawk nylon sheath 
with a Kydex® liner is included. The 
sheath features an exterior accessory 
pocket that can carry a medium-to-large 
folder, multi-tool or a fold-up sharpener.

The “Urban Raven” was created out 
of a demand for those who wished for the 
Raven design in a smaller, easier-to-carry 
knife.  Sporting a 4-inch clip-point blade 
of S30V, the Urban Raven is a favorite 
among hunters as well as many of Rob’s 

NC Tool Co. Inc.
6133 Hunt Road
Pleasant Garden, NC 27313
336/674-5654 • Web site: www.nctoolco.com
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local friends in rural Montana, Christine 
notes. An Urban Raven with a tungsten-
DLC-coated blade won the Blade Maga-
zine 2003 American-Made Knife-Of-The 
Year® Award. “[It was] defi nitely Rob’s 
highest point in his career and his proud-
est moment—outside of Megan’s birth!” 
Christine beams. She adds that all tung-
sten DLC-coated Urban Ravens have been 
renamed “The Commemorative” in honor 
of Rob. The Urban Raven also comes in 
black G-10 Gunner Grip handles with 
Simonich’s buffalo logo machined into 
the surface. MSRPs: $199 (bead blast) 
and $229 (satin). Each knife comes with 
a precisely molded Kydex belt sheath.  

The “Crowfoot” is one of the com-
pany’s smaller designs for concealment 
carry as a neck knife or belt attachment. 

“Many men and women alike love this 
utility blade for its sleek elegance and 
road-ready toughness,” Christine ob-
serves. “The karambit-style fi nger ring 
adds a fl air for twirling upon release from 
the sheath.” The 3-inch drop-point blade 
is S30V. The handle is blue-and-black G-
10, with carbon fi ber optional. MSRPs: 
$129 (bead blast), $159 (satin), and $189 
(tungsten DLC). Each includes a choice 

of a molded Kydex or leather sheath.  
The “Bitter Root” is another of Si-

monich’s showcase models. “The Bitter 
Root was named after the Montana state 
fl ower,” Christine says. A little knife 
with formidable cutting power, it has a 
skeletal handle and comes with a choice 
of a Kydex or leather neck sheath. Blade 
steel is S30V. The unobtrusive, light-
weight knife is designed for small cutting 
jobs, such as opening mail and packages. 
Since it is handy in so many different 
situations, it makes a great, inexpensive 
gift, even for non-knife people. MSRP: 
$65. A Talonite version is available ex-
clusively through BladeArt.com.

According to Christine, the “Koote-
nai” is the last “offi cial mid-tech model” 
Rob designed before his death. It is a ro-
bust piece that has proven itself process-
ing deer, elk and buffalo, she adds. The 
ergonomic handle fi ts most hand sizes 
comfortably, and the 4-inch S30V blade 
makes quick work of big cutting tasks at 
camp and in the fi eld. The attractive Koo-
tenai sports all the hallmarks of Rob’s gift 
for blending stylish design and high us-
ability into one knife.  MSRP: $199 (bead 
blast) and $229 (satin). Both come with a 
choice of a Kydex or leather sheath.

Rob Simonich may be gone but he cer-
tainly is not forgotten. Meanwhile, Chris-
tine says she hopes to continue her current 
focus on the company’s existing knives and 

“to expand my mid-tech models, which will 
be based on Rob’s classic custom designs 
with an updated fl air through collabora-
tions with today’s leading knifemakers.”

Robbie Raven lives on through Chris-
tine, Megan and Simonich Knives, and 
everyone who loves sharp blades is the 
better for it.

The Blade Magazine 2003 The Blade Magazine 2003 
American-Made Knife Of The American-Made Knife Of The 

YearYear®®, the Urban Raven was de-, the Urban Raven was de-
signed to provide a smaller, concealable signed to provide a smaller, concealable 

fi xed-blade-backup alternative to a folder. fi xed-blade-backup alternative to a folder. 
The 4-inch blade is CPM S30V stainless and The 4-inch blade is CPM S30V stainless and 

the black-camo G-10 handle features Gunner Grip the black-camo G-10 handle features Gunner Grip 
texturing and the Simonich buffalo logo. (Terrill texturing and the Simonich buffalo logo. (Terrill 
Hoffman photo)Hoffman photo)

“The karambit-
style fi nger ring 

adds a fl air 
for twirling.”
—Christine

Simonich
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By Brendan O’Brien

Bill Ruple was the winner of theBill Ruple was the winner of the 
BLADEhandmadeBLADEhandmade©© Award in both Award in both 
the Best Miniature Knife and Bestthe Best Miniature Knife and Best 
Folder categories in 2007. His two-Folder categories in 2007. His two-
blade slip-joint trapper (right) wasblade slip-joint trapper (right) was 
done in CPM-154 stainless bladesdone in CPM-154 stainless blades 
with hollow grinds and a sambarwith hollow grinds and a sambar 
stag handle. The backspringsstag handle. The backsprings 
are fileworked in a vine pattern.are fi leworked in a vine pattern. 
Closed length: 1 1/8 inches. Mak-Closed length: 1 1/8 inches. Mak-
er’s list price for a similar piece:er’s list price for a similar piece: 
$950. (Point Seven knife photo)$950. (Point Seven knife photo)
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he ballots have been counted, the point 
totals tallied and the offi cial results for 
the 2007 BLADEhandmade© Awards 
program are in. Once again, this year’s 
list features its fair share of familiar 

names, those industry “all-stars” who 
make it a habit of frequenting the winner’s 
circle year after year. However, that’s not 
to say that there aren’t a few new names on 
this year’s list, or at least different ones, as 
none of this year’s winners are really new 
to producing quality knives.

The categories and winners for 2007 
are as follows: Best Bowie: Jerry Fisk; 
Best Tactical Folder: R.J. Martin; Best Art 
Knife: Arpad Bojtos; Best Utility Hunter: 

Steve Johnson; Best Fighter: Geno Den-
ning; Best Fixed Blade: Steve Rapp; Best 
Miniature Knife and Best Folder: Bill 
Ruple; Best Sword: Vince Evans; and Best 
Damascus: John Davis.

A number of interesting tidbits high-
light the back stories behind a few of this 
year’s winning makers’ knives, and many 
of them focus on the same thing: stag han-
dle material. For instance, Geno Denning’s 
award-winning sub-hilt fi ghter almost 
never saw the light of day when the knife’s 
original mammoth ivory handle shattered 
in his shop. Luckily, he had just received 
the “perfect stag” to save the knife. Simi-
larly, the stag used on the handle of Steve 

In addition to the BLADE-In addition to the BLADE-
handmadehandmade©© Award for Best Award for Best 

Miniature Knife, Bill RupleMiniature Knife, Bill Ruple 
also won the award for Bestalso won the award for Best 

Folder. He copped Best FolderFolder. He copped Best Folder 
at the Oregon Knife Collectorsat the Oregon Knife Collectors 

Association Show for his all-da-Association Show for his all-da-
mascus wharncliffe whittler (shownmascus wharncliffe whittler (shown 

here), and he also won the award forhere), and he also won the award for 
Best Folder at the Arkansas CustomBest Folder at the Arkansas Custom 

Knife Show for his damascus trapper (notKnife Show for his damascus trapper (not 
shown). (SharpByCoop photo)shown). (SharpByCoop photo)

Repeating his 2006 performance, Vince EvansRepeating his 2006 performance, Vince Evans 
once again reigned in the 2007 BLADEhand-once again reigned in the 2007 BLADEhand-
mademade©© Award category for Best Sword. His Turk- Award category for Best Sword. His Turk-
ish Yataghan is done in a five-row Turkish-twistish Yataghan is done in a fi ve-row Turkish-twist 
pattern weld and measures 26 inches overall. Thepattern weld and measures 26 inches overall. The 
sword’s hilt is ancient walrus ivory with engravedsword’s hilt is ancient walrus ivory with engraved 
sterling-silver mounts. Contact the maker forsterling-silver mounts. Contact the maker for 
price information. (Point Seven sword photo)price information. (Point Seven sword photo)

Vulcan

There is nothing w
eak about the Vulcan.

standard M
50 am

m
unition at 6,000 rounds per m

inute and is integral part of the 

www.sogknives.com  |  888-SOG-BEST
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John Davis’s BLADEhandmade© Award winner in the Best Damascus cat-
egory features a blued-damascus blade that measures in at 3 1/8 inches, 
as well as a mammoth ivory handle, green alponite stone thumb stud, 
and filework inside and out. Maker’s list price for a similar piece: $2,500. 
(BladeGallery.com knife photo)

custom awardscustom awards
custom awards

Catalog send $5.00 or download from our
Web site to:

Culpepper & Co., Inc.

OTHER MATERIALS:
Jig, Pick, Smooth & Stag Bone 
in a variety of colors & pat-
terns: Mosaic Abalone, Buffalo 
& Ram’s Horn, Stingray Skins, 
Wallets & Belts.

P.O. Box 445, Franklin, NC 28744
Phone (828) 524-6842
Fax (828) 369-7809

www.knifehandles.com
www.stingrayproducts.com

Terms:
C.O.D. • Prepayment • MC/VISA

Culpepper & 
Co., Inc.

See Us At:

Pearl slabs including:
white, gold, pink, black, brown & abalone

Parker's Knife Show
Pigeon Forge, TN

December 6th-8th, 2007

Chesapeake Knife Show
Timonium, MD
December 9th
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Johnson’s Loveless-style dropped hunter 
had sat around in his shop for years just 
waiting to be used on the “right” knife.

Each of this year’s winners again re-
ceived a trophy commemorating their 
accomplishment. In addition, the two 
winners from 2007 that have never been 
profi led in the pages of BLADE®—Geno 
Denning and John Davis—will be profi led 
in the pages of BLADE in the near future.

Points for each of the BLADEhand-
made Award categories were determined 
by how many exhibiting knifemakers en-
tered knives into a particular show’s judg-
ing competition. The more makers that 
entered knives at a participating show, the 

The damas-
cus pattern 
on Jerry Fisk’s 

award-winner 
in the BLADE-
handmade© Best 
Bowie category 

was done in X’s 
and wolf tooth. 

The bowie features 
a clip-point blade 

and a stag handle 
with engraved mo-

saic pins. Engraving 
was done by the maker. 

Contact Fisk for price 
information. (Point Seven 

knife photo)

Distribution in USA.

Blue Ridge Knives.
E-mail:onestop@blueridgeknives.com
TEL:(276)783-6143. FAX:(276)783-9298.

Moteng.
E-mail:info@moteng.com
TEL:(800)367-5900. FAX:(800)367-5903.
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Geno Denning based hisGeno Denning based his 
sub-hilt winner in the BLADE-sub-hilt winner in the BLADE-

handmadehandmade©© fighter category on a fi ghter category on a 
pattern by Blade Magazine Cutlerypattern by Blade Magazine Cutlery 

Hall-of-FamerHall-of-Famer©© George Herron. Done George Herron. Done 
in ATS-34 stainless, the blade featuresin ATS-34 stainless, the blade features 

a 5x2 double hollow grind and the handlea 5x2 double hollow grind and the handle 
is sambar stag with a red liner. The knifeis sambar stag with a red liner. The knife 

also features 303 stainless hardware. A 7/8-also features 303 stainless hardware. A 7/8-
ounce leather sheath is wet-molded to the knife.ounce leather sheath is wet-molded to the knife. 

Overall length: 12 5/8 inches. Maker’s list priceOverall length: 12 5/8 inches. Maker’s list price 
for a similar piece: $1,000 (polished as shown infor a similar piece: $1,000 (polished as shown in 

photograph). (Point Seven knife photo)photograph). (Point Seven knife photo)

Arpad Bojtos: Concentrating on elabo-
rate art knives; makes between six-to-10 
knives per calendar year; attends a vari-
ety of shows throughout the USA and Eu-
rope, including the BLADE Show; knives 
can be viewed on his website www.arpad-
bojtos.sk. 

John Davis: Accepting custom orders; 
wait time on orders anywhere between 
eight months and one year; knives can be 
seen and purchased at www.bladegallery.
com and www.purveyor.com; plans to ex-
hibit in 2008 at BLADE Show West and 
the Oregon Knife Collectors Association 
Show.

Geno Denning: Is currently accepting or-
ders; waiting list a year-and-a-half to two 
years; knives are occasionally available at 
www.robertsonknives.com; currently ex-
hibits only at BLADE Show.

Vince Evans: Is not currently accept-
ing custom orders; knives are available 
at www.arscives.com/vevans and www.
picturetrail.com/vevans; only show 
scheduled for 2008 is the BLADE Show.

Jerry Fisk: Is currently accepting a lim-
ited number of custom orders with wait 
times varying from knife to knife; one of 
the best places to see his knives is www.
bobnealcustomknives.com; for 2008 will 
be exhibiting at the ABS Reno Show, Ar-
kansas Custom Knife Show, BLADE Show 
and the Fisk Micro Show.

Steve Johnson: Only accepts a limited 
number of orders from a pre-determined 

list; currently has too many orders to 
even guess on actual delivery dates; 
though some purveyors might not have 
his knives to sell, most will have pho-
tographs; his knives also can be seen at 
his website www.sjrknives.com; for 2008 
he will be exhibiting at the East Coast 
Custom Knife Show, the Solvang Show, 
BLADE Show, the Chicago Knife Show 
and possibly a show in Tokyo, Japan, or 
Milan, Italy.

R.J. Martin: Currently not accepting 
orders aside from pre-orders for standard 
models to be delivered at shows; carries a 
good selection of knives to every show he 
attends; tries to keep his dealers supplied 
with a representative selection also; his 
dealers are Robertson’s Custom Cutlery, 
Davi’s Indoor Range and Shooting Sports 
and True North Knives; 2008 show sched-
ule includes the East Coast Custom Knife 
Show, BLADE Show and New York Cus-
tom Knife Show.

Steven Rapp: Accepts custom orders; 
waiting list is about two years; exhibits 
at the East Coast Custom Knife Show, 
BLADE Show, BLADE Show West and 
the biennial Art Knife Invitational.

Bill Ruple: Accepts custom orders; wait-
ing list is approximately one year; his 
knives are available at www.knifelegends.
com and www.arizonacustomknives.com; 
for 2008 will exhibit at the Las Vegas Knife 
Classic, Knife Expo, Oregon Knife Collec-
tors Association Show, BLADE Show and 
New York Custom Knife Show.

About The Winners

custom awardscustom awards
custom awards
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more points for each BLADEhandmade 
category that show provided.

In addition, the more times one of the 
makers won in his respective category 
at participating shows, he accumulated 
more total points in his BLADEhand-
made category.

The shows that participated in this 
year’s BLADEhandmade Awards program 
were: Knife Expo 2007, Arkansas Cus-
tom Knife Show, Montana Knifemakers 
Association Show, Arizona Knife Collec-
tors Association Show, Greater Ohio Val-
ley Knife Show, Oregon Knife Collectors 
Association Show, BLADE Show and 
BLADE Show West.

All knife shows that wish to partici-
pate in the BLADEhandmade Awards 
program are encouraged to do so. Howev-
er, any such shows should contact BLADE
as soon as possible, since the voting and 
judging for the 2008 awards program is 
already under way. For the purposes of 
the BLADEhandmade Awards program, 
the 2008 year offi cially began right after 
the recent 2007 BLADE Show West (for 
more on it, see page 56) and will con-
clude with the 2008 BLADE Show West 
in Portland, Oregon.

For the contact information for the winners, 
see “Where To Get ‘Em” on page 97.

A Love-
less-style 

dropped 
hunter by 

Steve John-
son was the 

2007 winner in 
the Best Utility 

Hunter category 
of the BLADE-
handmade©

Awards. The 
blade was hollow 

ground from ATS-34, 
and the handle is 

a “unique, presenta-
tion-grade” sambar 

stag. Overall length: 
8.25 inches. According 

to Johnson, the knife sold 
at the 2007 BLADE Show 

for $2,800. (Point Seven knife 
photo)

Winner of the BLADE-
handmade© Award in 

the Best Fixed Blade 
category is Steven Rapp 

for his California Bowie. 
Done in ATS-34, the blade is 

fl at-ground to a sharpened clip 
point. The highlight is a handle 

done in gold quartz mosaic with 
18k-gold wire between every piece. 

All the lines are curved which, as Rapp 
notes, “takes forever to fi t everything to-

gether.” In addition, the handle is not fl at 
but convex in a “crowning effect,” tapering 
in thickness as it extends from butt to tang. 
Sarah Rapp roughed out all the gold quartz 
and Julie Warenski Erickson engraved, in 
gold, a sheath that is inlaid with rubies and 
gold quartz. Overall length: 10.75 inches. 
Maker’s list price for a similar piece: 
$20,000. (Point Seven knife photo)
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Usually in this column I am asked 
knifemaking questions that I try 
my best to answer. But the reason 

I am writing this is to remind all knife en-
thusiasts of a most serious situation within 
the world of knives.

This article is not very exciting. It will 
not thrill you like the stories of a hunter 
who survives a vicious grizzly attack and 
kills the bear with his hunting knife, of 
some unfortunate hiker who is forced to 
amputate his arm in order to survive, or a 
grandmother who chases a burglar out of 
her home with a kitchen knife.  

While what I am about to tell you is not 
what you want to hear, it is about a situation 
that did happen, and continues to happen 
right here in the land of the free—in this 
case, the state of New York. And do not kid 
yourselves, it could happen anywhere.  

I am pretty sure most folks remember 
the movie West Side Story. Soon after the 
movie’s release, new rules and regulations 
outlawed switchblades in most states. The 
switchblade laws of the 1950s also made 
butterfl y and gravity knives illegal.

I am afraid that another knife is mak-
ing its way to the list of illegal-to-carry 
items.

While knifemakers—and I count my-
self among them—strive to perfect man-
kind’s oldest tools, there are some politi-
cians and organizations that have been 
working overtime to chip away another 

piece of the rights of all Americans.  
I am just going to tell you my story as 

it happened without any polishing. Here it 
is in a nutshell.

During the past eight or nine months, I 
have received several phone calls from at-
torneys asking me to help them out. The 
fi rst call was from a lawyer asking if I 
would be willing to be an expert witness 
in a knife-related case he was defending. 
Naturally I said yes; if I could help, I would 
be more than happy to do so.  

In this particular case—which oc-
curred in a small town about 90 miles 
north of New York City—a young man 
was arrested for possession of a gravity 
knife. I assumed we were talking about 
some World War II paratrooper’s knife 
or a replica of that style of knife. But as-
suming is not a good idea. A few minutes 
into our conversation about how the knife 
opens and closes, I realized that the knife 
we were talking about is nothing more 
than a LinerLock™ folder, the design made 
famous by Blade Magazine Cutlery Hall-
Of-Famer© Michael Walker.

I explained to the attorney the differ-
ences between a LinerLock folder and a 
gravity knife. I sent him all the informa-
tion I could on the subject, including some 
pictures and illustrations showing the dif-
ferences in construction and operation of 
the knives.

The lawyer obviously did his home-

work, because a week or so later he called 
to let me know that the district attorney 
had dropped all charges against his client. 
Naturally, I was very happy to hear the 
news and that the man’s knife rights had 
been restored. Though it meant I would not 
be needed to appear in court nor compen-
sated for the time I spent with the attorney, 
I was happier to hear of such a benefi cial 
outcome than to receive any money.

Subway Subterfuge
A month or so later I received another 
call—this time from a New York City law 
fi rm working the same type of case. The 
fi rm’s client had been arrested in a New 
York City subway station for possession of 
a gravity knife.

My understanding is that the young 
man was heading home from work, wait-
ing for a train. A police offi cer noticed a 
clip on the young man’s pants pocket. The 
offi cer asked the man if he was carrying a 
knife and, if so, could he see it. The young 
man said “sure” and handed the folder to 
the offi cer. With a fl ick of his wrist the po-
liceman snapped the blade out to open the 
folder and then, to the young man’s sur-
prise, the offi cer arrested him!

Again I was asked if I would be willing 
to appear as an expert witness in the case. 
Naturally, as I did with the fi rst case, I said 
I would be glad to do my best to help.   

A few days later I received a call from 

By Joe Szilaski
BLADE® field editor

State Court Says Liner-
Locks are Gravity Knives
Buoyed by a spate of legal and law enforcement shenanigans, 

New York decision sets a most disturbing precedent
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VISIT WWW.KNIFEKITS.COM
Always Your Source for Folder Kits, Fixed Blade Kits, 
Handle Supplies, Equipment, Tools, Specialty Parts, 
Sheaths and Kits, Accessories, Books, and Videos

THE MODERN SKINNER

KKSK1BL Modern Skinner (Parts Only) ................................$37.95
KKSK1K Modern Skinner Kit ................................................$45.95

G13 MODERN INLAY FOLDER

GI3 Modern Inlay Folder (single) .................................... $17.95 ea.
G13 (5 Pack)–pre-order only .......................................... $14.25 ea.
(machined pre-drilled inlay handles available)

FLX25 FRAMELOCK

KKFLX25 FLX-25 Frame-Lock Folder Kit ..........................$18.95
KKFLX25-5 FLX-25 Frame Lock Folder Kit (5 Pack) .........$16.25
KKFLX25-COCO Pre-Machined Cocobolo Scale Set ....$12.95
KKFLX25-TEAK Pre-Machined Teak Wood Scale Set ........ $12.95
KKFLX25-CURU Pre-Machined Curupay Wood Scale Set

 ..........................................................................................$12.95
KKFLX25-MACA Pre-Machined Maca Wood Scale Set ..... $12.95
KKFLX25-PURP Pre-Machined Purpleheart Wood Scale Set

 ..........................................................................................$12.95
KKFLX25-BLM Black Linen Micarta Scale Set .............$12.95
KKFLX25-BCM Black Canvas Micarta Scale Set ..........$12.95

DR2 MODERN BOWIE
2nd Generation Design

DDR2-MB (1) DDR2™ Modern Bowie (base parts kit) ..........36.95
DDR2-MB5 (5 units) DDR2™ Modern Bowie .................34.95/ea.
DDR2-CF (1) set of pre-machined Carbon Fiber scales. .......29.95
DDR2-BOLO (1) set of pre-machined Cocobolo scales ........19.95
DDR2-BG (1) set of pre-machined Black G-10 scales ..........19.95
DDR2-BLG (1) set of pre-machined Blue G-10 scales.  ........19.95
DDR2-BBG (1) set of pre-machined Blue/Black G-10 scales. 

 ............................................................................................19.95
DDR2-RG (1) set of pre-machined Red G-10 scales.  ...........19.95
DDR2-GG (1) set of pre-machined Green G-10 scales.  .......19.95
DDR2-GBG (1) set of pre-machined Green/Black G-10 scales. 

 ............................................................................................19.95
DDR2-LAP (1) set of pre-machined Lapis scales. .................19.95
PBWS532-1 (1) set of Phosphorous-Bronze Washers (5/32)

 ......................................................................................$1.79/set

DR2 MODIFIED TANTO
2nd Generation Design

DDR2-TA (1) DDR2™ Tanto (base parts kit) ..........................36.95
DDR2-TA5 (5 units) DDR2™ Tanto .................................34.95/ea.
DDR2-CF (1) set of pre-machined Carbon Fiber scales. .......29.95
DDR2-BOLO (1) set of pre-machined Cocobolo scales.  ......19.95
DDR2-BG (1) set of pre-machined Black G-10 scales.  ........19.95
DDR2-BLG (1) set of pre-machined Blue G-10 scales.  ........19.95
DDR2-BBG (1) set of pre-machined Blue/Black G-10 scales.

  ...........................................................................................19.95
DDR2-RG (1) set of pre-machined Red G-10 scales.  ...........19.95
DDR2-GG (1) set of pre-machined Green G-10 scales. ........19.95
DDR2-GBG (1) set of pre-machined Green/Black G-10 scales. 

 ............................................................................................19.95
DDR2-LAP (1) set of pre-machined Lapis scales.  ...............19.95
PBWS532-1 (1) set of Phosphorous-Bronze Washers (5/32) 

 ......................................................................................$1.79/set

TYPHOON COMPETITION 
TRAINER

New Butterfly Model. Pre-Order Now.

TYPHOON-CT (Parts Kit) Typhoon™ Competition Trainer Kit
(Pre-Order Only) .............. $99.95/ea. Pre-Order Price $79.95/ea.

FL009 FRAME LOCK KIT

KKFL009 FL009 Frame-Lock Folder Kit (Single) (includes 1 set 
standard finished cocobolo handles)  ..........................$16.95/ea.

KKFL009-5 FL009 Frame Lock Folder Kit (5 Pack) (includes 
standard finished cocobolo handles) ...........................$14.95/ea.

Optional Items (Upgrade handles below are machined and 
pre-drilled)

KKFL009-COCO Pre-Machined Cocobolo Scale Set 
 ....................................................................................$12.95/set

KKFL009-TEAK Pre-Machined Teak Wood Scale Set 
 ....................................................................................$12.95/set

KKFL009-CURU Pre-Machined Curupay Wood Scale Set 
 ....................................................................................$12.95/set

KKFL009-MACA Pre-Machined Maca Wood Scale Set 
 ....................................................................................$12.95/set

KKFL009-PURP .Pre-Machined Purpleheart Wood Scale Set 
 ....................................................................................$12.95/set

KKFL009-BLM Black Linen Micarta Scale Set  .......$12.95/set
KKFL009-BCM Black Canvas Micarta Scale Set  ...$12.95/set

CLASSIC CHEF

KK529BL Classic Chef Knife Blade (no handles) Cryo-Treated
 ..........................................................................................$17.45

KK529K Classic Chef Knife Kit (includes Cocobolo scales)
 ..........................................................................................$24.95

R125SS-6 1/8” 416 Stainless Pin Material (6”) (For handle con-
struction) .............................................................................$0.95

R125B-6 1/8” Brass Pin Material (6”) (For handle construction)
 ............................................................................................$0.50

DDR3 BUTTON LOCK
Hot Design

DDR3BL Base Parts Kit .........................................................$56.95
DDR3BL-CF Carbon Fiber scales .........................................$29.95
DDR3BL-TEAK Teak scales ...................................................$19.95
DDR3BL-BG Black G-10 scales ............................................$19.95
DDR3BL-Coco Cocobolo scales ...........................................$19.95

DELTA 5TH SERIES

The Delta 5 series includes 4 distinct tactical blade styles. Pictured 
above is the D5 chute grind. And shown in stag, a modified D5 
spear point. Please see web site or catalog for more.

D5BL-MB Delta 5™ Modern Bowie Parts Kit ........................$37.95
D5BL-Ck Delta 5™ Chute Knife Parts Kit ..............................$37.95
D5BL-DP Delta 5™ Drop Point Parts Kit ..............................$37.95
D5BL-SP Delta 5™ Spear Point Parts Kit .............................$37.95
D5-COCO Cocobolo wood scales .........................................$12.00
D5-CURU Curupay wood scales ...........................................$12.00
D5-BCM Black Canvas Micarta scales ..................................$12.00
D5-BLM-Black Linen Micarta scales ....................................$12.00

SENSEI TANTO
New Tanto Design

KK534BL Sensei Blade (base kit) w/Bolsters/Pins (No Handles) 
Cryo-Treated  ...............................................................$ 33.95/ea

KK534K Sensei Kit Base Parts Kit w Blade/Bolsters/Pins, 1 pair 
of Cocobolo 1.5 x 5 scales with epoxy. (SAVE!!) ............39.50/ea

JAPANESE CORD WRAPPING
WITH KIRBY LAMBERT DVD

$29.95 EA.

DREMEL TOOLS
FOR FILE WORK

275-02 Dremel® Single-speed MultiPro Tool Kit .................42.95
2850-02 Dremel® 2850-02 Two Speed Multipro Kit ..59.95

CLIPOVER BELT LOOPS

KKCOL Clip Over Loop (includes mounting hardware) .......5.95/ea
KKCOL2 Clip Over Loop (includes mounting hardware) .. 10.50/pr

THERMOFORM SHEATH 
PRESS

KKSMP-12 Sheath Molding Press (12” x 8”) Bench Model 
- Includes Foam ...............................................................$84.95

KKSMP-24 Sheath Molding Press (24” x 8”) Bench Model 
- Includes Foam - NEW! ................................................$159.95

KYNDEX SHEET MATERIAL!
7 NEW COLORS!

ECONO ZIPPER POUCHES

CKKZPH7_BK1 Black Canvas CKK  (7 ")  .......................$2.80/ea
CKKZPH7_BK10 Black Canvas CKK  (7")  .........SAVE $23.00/10
CKKZPH7_OD1 O.D. Green  Canvas CKK  (7")  ..............$2.80/ea
CKKZPH7_OD10 O.D. Green  Canvas CKK (7")  SAVE $23.00/10
CKKZPH9_BK1 Black Canvas CKK  (9")  ........................$2.95/ea
CKKZPH9_BK10 Black Canvas CKK  (9")  .......  SAVE $25.00/10
CKKZPH9_OD1 O.D. Green  Canvas CKK  (9")  ..............$2.95/ea
CKKZPH9_OD10 O.D. Green  Canvas CKK  (9") SAVE  $25.00/10

CHECK OUR SITE FOR
NEW KNIFEMAKING
BOOKS & VIDEOS
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question &
    answerquestion & answer

a woman from the district attorney’s offi ce 
that was prosecuting the young man. She 
asked me all kinds of questions. She was 
trying very hard to trick me into saying that 
the knife in question was a gravity knife. 
She tried every angle that she could, from 
the backdoor, roof, basement and every way 
you can imagine just so I would say that the 
LinerLock folder is a gravity knife.

Finally I said to her, “Ma’am, you can 
give any kind of macho name you want to a 
chicken but it’s still a chicken, and a folder 
with a LinerLock locking mechanism is a 
LinerLock and has nothing to do with grav-
ity.” That was the end of the conversation.  

The next phone call I received was 
again from the young man’s attorney to in-
form me of the judge’s decision that an ex-
pert witness would not be necessary in the 
case. This sounded strange to me but I am 
just a knifemaker, not a judge or a lawyer.  

A week or so later the lawyer called 
again and told me the case had been moved 

These are two of the illustrations the author provided the court to show the difference 
between a LinerLock™ and a gravity knife. The illustration of the LinerLock is from the 
American Knife & Tool Institute. (illustrations courtesy of the author)
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to a different judge, so I might still be need-
ed to testify. However, the second judge did 
not want to overrule the fi rst judge’s deci-
sion and the lawyer was very apologetic for 
wasting so much of my time.     

I hate to say it but I found out later that 
the second young man was not as lucky as 
the fi rst one, as he lost the case. Besides 
that, he now has a criminal record, and I 
am sure it cost him a pretty penny in legal 
fees and lost time.    

Subsequently, I received yet another 
call to appear as an expert witness on a 
third case. I cannot say too much about it 
because it was still pending as BLADE®

was going to press.

New York Knifers Beware!
Knife enthusiasts in the state of New York 
must be careful because a gravity knife is 
defi ned as any knife with a blade that is 
released from its handle or sheath by the 
force of gravity or the application of cen-
trifugal force …    

I am not a lawyer but, in my opinion, 
the interpretation of this law to include 
LinerLock folders is an attempt to strip 
law-abiding citizens of their rights.

As I said earlier, this is not so exciting a 
story or as interesting as a technical article 
on how to get the most from forge, fi re and 
steel. But I feel everyone should be aware 
of what is going on in the world of knives. 
If we knife enthusiasts are not careful, we 
may end up in court just like these young 
men, or with knife laws similar to those 
in England that have turned law-abiding 
citizens into criminals overnight—not to 
mention some of them losing their lifelong 
knife collections.  

Some people suggest that I move out 
of New York state and its restrictive laws. 
But after 37 years my family, friends, 
children and grandchildren live here, so 
I certainly do not think that pulling up 
stakes is the answer.  

I am originally from Hungary and left 
my country, family and friends to be free 
of Communist rule and restrictions that 
strip people of their rights. As a U.S. citi-
zen I do not take my rights and freedoms 
for granted, as none of us should.   

The recent knife prosecutions in New 
York state are a shame and a very sad re-
ality that both collectors and makers must 
face. While some people may point fi ngers 
and say that the young man had a bad law-
yer, my opinion is we, as knife enthusiasts, 
need to pay more attention to what is going 
on around us. We are all aware that such 
legal shenanigans have been going on for 
some time, and we are all very busy with 
life and trying to make ends meet. But this 
situation cannot be ignored in the hope that 
it will go away.

We need to take these types of matters 
very seriously and stand up for our rights!

Nordic Knives
1634-C Copenhagen Drive

Solvang CA 93463

800-992-6574

We buy, sell & consign
entire collections

To view our collection,
please visit our website at
www.nordicknives.com

Featuring the finest in

Custom & Randall knives

since 1971

Your satisfaction is guaranteed by our return policy

WWW.MYKNIFEDEALER.COMWWW.MYKNIFEDEALER.COM

Authorized Dealer For...
Chris Reeve
Emerson
MercWorx
MicroTech
Omega
ProTech
Darrel Ralph
Jeff Harkins
Pat Crawford
and more...

Featuring:
Unique custom and production knives

OFFERING:
“Local dealer” service with “Internet dealer” Pricing

Phone: 800.207.6615Phone: 800.207.6615
Email: blade2myknifedealer.comEmail: blade2myknifedealer.com

LYNN O OLSONLYNN O OLSON

Knifemaker - 
Pro-Tech 

‘Godfather’
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By Dan Farr
ABS journeyman smith
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Warren Osborne—shown above chopping the 2x4 at the 2007 Guild 
Show cutting competition—has done extensive testing of competition-
style blades. Here is an example of one of his blades that did not make 
the grade. His take on the Charpy and industrial tests: “I don’t see that 
the toughness-test specs and the wear-resistant tests done by the steel 
companies have a lot to do with what makes a good knife. It’s a start but 
sometimes it does not relate to our needs or correlate with our testing, 
at least to a degree.” (photo of Osborne by SharpByCoop.com)
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LADE® has this backhanded but 
very effective way of mentoring 
my knife career. The editor assigns 

me stories that force me to research top-
ics that I should know more about. When 
he asked me to write about the concept 
that carbon steels are tougher and so can 
be put into service with a thinner edge, 
thereby out cutting stainless steels, I fi g-
ured he was ready to get rid of me. “Fine,” 
I thought, “here’s my big chance to alien-
ate half of my knifemaker and collector 
friends—and I’m not even sure which 
half it will end up being!”

Selecting steel for knives is a balanc-
ing act. The three issues to consider are 
hardness, wear resistance and toughness.
Hardness and wear resistance often show 
up together in the same steel. Toughness 
almost always runs counter to hardness/
wear resistance. The intended use of the 
knife determines the best compromise. All 
else being equal, the tougher steel will ac-
cept a thinner edge and be more effi cient at 
cutting. Get the right combination and you 
can win cutting competitions!

The book defi nition of toughness re-
lates to a steel type’s ability to absorb 
impact without failing in a brittle manner. 
Brittle failure is an abrupt and complete 
breakdown without any appreciable per-
manent deformation in the steel.

Charpy Test
The Charpy test shows up the most in 
texts and steel manufacturers’ literature. 
Basically, the Charpy test measures the 
dynamic toughness of a particular type 
of steel. The resistance of a test sample 
of steel to fracture is reported in foot-
pounds of energy. A higher Charpy 
number indicates a better resistance to 
dynamic impact for a given steel.

Steel type 52100 is in the higher range of carbon, so it includes 
some carbides in its matrix and enjoys increased wear resistance 
within the simple carbon steels. Known to some as “The King of 
52100,” BLADE® fi eld editor Ed Fowler offers the steel here on his 

“Ranch Bowie” in sheep horn. (BladeGallery.com photo)

The Riehle impact tester is ready for the Charpy test withThe Riehle impact tester is ready for the Charpy test with 
the 240-foot-pound hammer locked in the set positionthe 240-foot-pound hammer locked in the set position 
(lower left). An impact sample is placed on the tester(lower left). An impact sample is placed on the tester 
anvils (below) and then the tester swings through an arc,anvils (below) and then the tester swings through an arc, 
dropping a given weight a preset distance to impact thedropping a given weight a preset distance to impact the 
sample with a blade-shaped hammer that rests inside thesample with a blade-shaped hammer that rests inside the 
square head. After the sample is broken, the needle onsquare head. After the sample is broken, the needle on 
the readout (lower right) indicates the total foot-poundsthe readout (lower right) indicates the total foot-pounds 
absorbed by the sample. (photos courtesy of the author)absorbed by the sample. (photos courtesy of the author)
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The Charpy machine has the small test 
sample of steel, typically notched in the 
middle, supported on the ends as in a beam, 
and a hammer in the form of a pendulum. 
The pendulum is raised and released, strik-
ing the sample at the bottom of the swing, 
fracturing it and swinging past. The ener-
gy absorbed by the breaking sample is cal-
culated by comparing the starting height 
of the hammer vs. the height the hammer 
swings past the sample after breaking it. 
There are also standardized tensile and 
torsion impact tests, but I found no pub-
lished data using these methods.  

Great! This is easy; rank the steels 
in order of Charpy impact values and 
my job is done, right? Well, not so fast. 
The three big factors in edge holding are 
strength/hardness, toughness and wear 
resistance. Strength/hardness prevents the 
edge from fl attening or turning. Wear re-
sistance guards against the rounding off of 
the almost infi nitely thin point of the edge. 
High toughness prevents chipping or cata-
strophic failure of the blade. 

As noted, the unfortunate truth for 
knife users and makers is that high tough-
ness tends to run counter to high hardness 
and high wear resistance. A look at the 
charts of Charpy test values and wear resis-
tance clearly shows that as one goes up, the 
other often goes down! Even when looking 
at one steel type, the toughness decreases 
with increasing Rockwell hardness values 
(with a minor yet important exception that 
will be discussed later).

I talked to makers of both carbon steel 
knives and stainless steel knives. To my 
surprise, no one balked at the idea of car-
bon steels being tougher than stainless 
(though that is sort of a generalized, overly 
broad statement). I thought tempers would 
fl are and the makers would pick sides, dig 
in their heels and defend their niche.

Instead, it turns out that knives are 
simply, well, knives. Knifemakers are 
knifemakers, all of whom are basically 
trying to attain the same thing. Both sides 
of the aisle gave me the same story; it was 
all consensus and no contention! So, if 
you were hoping to see sparks fl y between 
stainless makers and forged makers over 
impact resistance, well, excuse the pun, 
but that’s tough!

None of the makers I interviewed were 
convinced that the Charpy test translated 
well to blade edges. Most said that hand-
held knives, as opposed to machine tools, 
tend not to be well correlated to some in-
dustry tests.

Warren Osborne has done extensive 
testing of competition-style blades. His 
take on the Charpy and industrial tests: 

“I don’t see that the toughness-test specs 
and the wear-resistant tests done by the 

GATEWAY AREA KNIFE CLUB SHOW 2008

JANUARAY 26TH & 27TH 2008
CARPENTER HALL 1401 HAMPTON AVE., ST. LOUIS, MO 63139-3159
SHOW HOURS SATURDAY 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. SUNDAY 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

CONTACT PAUL SWIRCK 314.241.6006

FEATURING THE FOLLOWING CUSTOM MAKERS 
ALONG WITH 80 ANTIQUE AND FACTORY DEALERS

E. ALLRED, M. ALSDORF, R. BREDON, R. BLANTON,
B. BUXTON, J. COVER, B. CROWDER, C. CAMERER

 D. HANSON III, J. HARRISON, C. HAWES,
             R. HILL, J. JONES, J. KRAUSE, J. MAGEE,

B. MILLER, J. MULLER, P. MYERS, S. MYERS,
M. NEIVELING, R. NOWLAND, M. PELLEGRIN,

B. STORMER, D. UNGER, L. VOORHIES,
AND SUPPLIES BY JAMES POPLIN
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steel companies have a lot to do with 
what makes a good knife. It’s a start but 
sometimes it does not relate to our needs 
or correlate with our testing, at least to 
a degree.”

That said, the Charpy test is an effec-
tive measure of toughness in a sample and 
therefore should not be summarily dis-
missed. It is a valuable tool and its results 
are relevant when evaluating variable pro-
cesses used in the knife shop. 

Upon further review, instead of limit-
ing this story to stainless and carbon steels 
only, I think three categories of blade 
materials should be considered: simple 
carbon, tool and stainless steels. There 
are overlapping ranges of toughness in all 
three types. 

Simple Carbon Steels
For the purposes of this story, the simple 
carbon steels are the “10” series (1084, 1095, 
etc.), spring (5160), and bearing (52100). 
Tradition dictates that simple carbon steels 
are the territory of bladesmiths—that is, 
the knifemakers who forge their own steel.

Typical carbon blade steels have a car-
bon content in the .65-1.25 percent range. 
The lower-carbon-range 10-series steels 

AA CUSTOM  KNIFE  SHOW
David Etchieson   501/554-2582    email: aka@alliancecable.net

CUSTOM KNIVES . AWARDS . KNIFE AUCTION

Mike Allen, TX
Larry Bailey, OH
Jim Baston, AL
Craig Braschler, MO
Sam Butler, AR
James Cook, AR
Gary Crowder, OK
Jim Crowell, AR
Steve Culver, KS
Jesse Davis, MS
Bill Duff, OK
Ken Durham, AL
Fred Durio, LA
Shawn Ellis, AR
Lee Ferguson, AR
Linda Ferguson, AR
Jerry Fisk, AR
John Fitch, AR
Joe Flournoy, AR
Ronnie Foster, AR
Brett Gatlin, AR
Terry Glassco, AR

Gordon Graham, TX
Chris Jones, AR 
Jack Jones, MS
Harvey King, KS
Ray Kirk, OK
Jim Krause, MO
Jerry Lairson, OK
Ken Linton, TX
Jim Magee, KS
John Martin, OK
Peter Martin, WI
Roger Massey, AR
Jerry McDonald, TN
Don McIntosh, TX
Ron Mobbs, AR 
Sidney Moon, LA
Gary Mulkey, MO
Bob Neal, GA
James Neilson, PA
Mark Nevling, IL
Corbin Newcomb, MO
Ron Newton, AR

Chad Nichols, MS
John Perry, AR
Paul Piccola, TX 
Ray Pieper, AL
Clifton Polk, AR
Rusty Polk, AR
J.W. Randall, LA 
Vernon Red, AR
Lin Rhea, AR 
Ron Richerson, KY 
Dennis Riley, AR
Les Robertson, GA
Dickie Robinson, TX
George Roth, TX
Michael Ruth, TX
Richard Self, TX
Marvin Solomon, AR
Robert Spradlin, AR
Charles Stout, AR
Brion Tomberlin, OK
Art Tycer, AR
Ricardo Vilar, Brazil

KNIFE SUPPLIES

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

ADMISSION $5.OO

AIRPORT  SHUTTLE

SPECIAL SHOW HOTEL RATE:
$97 SINGLE/DOUBLE

$107 TRIPLE   $117 QUAD

800/937-2789   501/372-4371

FEB. 23 & 24, 2008
SAT: 9AM - 5PM SUN: 9AM - 4PM

LITTLE ROCK, AR
Robinson Center Exhibit Hall

424 W. Markham (adjacent to the DoubleTree Hotel)

Arkansas Custom Knife Show Partial List of Tableholders as of 8/30/07:
Jim Walker, AR
John White, FL
Mike Williams, OK
Curtis Wilson, TX
Gary Zweimueller, AR

SUPPLIERS:
American Bladesmith
Society
Culpepper & Co.
Emerson Horseshoe
Forrest Case Co. 
Giraffebone.com
Glendo Corp/GRS Tools
Green River Leather 
Knife World
Riverside Machine
Pop Knife Supply
Roland Quimby
Rowe’s Leather
Texas Knifemakers
Charles Turnage

RKANSAS
13th Annual Show   www.arkansasknifemakers.com

AKA

BRIAN TIGHE

email: tighe@allstream.net
905/892-2734

www.briantighe.com

“Spicy Tighe”
Assisted Opener

$575.00

ls

Steel type 
5160 gets its 

toughness 
by having 

only .6 per-
cent carbon, 

though adding 
a small amount 

of chromium 
allows harden-

ing closer to the 
mid-range carbon 

steels. Hence, 5160 
has a reputation for 

toughness and good 
hardness. Michael Ruth’s 

camp knife sports a 9-inch 
blade of the steel and an 
African blackwood handle. 
(Chuck Ward photo)
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translate as tough steels. Raising the car-
bon about .8 percent increases the hard-
ness at the expense of some toughness. 
The increase from .8 to 1.25 percent does 
not increase hardness, but will increase 
wear resistance by introducing more car-
bides into the matrix.

Steel type 5160 gets its toughness by 
having only .6 percent carbon, but add-
ing a small amount of chromium allows 
hardening closer to the mid-range car-
bon steels. Hence, 5160 has a reputation 
for toughness and good hardness. Steel 

type 52100 is in the higher range of car-
bon, so it includes some carbides in its 
matrix and enjoys increased wear resis-
tance within the simple carbon steels.

Before continuing, it is appropriate 
to talk some about the heat treatment 
of simple carbon steels and its effects 
on toughness. Heat-treating technique 
is arguably more important than the 
selection of steel. Less carbon, finer 
grain and fewer impurities contribute 
to toughness. Fine grain depends some-
what on alloy content but, in the simple 
carbon group, it is largely a function 
of heat-treating procedure and control. 
Lack of temperature control that leads 
to overheating grows grain size and 

reduces impact resistance. Thermal cy-
cling refines grain. Repeated thermal 
cycling creates finer grain. Fine grain 
creates tough steel but makes it more 
difficult to harden. In fact, it is possible 
to refine the grain of some simple 10-
series steels down to a point where it is 
difficult to get the steels to harden.

All typical knife steels are too brittle 
as quenched and need to be tempered. 
Commonly forged knife steels are tem-
pered in a range of 300°-450°F, and 
within this range higher temperatures 
produce tougher yet softer steel. This 
makes testing and adjusting toughness 
fairly easy in the knife shop.

I start with a tempering tempera-
ture that is a little lower than need 
be and test for toughness. If the edge 
chips, I raise the temperature slightly 

Knifemaking Equipment

Buffi ng Supplies

Heat Treating Ovens

Mosaic Pins

Etching Equipment

Finished Blades - Stainless 

Steel, Carbon Steel, Damascus

Sheaths - Leather, Kydex 

Sheath Making Kits & 

Supplies, Knife Cases

Handle Material - Reconstituted 

Stone, Micartas, Stabilized Woods, 

Mother of Pearl, Water Buffalo, Mam-

moth Ivory, Exotic Woods, plus many 

more!

Metals - Nickel Silver, Brass, Stain-

less Steel, Titanium, Damascus, D2, 

154CM, O1 Toolsteel, Forging Steels, 

ATS34, 440C and more

Catalog $4.00 ($10.00 

International) or Free if 

placing order. 
Heat Treating & Cryogenic Quenching

*Air Quenchable Steel Only for Heat Treat

We put customer 

service first!

Example Shown Above: Finest 

Filet Kit - BL546K

Includes blade, Dymondwood 

handle material, nickel-silver 

guard, pins, & thong hole tub-

ing & 30 minute epoxy. Only 

$30.95

Blade Kits are available for most 

blades.

Shop on-line 24/7 at www.texasknife.

Toll-Free 888-461-8632         Fax 713-461-8221              Tel. 713-461-8632

Texas Knifemaker’s Supply     10649 Haddington, #180      Houston, TX 77043

WANT SAME DAY SHIPPING?

Call our Toll-free, Express Hot-line, 

1-888-461-8632, before 2 p.m. 

Central time, Monday-Friday, 

and all supplies that are in-stock, 

will be shipped the same day. 
*Please ask for same day shipping.1
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“5160 has a 
reputation for 
toughness and 
good hardness.”

—the authorStriking Sterling Silver TsubaStriking Sterling Silver Tsuba PendantsPendants
Our sterling silverOur sterling silver 
made in the USAmade in the USA 
Tsuba pendants areTsuba pendants are 
a great gift idea fora great gift idea for 
anyone who lovesanyone who loves 
knives and swords.knives and swords.

Visit us atVisit us at 
Underhilljewelers.comUnderhilljewelers.com

or call us ator call us at 
206-933-0533206-933-0533

9am to 5pm PST9am to 5pm PST
Monday-SaturdayMonday-Saturday

Crane Tsuba $85.00Crane Tsuba $85.00
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be and test for toughness. If the edge 
chips, I raise the temperature slightly 
and repeat the test. When I get to the 
point where the steel neither chips nor 
deforms, I consider that point the sweet 
spot (a term I stole from knifemaker 
R.J. Martin) for the steel.

Keep in mind that different makers 

may have different optimum times and 
temperatures for the same steel due to 
different equipment and quality control. 
Different batches of the same steel will 
have slightly different alloy percentages 
and may come in a slightly different 
state. Every new batch should be tested 
and not assumed to be identical to the 
previous batch.

Before you fall completely in love 
with carbon steel, I should add that there 
are times I am disappointed in my own 
simple carbon steel knives due to their 
lack of wear resistance, especially in 
smaller blades such as hunting knives 
where toughness is not such a big con-
cern. I have been able to improve per-
formance somewhat by using a slightly 
toothy edge. It does not stay sharp lon-
ger but continues to cut after the smooth 
edge loses its bite.

Next time, in the conclusion, the author 
examines the higher-alloy tool and 
stainless steels, outlines the more common 
tests used to gauge a steel’s toughness, 
and gives you hints on how to determine 
whether a maker offers knives that are 

“tough enough.”

For the contact information for the knives 
and knifemakers in the story, see “Where 
To Get ‘Em” on page 97.

The lower-carbon-range 10-se-
ries steels translate as tough 
steels. Raising the carbon 
about .8 percent increases 
the hardness at the ex-
pense of some toughness. 
The increase from .8 to 
1.25 percent does not 

increase hardness but 
will increase wear re-
sistance by introduc-
ing more carbides 
into the matrix. 
Wesley W. Davis 
employs 1080 car-
bon steel for the 
9-inch blade of 
his bowie in iron-
wood. (Chuck 
Ward photo)

“All typical
knife steels are 
too brittle as 
quenched.”

—the author
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By Ed Fowler
BLADE® fi eld editor

Each side of the knife from the Bill Moran es-Each side of the knife from the Bill Moran es-
tate auction is a mirror image of the other—thetate auction is a mirror image of the other—the 
top edge ground with a stronger secondarytop edge ground with a stronger secondary 
bevel, the bottom edge well blended for maxi-bevel, the bottom edge well blended for maxi-
mum cutting power. (Fowler photos)mum cutting power. (Fowler photos)
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here is a lot to learn about knives. I 
have written extensively about the 
steels I like and the methods of de-
veloping blades that I feel must be ap-

plied, but there is a lot more to knives than 
making one. As I look back on the learning 
I have absorbed since the time knives fi rst 
beckoned me to their messages, most of 
the signifi cant knowledge I have accumu-
lated has come through old knives. 

I feel that workingmen, especially 
those who ply their trade with tools, 
come to a special appreciation for tools 
that are well made and develop a com-
passion for their care and use. When 
we as workingmen fi nd a used tool in 
our venue, our interest is immediately 
attuned to her quality, design and how 
those who used her maintained her. A 
man can leave a legacy through his tools, 
a record of a partnership that remains 
written in those he leaves behind.

Sharpened Clean
Some have taught me how to sharpen a 
blade in order to develop the geometry that 
will support the work for which the knife 
is designed. I was pretty young when my 
grandfather taught me to sharpen a blade 
for some leatherwork I was trying to do. 
I had developed a rather steep secondary 
bevel above the edge and was unable to 
pull the knife through the thick leather. 
He watched me work and noted I was not 
getting much cutting done. I was using all 
my strength to cut the thick leather, and it 
was obvious to him that the situation was 
getting dangerous.

He asked me for the knife, looked at 
my sharpening job and showed me the 
error of my ways. He then showed me his 
leather knife. It was what I call sharp-
ened clean—blending in a smooth, pro-
gressive geometry from the edge to the 
spine. He worked one side of my blade 
down on a stone, sharpening it clean to 
the spine and leaving no secondary bevel. 
He handed me the knife and suggested 
that I sharpen the other side just like he 
had done the fi rst one. It took me a little 
while and, with some coaching, I learned 
how to sharpen a leather knife that could 
cut leather with much less effort. 

When I see old, well-used knives today, 
I immediately note the sharpening meth-

This is the author’s illustration of the blade’s cross section as it would appear if 
you could look at it from the base of the blade toward the tip. “The top left bevel is a 
nice convex grind,” he noted. “The bottom left bevel is ground with a steeper angle 
in order to preserve strength. Rotate the blade 180 degrees and you have the same 
condition. This was probably designed as a right-handed knife via blade grind and 
choice of the maker. The actual geometry developed by the maker is much more 
dynamic than my drawing.” (Fowler illustration)

A close-up of the guard reveals 
that the lead solder is a little rough, 
but the forged guard is well done. 
(Fowler photo)

The owner used this old, well-worn Marble’sThe owner used this old, well-worn Marble’s 
Woodcrafter for delicate work and kept it sharp-Woodcrafter for delicate work and kept it sharp-
ened clean to the spine. The striations may notened clean to the spine. The striations may not 
show, but he kept her well dressed for the workshow, but he kept her well dressed for the work 
she did. (Fowler photo)she did. (Fowler photo)

The blade of another Marble’s Woodcrafter has a veryThe blade of another Marble’s Woodcrafter has a very 
abrupt secondary bevel. “This would provide a veryabrupt secondary bevel. “This would provide a very 
strong edge,” the author noted, “though we will neverstrong edge,” the author noted, “though we will never 
know if this was developed as a result of the owner’sknow if this was developed as a result of the owner’s 
knowledge or lack of ability.” (Fowler photo)knowledge or lack of ability.” (Fowler photo) 

“At fi rst I 
wondered why 
Bill had kept 

the knife.”
—the author
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ods of the folks who worked with them. 
When I see a nice, clean sharpened blade, I 
feel the old owner’s contact through it.

Sometimes a secondary bevel on a 
blade is there for a reason. I once found 
an old muskrat pattern at a garage sale. 
The pocketknife’s two identical blades 
had been sharpened many times. One of 
the blades was sharpened clean to a fi ne 
edge, the other with a distinct secondary 
bevel resulting in a slight increase in the 
strength of the cutting edge. Obviously, 
the owner sharpened one of the blades 
for effi cient and delicate skinning work, 
the other for heavier tasks. The contrast 
between the two blades was an obvious 
illustration of the owner’s understanding 
of cut and the properties of the steel in 
the blades. (I could not fi nd that knife to 
photograph for this story, but was able to 
provide two Marble’s Woodcraft knives 
to illustrate the concept. [See page 43.])

Moran Estate Knife
I recently received a gift from a long-time 
friend and knife enthusiast, Byron Mellinger. 
He attended the auction of Blade Magazine 
Cutlery Hall-Of-Famer© Bill Moran’s estate 
in the fall of 2006. (See “Last Vestiges of a 
Legend,” March 2007 BLADE®.).

Byron bought a knife that on fi rst im-
pression is a crude blade made by a begin-
ner. File marks on the blade and electrical 
tape holding the cracked wooden handle 
together leave the impression that the knife 
was rather crude. The solder job to seal the 
tang and handle was also crude at best.

At fi rst I wondered why Bill had kept 
the knife. I held her and found she was 
hard to put down. In the next few days 
she spent a lot of time in my hands. First 
to talk to me was the way she moved in 
my hands. She was graceful and we were 
becoming fast friends.

I began to look for her fi ner points. A 
man who knew what he was doing with 
fi re, hammer, anvil and steel forged the 
guard. While not well fi nished, the guard 
did not abuse my hands. The guard is not 
absolutely symmetrical to my eye. Still, 
like many aspects of nature, it was very 

knife talkknife talk
knife talk

“Sometimes 
a secondary 

bevel is there 
for a reason.”
—the author

www.edfowler.com
Talk about it at: www.knifet alkonline.com

To my eye this is an elegant fi ghting 
 knife, the double convex grind design 
was infl uenced by historic knife mak-
ers I admire greatly, Michael Price’s 
father, Rudy Ruana and Bill Scagel.

I dedicate this knife to the men and 
women governed by integrity based 
on rational principles who have 
fought for justice throughout all 
time. Integrity that does not consist 
of loyalty to one’s subjective whims, 
but loyalty to rational principles they 
know as valid and honest, those who 
stand for their rational judgment over 
the politically correct atmosphere of 
the time.

~ ED FOWLER ~
Willow Bow Ranch

P.O. Box 1519 • Riverton, WY 82501
307-856-9815

eafwb@wyoming.com
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pleasant to my hands. I studied the guard 
more closely and came to appreciate the 
skill and knowledge of her maker.

Her blade looks to have been made 
from an old saw blade, measuring .076 inch 
(a little less than 3/32 inch) at her thickest. 
The thickness is fairly uniform from guard 
to tip, where she is sharpened to a moderate, 
though suffi ciently sharp, point. Still, upon 
closer inspection, it was apparent the maker 
attempted to develop a very mild convex 
geometry throughout the blade. Much of 
the work on the knife was done with a fi le as 
evidenced by the striations in the steel. The 
maker always worked from edge to midline, 
leaving all the steel he could for strength.

Working with steel this thin left the 
maker with a problem. If he fi led both sides 
to the midline, he would have had a pretty 
weak working blade. He solved the dilem-
ma by bringing one side down gracefully 
to the center of the edge. On the other side 
he left a fairly sharp bevel, which would 
have resulted in the blade being as strong 
as she could while still being as effi cient a 
slicer as possible.

At fi rst I considered sharpening her up 
and doing some cutting with her, then de-
cided that if Bill had wanted her sharpened 
he would have left her sharp. I did take her 
out to a nice, clean-grained 2x4 and did some 
light chopping with her. She did as I expected. 
The graceful secondary bevel worked in har-
mony with the clean convex bevel, and the 
chips fl ew. One day I will make a knife like 
her and really give her a workout. I believe 
there would be a defi nite difference between 
a left- and right-hand chop with her.  

No one remains who can testify wheth-
er Bill Moran made this knife in his early 
years, but I for one know why he kept her. 
She is a work of art by a man who labored 
with the materials he had and who brought 
out the most potential in the functional 
qualities of the steel that he could.     

It is yet another lesson from an old 
knife. Thanks to whoever made her, thanks 
to Bill for preserving her and many thanks 
to Byron Mellinger, who by observation, 
appreciation for craftsmanship and friend-
ship sent the blade to me.

Yours truly,

Ed Fowler

k

“I began to 
look for her 
fi ner points.”
—the author
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By BLADE® staff

“The Big 3” of the BLADE Show West Cutting Compe-“The Big 3” of the BLADE Show West Cutting Compe-
tition and their knives, from left: third-place finishertition and their knives, from left: third-place fi nisher 
Warren Osborne, champion Ted Ott and runner-upWarren Osborne, champion Ted Ott and runner-up 
Gayle Bradley.Gayle Bradley.

As the crowd looks on,As the crowd looks on, 
Gary Bond chops theGary Bond chops the 
2x4. He placed fourth.2x4. He placed fourth.
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sing a cutter he made of CPM M4 
tool steel, Ted Ott won the fi rst-
ever BLADE Show West Cutting 
Competition before an energized 
crowd of over a hundred spectators 

Sept. 15 in Portland, Oregon.
Held in conjunction with BLADE 

Show West, the competition was con-
ducted by BladeSports International. 
It is one of several qualifying events 
conducted by BladeSports that will go 
toward determining the fi nalists for the 
BLADE Show World Championship Cut-
ting Competition at the BLADE Show 
May 30-June 1 in Atlanta, which also 
will be overseen by BladeSports.

It will be the first time for Blade-
Sports to conduct the BLADE Show 
World Championships.

Gayle Bradley fi nished second at 
BLADE Show West. It was a reversal of 
form from the 2007 Knifemakers’ Guild 
Show Cutting Competition, where Brad-
ley won and Ott was runner-up.

Following Bradley at BLADE Show 
West in the overall standings were War-
ren Osborne, Gary Bond, Michael Rader, 
Mike Eubanks, Jose Diaz, Ed Schempp, 
Bill Burke, Martin Schempp (Ed 
Schempp’s son), and Rachel Slade.

Rader won BladeSports’ “white 
level” of the competition, followed by 
Eubanks and Diaz. BladeSports contes-
tants are divided into two levels—red 
and white. The red level is for the more 
advanced contestants.

It was the fi rst-ever win for Ott in 
an offi cial cutting competition event, 
though he fi nished second at the Guild 
Show cutting competition and performed 
strongly in other such events in the past.

The BLADE Show West Cutting 
Competition also featured another fi rst—
the fi rst-ever female competitor, Mrs. 
Slade, who conducted herself most ably 
in the proceedings.

The competition was confi gured dif-
ferently than past BLADE Show World 

Eventual winner Ted Ott showsEventual winner Ted Ott shows 
his best chopping form as fellowhis best chopping form as fellow 
contestants Warren Osbornecontestants Warren Osborne 
(partially hidden to the right of(partially hidden to the right of 
Ott) and Jose Diaz (left) and oth-Ott) and Jose Diaz (left) and oth-
ers watch. Diaz finished seventhers watch. Diaz fi nished seventh 
overall, third in the white level.overall, third in the white level.

A young knife en-A young knife en-
thusiast displaysthusiast displays 
what’s left of a golfwhat’s left of a golf 
ball that one of theball that one of the 
contestants cutcontestants cut 
cleanly in two.cleanly in two.

Rachel Slade was the first womanRachel Slade was the fi rst woman 
ever to compete in a BladeSports In-ever to compete in a BladeSports In-
ternational cutting competition. Sheternational cutting competition. She 
finished 11th. Ed Schempp looks on.fi nished 11th. Ed Schempp looks on.

BladeSports
Overall Top 9*

1) Ted Ott
2) Gayle Bradley
3) Warren Osborne
4) Gary Bond
5) Mike Eubanks
6) Scott Devanna
7) Jose Diaz (W)
8) Jim Crowell
9) Michael Rader (W) and Jeremy 
Laughridge (W) (tie)

*And ties. Those listed with a “W” are 
white-level contestants. All others are 
red level.
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Championships. Instead of all the con-
testants completing one cut, such as the 
2x4 chop, before going on to the next 
cut and so on, the BLADE Show West 
competition was done in BladeSports’ 
course-cut format. Each contestant had 
to complete the entire course before the 
next contestant could participate.

The course cut began with a 2x4 chop, 
followed by cutting a straw above the cor-
rugation; a thick carton ring into two full 
pieces; a standing empty plastic water bot-
tle cleanly from top to bottom; three bun-
dled 1-inch ropes; a golf tee; 10 water-fi lled 
plastic bottles all in a row via a horizontal 
stroke from the side; two rolling golf balls; 
a paper mailing tube into as many rings as 
possible; a hardwood dowel within a 1.75-
inch area (extra points if within a half-inch 
area); and, fi nally, another 2x4 chop.

The contestants were judged not only 

on how fast they fi nished the course but also 
by how well they cut each medium. Hence, 
total scores for the contestants were deter-
mined by a system that considered both 
quickness and performance. For example, 
Bradley had the quickest course time (41.22 
seconds) but Ott had the best total score 
(70.81 points) for his superior combination 
of both speed and cutting ability.

Also different from past BLADE 
Show World Championships, the con-
testants in BladeSports cutting compe-
titions do not have to be knifemakers. 
However, all contestants in BladeSports 
cutting competitions must complete spe-
cial cutting and safety classes conducted 
by BladeSports before they can compete 
in BladeSports events.

The knives were a mix. Bradley made 
his of M4 tool steel, as did Ott and Os-
borne. Bond and Eubanks used Osborne 
knives of M4. Rader made his cutter 
of 52100 and 15N20 carbon steels, and 
Schempp made his of a 52100 and 15N20 
san mai. Diaz used a Schempp knife of 
52100, and Burke made his of a 52100 
san mai damascus. Spyderco sponsored 
Bradley and Schempp, and Benchmade 
sponsored Osborne. Benchmade was the 
overall sponsor of the event.

what’s cuttin’what’s cuttin’
what’s cuttin’

Introducing The Raven Combat

7” Blade 12 5/8” overall 530-V Rc 59-60
G-10 Gunner Grip™ Handles
Blackhawk Sheath
$299.00

Combat Tested in Afghanistan

Simonich Knives LLC
Box 278

Clancy, MT 59634

(406) 933-9151

www.simonichknives.com

E-Mail: rob@simonichknives.com

The Raven Combat

E-Mail: christine@simonichknives.com

$329.00

“The competition 
was conducted by 

BladeSports
International.”
—the author
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The Road To Atlanta
The BLADE Show West Cutting Com-
petition was the third qualifying event—
the ’07 Guild Show Cutting Competition 
being the fi rst one and the ’07 Spirit of 
Steel Show the second—on the road to 
the 2008 BLADE Show World Champi-
onships. The contestants who will qual-
ify for the 2008 BLADE Show World 
Championships will be determined by 
BladeSports’ point system. BladeSports 
will announce the other qualifying cut-
ting competitions at a later date.

At press time, Ott was fi rst in the 
overall standings, followed by Bradley, 
Osborne, Bond and Eubanks. (See the 
sidebar on page 47 for the top nine places 
and ties.) 

At press time, plans were for the 2008 
BLADE Show World Championships to 
be done in the course-cut format, with 
BladeSports offi ciating. In addition, past 
BLADE Show World Championship of-

fi cials—including Jerry Fisk (cut-by-cut 
commentator), Mike Williams, J.R. Cook 
and others—will return to help conduct 
the event as well.

Stay tuned to BLADE® for further 
developments on the road to the 2008 
BLADE Show World Championships.

For more information on BladeSports 
International and the qualifying cutting 
competitions for the 2008 BLADE 
Show World Championships, contact 
BladeSports International, attn: Gayle 
Bradley, Dept. BL2, 1383 Old Gamer Rd., 
Weatherford, TX 76088 817.596.2894 
gaylebradley@bradleysblades.com.

For the contact information for the knives 
used in the competition, see “Where To 
Get ‘Em” on page 97.

n’

Fans line the loading dock behind the Holiday Inn and Convention Center for theFans line the loading dock behind the Holiday Inn and Convention Center for the 
first-ever BLADE Show West Cutting Competition.fi rst-ever BLADE Show West Cutting Competition.

Warren Osborne is all concentrationWarren Osborne is all concentration 
as he prepares to make the preciseas he prepares to make the precise 
stroke required to cut the strawstroke required to cut the straw 
above the corrugation.above the corrugation.
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By Mike Haskew

Gray Taylor’s gent’s knives fit the description in everyGray Taylor’s gent’s knives fi t the description in every 
sense of the word. Carved freehand by Gray, the black-lipsense of the word. Carved freehand by Gray, the black-lip 
and white mother-of-pearl beauties are svelte and theand white mother-of-pearl beauties are svelte and the 
backspring is curved in order to follow the pattern of thebackspring is curved in order to follow the pattern of the 
handle. “Most likely not everyone but other knifemakershandle. “Most likely not everyone but other knifemakers 
will recognize the severe challenge in [the making of thesewill recognize the severe challenge in [the making of these 
knives], and I like giving Gray something to have to figureknives], and I like giving Gray something to have to fi gure 
out!” Dan Delavan of Plaza Cutlery noted on his website,out!” Dan Delavan of Plaza Cutlery noted on his website, 
www.plazacutlery.com. “[It keeps] him out of [his wife]www.plazacutlery.com. “[It keeps] him out of [his wife] 
Evelyn’s kitchen!” As you might guess from Delavan’sEvelyn’s kitchen!” As you might guess from Delavan’s 
comments, the knives are exclusives of Plaza Cutlery.comments, the knives are exclusives of Plaza Cutlery. 
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ake no mistake—it is a tool. 
However, the gent’s knife could 
almost be characterized as a cut-

ting implement that must look as good as it 
performs. Relatively small, unobtrusive and 
non-threatening, the gent’s knife provides 
the maker with an avenue of expression and 
personality, as well as top performance.

“The gent’s knife is kind of an evolving 
thing,” related Shannon Turner, owner of 
Only Fine Knives in Clarksville, Virginia. 

“To put it in a nutshell, it does have non-

threatening looks with graceful lines for 
everyday carry, and one of the things that 
distinguishes a gent’s knife is that you can 
take it out during a business meeting and 
people’s jaws won’t drop. The perception 
of the gent’s knife as being more an art ob-
ject or piece of jewelry rather than a utility 
piece is probably accurate. I would say a 
blade length of 4 inches is probably the top 
end, but 3 inches is probably more realistic 
and certainly in some pieces you get into 
even [shorter] blades.”

Daniel Chinnock’s approach to gent’s knives includes combining the skills of two da-
mascus makers—Chad Nichols on the fi reball damascus blade and Chris Marks on 
the crossroads mosaic bolsters—and a black-lip mother-of-pearl handle. The blade 
is 2.75 inches. Chinnock’s list price: $700-$900. (SharpByCoop.com photo)

Stabilized stingray skin with a starfishStabilized stingray skin with a starfi sh 
pivot pin, filework and a 3-inch bladepivot pin, fi lework and a 3-inch blade 
of Devin Thomas stainless damascusof Devin Thomas stainless damascus 
complete Kelly Carlson’s gent’s knife.complete Kelly Carlson’s gent’s knife. 
Carlson’s list price: $800. (SharpBy-Carlson’s list price: $800. (SharpBy-
Coop.com photo)Coop.com photo)

Automatic Knives 
& Switchblades
USA & Imports

Microtech Knives
Marfi one Custom 

Knives
Benchmade

Heckler & Koch
Piranha Knife Co.

Schrade
Boker

Hubertus
AKC

Frank Beltrame

William Henry
V&D

Lone Wolf
SWAT
CRKT

Dynamic Knife 
Designs

MOD
Smith & Wesson

UZI
Bat Cave Cutlery

SOG
Buck

WORLDWIDE SHIPPING AVAILABLE
LOW INTERNET PRICING GUARANTEED!

We Also Stock Over 100 Models Of Fine 
Italian Made Stilettos & Automatic Knives 

From MANIAGO, ITALY!!!
“Wholesale Available”

Phone: 877-5KNIVES
Fax: 409-249-2995

10am-6pm EST

 sales@knives4wholesale.com
 www.knives4wholesale.com

Mention “Blade Mag” & Receive 
FREE SHIPPING On Retail Orders In USA!

www.Knives4Wholesale.comwww.Knives4Wholesale.com
Wholesale & Retail

1-877-556-4837

Authorized Dealer
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In the custom realm, Turner gives the 
nod to makers Tim Britton, Josh Smith, 
Kelly Carlson and Barry Gallagher in 
gent’s knives. “Tim does a super job at 
a lower price point,” he said. “The work-
manship is good, and the starting price 
point is at an economical level. Kelly uses 
a variety of materials and the workman-
ship is superb. The knives feel good in 
your hand, and you can pull them out in 
an everyday situation and feel good about 
using them. Josh is involved in several 
projects [that] are keeping him busy right 
now. If you can get one of his knives, it’s 
a good value—a lot of bang for the buck. 
Barry is a superb maker who continues to 
make extremely good knives.”

What’s a Gent’s Knife?
In 1972, Blade Magazine Cutlery Hall-Of-
Famer© A.G. Russell of A.G. Russell Knives 
introduced a fi xed-blade knife that he de-
scribes as a gent’s hunter. His observations 
of what a gent’s knife is and is not take into 
account the perspective of the maker. Essen-
tially, he observed, the gent’s knife is what-
ever the maker wants to call it.

“In my opinion, though, the gent’s knife 
is useful for opening mail, cleaning nails, 
picking a splinter, but not heavy-duty knife 
work,” Russell pointed out. “These are el-
egant little knives to carry in your pocket 
but not necessarily in your blue jeans. That 
gent’s hunter was a knife that had about a 
3.25-inch blade and rode on the belt with-

There is no reason a multi-There is no reason a multi-
blade cannot qualify as ablade cannot qualify as a 
gent’s knife—especiallygent’s knife—especially 
petite lobster patterns suchpetite lobster patterns such 
as these by Richard Rogers.as these by Richard Rogers. 
The handles are mammothThe handles are mammoth 
ivory and mother-of-pearl withivory and mother-of-pearl with 
fileworked backsprings. Bladefi leworked backsprings. Blade 
steel is ATS-34 stainless.steel is ATS-34 stainless. 
(Mitch Lum photo)(Mitch Lum photo)

Fixed-bladeFixed-blade 
gent’s knivesgent’s knives 

are rare. How-are rare. How-
ever, Charlie Majors’ever, Charlie Majors’ 

hunter would appearhunter would appear 
to fit the bill. The 3.25-to fi t the bill. The 3.25-

inch fileworked bladeinch fi leworked blade 
is CPM 154 stainless andis CPM 154 stainless and 

the handle is stabilizedthe handle is stabilized 
mesquite burl with mosaicmesquite burl with mosaic 

pins and a leather lanyard.pins and a leather lanyard. 
Stylized scroll engraving andStylized scroll engraving and 

a handsome sheath complete thea handsome sheath complete the 
outfit. (Johnny Stout photo)outfi t. (Johnny Stout photo)

gent’s knivesgent’s knives
gent’s knives
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Tormach PCNC 1100 
features:

 R8 Spindle 1.5 hp variable speed to 4500 RPM

 Standard G code with DXF & HPGL 
fi le support

 Composition bonded slideways (similar 
to Turcite®)

 Computer controlled spindle speed 
and direction

 Digitizing and tool touch off port

 Easy to use in manual or 
automatic modes

 Ground ballscrews and 
single shot lubrication 

3 Axis Mill

$6800
plus shipping

Product information 
and online ordering at
www.tormach.com

If you’re a person who thinks that making a 
special knife means a bit more than putting a 
handle on a blank, then you better be prepared 
to cut some steel. It takes iron to cut steel, and 
with more than half a ton of iron behind it, the 
Tormach PCNC 1100 is ready for the task.

Precise computer control, 1.5 hp spindle, 
and a rock solid frame combine to 
produce a machine that can follow 
graceful curves with incredible 
accuracy, even cutting the toughest 
materials. Whether creating a 
complex blade lock out of titanium 
or engraving a bas-relief scene in 
CPMS30V, the PCNC 1100 is the tool 
that can do it all. Let imagination–not
your tools–be your only limitation in 
bringing your ideas to life.

Precise angles and detailed 
engravings are no problem 

for the PCNC 1100.

You need iron
to cut steel

Shown here with optional stand,
LCD, keyboard arm, and keyboard

 Photo of knife 
product group, courtesy 

of MIL-TAC.
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out upsetting anybody. The folder is smaller 
and a little more elegant than the standard 
pocketknife. It would probably be put in 
your pocket on Sunday morning, but not 
necessarily on Monday morning. Generally, 
a gent’s knife does include higher-end ma-
terials to add to the elegance.”

When asked if a gent’s knife could 
possibly be an automatic, Russell replied, 

“Sure, if you’re not worried about the laws, 
and in eight or 10 states you don’t have to 
worry about that.” As for style and mate-
rials, he responds that titanium handles 
or some such would probably be fi ne but 
that he might not go as far as to say a tanto 
blade would qualify.

Russell cited some of the outstanding 
work of such well-known makers as Jess 
Horn and Cutlery Hall-Of-Famer Ron Lake 
as representative of the gent’s knife style, 
and adds that William Henry Knives sets the 
standard in the production or semi-produc-
tion environment.

“Everybody has their own idea of what 
a gent’s knife is,” added purveyor Julie Hy-
man of Arizona Custom Knives. “I think of 
a man in a business suit or a dress working 
situation. Whether he’s a doctor, lawyer or 
salesman, I see him wearing or carrying a 
knife that would have high visual appeal and 
not a tactical look, maybe some engraving, 

gent’s knivesgent’s knives
gent’s knives

A 2.5-inch blade of “Big 
Rose Damasteel,” nitre-

blued bolsters of “Wasp-
Nest” damascus by 

Chris Marks and a des-
ert ironwood handle 

distinguish Cliff 
O’Dell’s gent’s 
knife. (Johnny 
Stout photo)
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grade combat knife 
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by Wes Crawford
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Mammoth tooth handle, Titanium
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damascus, mammoth, or pearl to go with his 
suit—not a big old tactical monster clipped 
to a belt but something that could be carried 
in the pocket and look classy. The same thing 
is true of a fi ne watch. I don’t think anybody 
would wear a real expensive watch and go 
camping. When it relates to business, then 
they would put on their high-end watch. It’s 
a classy thing to see a man in an Armani suit 
with his gent’s knife that has nice fi lework 
and mammoth and damascus.”

While she said she considers the blade 
length of a gent’s knife to be something of 
a personal choice, Hyman prefers a broader 
defi nition of gent’s knife styling. 

“It should be lightweight, with simple 
grinds and no clip,” she reasoned. “I defi nite-
ly don’t think you would see a double-edged 
knife or a blade with a lot of swedging. Oth-
erwise, it is again a personal thing. The blade 
could be a wharncliffe or the knife could be 
a slip joint. It could be a fi xed blade, but that 
would go more with a dressier working situ-
ation than a business suit—maybe somebody 
dressed in nice pair of khakis who works in 
the hunting or sports industries would need a 
fi xed-blade knife that looks good.”

In gent’s knives, Julie lists Bill Ruple and 
Joel Chamblin among the best, while Rusty 
Preston is moving up in the ranks. Ruple and 
Preston embellish with outstanding fi lework, 
while Chamblin’s fancy locking folders are 
in demand. Other makers of gent’s knives 
mentioned are Dan Chinnock and South Af-
rican Andre Thorburn.

“The popularity of any type of knife 
comes and goes,” Hyman related, “and avail-
ability can be up and down, too. I’ve bought 
a few gent’s knives here and there but not 
many since I purchased 10 or 15 at the last 
BLADE Show. I’m hoping to pick up a few 
more. They have sold steadily since June, 
and one guy e-mailed me that he was inter-
ested in four of them. I think he’s going to 
buy all four.”

Dan Delavan of Plaza Cutlery retail knife 
store in Costa Mesa, California, said that 
when he thinks of gent’s knives, the name of 
maker Gray Taylor comes up quickly.

“Gray is in a class almost all his own,” 
Dan assessed. “He’s at the top of the heap, 
and as you go up in price you’ll see the nicer 
knives that are more embellished. Most of 
his knives are in the $2,000 range, and he’s 
into the old Remington Orange Blossom 
knife now. He has embellished it and taken 
it to another level.”

Dan said he sees a gent’s knife basically 
as a function of easy use with a blade length 
generally no more than 2.5 inches.

“It’s a little slimmer than other knives 
and can either be dressed up or plain. Wil-
liam Henry has made some that would fi t 
into that category,” he noted. “It can either 
be a multi-blade or a single-blade knife, but 
it has to be sleek so it can go into the pocket 
of a pair of slacks and not protrude or im-
pede walking. It would be unusual to see 
a tanto-blade or a fi xed-blade gent’s knife, 
and you would normally see a spear point, 
clip point, coping or sheepfoot blade. I have 
seen some automatics.”
A Little Something Extra
The exact defi nition, as well as the origins, 
of the gent’s knife is open to friendly debate, 
but the enduring popularity of the genre is 
undisputed. Turner said he considers the 
style as continually changing, possibly from 
beginnings as humble as the farmer who re-
ceived the gift of a stockman or trapper with 
a little something extra. Of course, it would 
be that “little something extra” that saved it 
for the right occasion and from the grind of 
daily chores.

For the contact information for the knives 
in the story, see “Where To Get ‘Em” on 
page 97.

es

Ladies can make gent’s knives too—as Gail Lunn demonstrates here with her model 
in a 3-inch blade of lace damascus by Robert Eggerling, gold-lip mother-of-pearl and 
fi lework. Both the lace damascus and pearl are textured. (SharpByCoop.com photo)
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Bruce Bump was BLADE ShowBruce Bump was BLADE Show 
West’s big winner, taking home twoWest’s big winner, taking home two 
custom knife awards: Best Fixedcustom knife awards: Best Fixed 
Blade for his “Frontier Bowie” andBlade for his “Frontier Bowie” and 
Best Art Knife for his “DeadwoodBest Art Knife for his “Deadwood 
Derringer Folder,” the latter shownDerringer Folder,” the latter shown 
here in damascus, scrimshawedhere in damascus, scrimshawed 
ivory and engraving throughout.ivory and engraving throughout. 
(BladeGallery.com knife photo)(BladeGallery.com knife photo)

Mike Hill of Coast Cutlery (behind theMike Hill of Coast Cutlery (behind the 
booth) talks knives with a knife enthusi-booth) talks knives with a knife enthusi-
ast during the show.ast during the show.

BLADE Show WestBLADE Show West
BLADE Show West

y
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ith road construction outside 
the host venue Holiday Inn & 
Convention Center so discom-

bobulating that it revised Webster’s defi -
nition of “malfunction junction,” it was 
fi tting that a knifemaker named bump—
ABS master smith Bruce Bump—won 
more custom knife awards than anyone 
else at BLADE Show West.

Despite the traffi c challenges, knife en-
thusiasts from in and around the Portland 
area braved a maze of bumps and detours 
this past Sept. 14-16 to enjoy some of the 
fi nest in handmade and factory knives, an 
expanded slate of seminars, a new array of 
knife collections and the show’s fi rst-ever 
cutting competition, won by knifemaker 
Ted Ott (see page 46). In addition, honors 
for the show’s best handmade knives and 
the annual BLADEhandmade™ Awards 
(see page 26) were announced at a special 
reception for show exhibitors and their 
guests the Friday night of the show.

And, in one of the best bits of news, 
event offi cials revealed plans for a new ven-
ue for the 2008 show—the Monarch Hotel 
& Conference Center—which is adjacent 
to one of Oregon’s largest malls and near 
many fi ne restaurants, easily accessible to 
south Portland’s suburban population.

All of which bodes well for next year—

especially considering the good reviews for 
the 2007 show from a number of exhibitors.

“BLADE Show West has all the ele-
ments: the awards, the banquet, and it’s 
small enough where the exhibiting mak-
ers can visit each other,” noted knifemaker 
Todd Begg. “And customer traffi c right off 
Friday was pretty heavy. Another good 
thing is the Oregon knife companies that 
come, too. All in all, it’s a good show and 
we’re going to continue to do it.”

Among the exhibiting Portland knife 
companies to which Begg referred was 
Coast Cutlery.

“I thought the show was very good,” 
gauged Coast’s Mike Hill, who added that 
most of those who visited the company’s 
booth were interested in the Puma knives 
that Coast distributes in the USA. “They were 
collectors or had been collectors of the Puma 
knives that had been handed down to them. It 
was fun talking to them and talking knives.”

Knifemaker Greg Lightfoot has exhib-
ited at all three of the BLADE Show West 
Shows held in Portland and said that he 
detects a steady increase in the knife so-
phistication of show patrons.

“BLADE Show West always goes awe-
some for me,” the personable Canadian 
observed. “There were lots of people who 
came through. Each year [the show] seems 

to attract more intelligent buyers. It’s a more 
personal atmosphere. It’s not as huge and 
there’s not so much hustle and bustle as at the 
BLADE Show. You can deal with customers 
and not be so frazzled at the end of the day, 
and you can zero in on specifi c people.”

According to knifemaker Matthew 
Caldwell, the show seems to draw a loyal 
following of those who look for their fa-
vorite exhibitors.

“Those who do well at the show continue 
to come back,” he stated. “There’s a nice 
buying public in the area. The local crowd in 
Portland is pretty knife savvy. As far as the 
people who attend faithfully each year, they 
seem to enjoy it. We’ve been doing better and 
better each year and plan to keep coming.”

They Chose Wisely
Show patrons had a wide range of tacti-
cal, hunting, utility, high-end and other 
custom and factory knives from which 

Doug Hutchens, marketing manager for Lone Wolf Knives, unveiled the company’s 
new version of the Lobo double-action automatic in a 3.5-inch stainless damas-
cus blade and a stabilized palm-wood handle. The scale-release folder weighs 5.5 
ounces. MSRP: $539.99. 

Best Tactical Folder was the domainBest Tactical Folder was the domain 
of Shane Sibert for his “Monsterof Shane Sibert for his “Monster 
Rocket” frame-lock folder in a CPMRocket” frame-lock folder in a CPM 
D2 tool steel blade with a cleaverD2 tool steel blade with a cleaver 
grind, and a titanium frame and can-grind, and a titanium frame and can-
vas Micartavas Micarta®® inlays. Closed length: inlays. Closed length: 
6 1/8 inches. The maker’s list price6 1/8 inches. The maker’s list price 

for a similar piece: $850. (Blade-for a similar piece: $850. (Blade-
Gallery.com knife photo)Gallery.com knife photo)

BLADE Show
West Custom 
Knife Awards

Best Art Knife: Bruce Bump
Best Fixed Blade: Bruce Bump
Best Bowie: Al Warren
Best Tactical Folder: Shane Sibert
Best Folder: Joe Szilaski
Best Damascus: John Davis
Bob Engnath Best New Maker: Dana 
Hackney
Best Utility Hunter: Rob Hudson
Best Fighter: Raymond Richard
Best Sword: Michael Rader
Best Miniature: Bill Burke
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to choose. Begg displayed the Grond, his 
modular frame-lock folder that graced the 
cover of the January BLADE®, and his un-
usual curved-blade Reaver, among others. 
Lightfoot showcased his new Nighthawk, 
reintroduced a full-contact fi ghter with 
no fl ipper, and presented his new Samurai 
Hunter, what he termed a “choreographed 
hunting style in a sheath.”

Bill Siegle offered a Nessmuk mod-
el with a 4-inch blade of differentially 
hardened, eighth-inch-thick 1095 carbon 
steel, and a canvas Micarta® handle with 
grooves to help keep the hand from slid-
ing forward on the traditionally guard-less 
straight knife. His list price of $220 in-
cludes a Kydex® sheath.

Both Steven Kelly and David Lisch 
displayed takedown bowies. Kelly’s has 
an 8-inch blade of his “Fossil Damascus,” 
which consists of the “leftover” mosaic/
canned-steel damascus he forges. Boast-
ing a desert ironwood handle with ancient 
walrus ivory on the spine and a wrought-
iron guard and spacer, the entire package 
is secured with a damascus nut on the 
pommel. His list price: $950.

Lisch’s takedown model sports an un-
usual blade spine—wrought iron welded 
onto the back of the damascus. According to 
Lisch, the wrought iron “automatically gives 
the knife a differential hardness.” As he 
noted, “If the blade were to crack, it would 
crack only to the spot where the half-inch 
of wrought iron starts on the spine. To my 
knowledge, this has not been done before.”

Lisch said that he broke at least three 
blades in heat treatment because the 
wrought iron cools at such a different rate 
than the damascus.

“If you use a salt pot [for the heat treat], 
the knife wants to tear itself apart because 
the wrought iron contracts at a much 
greater rate than the damascus. So,” he 
continued, “in order to be successful with 
this process, I have to back up and actually 
heat treat the knife using a torch, heating 
only the edge of the damascus [blade].” 
His list price for a similar piece: $1,600.

On the factory end, Lone Wolf Knives 
offered a debut of sorts—the company’s 
Lobo double-action auto in a blade of stain-
less damascus and a palm-wood handle. 

“The damascene [blade material] is made 
in Sweden in a powder metallurgy pro-
cess,” involving two stainless steels, Lone 
Wolf’s Doug Hutchens explained. “This is 
the ‘Hokkapella’ pattern. They have four 
or fi ve patterns and we think this one is the 
most beautiful. It really comes out nice af-
ter double etching it.” The manufacturer’s 
suggested retail price: $539.99.

Both Buck and Benchmade were “in 
the pink”—i.e., showing off new knives 
with pink handles targeted for female 
knife enthusiasts. Sarah Buck, a fi fth-gen-

BLADE Show WestBLADE Show West
BLADE Show West

We Buy Trade and Consign Knives
LAYAWAY AVAILABLE

STRIDER
KNIVES
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eration member of the Buck family, dis-
played the Buck Transport in pink as well 
as lime-green grips. “The pink Transport 
will be in the 2008 catalog,” she related. 
She also exhibited the new Buck Extract 
LED multi-tool.

As for Benchmade, 10 percent of the 
wholesale profi ts from the company’s 
new pink Griptilian will go to the Oregon 
Health and Science University Cancer 
Institute in Portland to benefi t the Breast 
Health Education Program.

“The pink Griptilian was designed for 
women who have a need for an edged tool,” 
noted Benchmade’s Emily DuPlessis. “I 
carry my knife with pride knowing a por-
tion of our sales are helping breast cancer 
patients all over the world. It’s the right 
knife for the right cause.”

Benchmade offi cials estimate the an-
nual donation to the OHSU Cancer Insti-
tute will be greater than $10,000. The com-
pany will continue the partnership for the 
life of the knife.

Awards and Seminars
As noted, Bruce Bump was the big winner in 
terms of the awards for the show’s top cus-
tom knives, copping the honors for Best Art 
Knife for his “Deadwood Derringer Folder” 
and Best Fixed Blade for his “Frontier Bow-
ie” with an African blackwood handle.

The other winners included: Al Warren, 
Best Bowie for his “Gent’s Bowie” in African 

BLADE Show WestBLADE Show West
BLADE Show West

Sarah Buck, the fi fth-generation 
Buck family member to work for Buck 
Knives, introduced the Buck Transport 
in a new handle color of pink. The 
1.25-inch blade is 420J2 stainless and 
operates on Buck’s SafeSpin rotation 
mechanism. The handle is molded 
nylon. Closed length: 2.25 inches. 
MSRP: $20. She also introduced 
the new Buck Extract LED multi-tool 
(shown here in her left hand).

Diamond Sharpeni
with Micro-Tool Pa

Sharpening Gr

Storage Compartme
for Ceramic Rods

Introducing Smith’s New “3-In-1” Field Sharpening System.

Smith’s® new “3-In-1” Field Sharpening System is a uniquely designed complete sharpening 
product that offers the ultimate in combined features and value. Lightweight and compact, 
the “3-In-1” is perfect for the backpack and multiple sharpening tasks in the field or at home.
Check out all of our new products and instructional videos at www.smithabrasives.com.

Be An Edge Expert
In Your Field.

www.smithabrasives.com

The “3-In-1”
Field Sharpening System

Hand Guard
for Safety

Serrated
Edges

Hook
Groove

Straight Edges
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blackwood and assorted ivories; Shane Sibert, 
Best Tactical Folder for his “Monster Rocket”; 
BLADE fi eld editor Joe Szilaski, Best Folder 
for his “Gentleman Folder” in black-lip pearl; 
John Davis, Best Damascus for his mammoth 
ivory and mosaic damascus folder; Dana 
Hackney, Bob Engnath Best New Maker for 
his hunter in spalted fi ddleback maple; Rob 
Hudson, Best Utility Hunter for his Model 
216; Michael Rader, Best Sword for his dha in 
Peruvian walnut and curly maple; Bill Burke, 
Best Miniature for his damascus pipe toma-
hawk in curly maple; and Raymond Richard, 
Best Fighter for his oosic model.

Richard and Davis also presented 
seminars, Richard on how to forge a knife, 
Davis on mosaic-damascus-pattern devel-
opment. Others who conducted seminars 
included: BLADE fi eld editor Ed Fowler, 

“Ruana, Scagel and the Double Grind”; fel-
low BLADE fi eld editor Wayne Goddard, 

“How To Sharpen A Knife”; Dan Westlind, 
“Ancient Ivory & Mammoth Tooth for Knife 
Handles”; Jack Alvarez, “What To Look 
For In A Custom Knife”; Giraffebone, 
Inc., “All About Giraffe Bone”; and Mur-
ray Carter conducted two seminars: one on 
Japanese sharpening techniques, the other 
entitled “The Benefi cial Use of Computers 
for Knifemakers and Knife Collectors.”

New 2008 Show Venue
Plans are already set for the 2008 BLADE 
Show West, which will be held Sept. 26-
28 in the new venue at the Monarch Hotel 
& Conference Center.

Located in suburban south Portland di-
rectly off I-205, the Monarch is easily acces-
sible to major residential areas and conve-
nient to many local services, including one 
of Oregon’s largest malls—with tax-free 
shopping—and over 15 restaurants, most if 
not all within easy walking distance.

The Monarch has newly renovated 
guest rooms with free wi-fi  access through-
out the facility. The hotel also offers plenty 
of free parking and free transportation to 
and from the airport.

Revel in the coolest handmade and fac-
tory knives, the show’s second annual cut-
ting competition, maybe even a new award 
or two and much more—all in the brand-new 
venue of next year’s BLADE Show West.

For more details about the 2008 BLADE 
Show West, contact BLADE, c/o F+W/
Krause Publications, attn: Mary Lutz, 700 
E. State, Iola, WI 54945 715.445.2214 
blademagazine@krause.com, mary.lutz@
fwpubs.com, www.bladeshow.com. For the 
contact information for the knives in the story, 
see “Where To Get ‘Em” on page 97.

The judges for the custom knife competition 
were Jack Alvarez, Dave Schultz and Scott 
Pritchard. The offi cial show photographer 
was BladeGallery.com.

The show’s custom knife and BLADEhand-
made™ awards were announced Friday 
night during a special reception in the Holi-
day Inn & Convention Center. Enjoying the 
festivities were, from left: Kirby Lambert, 
Todd Begg, Bob Lum, Craig Morgan, Tanya 
Begg and Thad Buchanan.
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GREAT PRICES
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By Dexter Ewing
BLADE® fi eld editor

TAD Gear’s Kick Ass Ultimate Schwag Bag (KAUSB) has an upscale ap-TAD Gear’s Kick Ass Ultimate Schwag Bag (KAUSB) has an upscale ap-
pearance. The pockets feature opaque vinyl windows to allow you to viewpearance. The pockets feature opaque vinyl windows to allow you to view 
the knives inside. The bag is not only good for folders but fixed bladesthe knives inside. The bag is not only good for folders but fi xed blades 
and flashlights as well. (Dexter Ewing photos)and fl ashlights as well. (Dexter Ewing photos)
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s a knife enthusiast and/or knife collector, 
you invest a considerable amount of your 
income on the things you love—knives! 
If you are like me and have amassed 

quite a few knives over the years, then you 
must have a place to store your investments.

Some of you store knives in individual 
zipper pouches or, if the knives are the fac-
tory kind, inside the original boxes (that’s if
you keep the boxes). These methods of stor-
age are fi ne and work very well, but what if 
you have quite a few folding knives that you 
regularly rotate for daily carry? Or, you are 
going to a knife show and need a method 
to carry the knives you wish to show your 
friends or trade with the dealers there?

Knife bags are the answer.
The bags are very handy by permitting 

you to carry a number of knives—10, 20 or 
more—at one time attaché style in a fairly at-
tractive manner. Depending on the size and 
number of knives they can hold, knife bags 
can cost up to $100 or more. Think that is too 
expensive? Do the math! If you have only a 
few custom knives, chances are very good 
that you paid over $1,000 to acquire them. 
Yes, even a knife bag that costs as much as 
$100 is a minor investment to protect your 
knives. If you do not have one yet, seriously 
consider investing in one. It is the least you 
can do to keep your knives clean and protect-
ed from scratches—or prying eyes!  

Ultimate Schwag Bag
Knife-and-gear retailer Triple Aught Design 

(TAD) Gear, Inc., offers the Kick-Ass Ulti-
mate Schwag Bag (KAUSB).

“The bag was designed to be a low-pro-
fi le and portable-storage solution for folding 
knives, watches and even fl ashlights,” says 
Patrick Ma, owner of TAD Gear and design-
er of the KAUSB, “all three types of items 
being very popular with collectors these 
days, and often brought to meet-and-greets, 
knife shows, watch shows, and other get-to-
gethers where people of like minds can share 
their collections.”

The KAUSB is crafted of fi nely woven 
ballistic nylon, observes Ma, which gives the 
bag a refi ned appearance. At the same time, 
the material is highly resistant to wear. The 
bag is more of a tri-fold design, with mul-
tiple pockets to carry folders, fi xed blades, 
keys, literature you may pick up at knife 
shows, and whatever else you can fi t into it. 
The KAUSB features 16 individual pockets 
measuring 6.5 inches deep by 3.25 inches 
wide, and seven large zippered pockets. The 
bag can hold just about any folding knife and 
small-to-medium-sized fi xed blades with no 
problem. Each of the 16 individual pockets 
has an opaque “window” so you can easily 
locate a specifi c knife.

“I went the extra step and improved 
upon this feature by using a unique ‘wo-
ven’ opaque material for the windows,” Ma 
begins, “which not only allows you to view 
the contents, but virtually reduces any of the 

‘tack’ found in clear vinyl.”

More Knife Bags

In addition to those featured in the story, 
other knife bags include the Benchmade 

Brag Bag System; Case Leather Carrying 
Cases; Grohmann Model 1002 Cordura Zip-
pered Knife Roll; Queen Knife Carrier; and 
Sack-Ups Knife Rolls. There are others.

Wholesale only, information on a 
retail location also available. 
Ready for immediate delivery. 
Limited quantities available.

Phone: 925-454-0595 
Fax: 925-454-0289

    deepak@deepakcutlery.com  

       www.deepakcutlery.com
    12 noon - 8 pm PST
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Knives
S.O.G.

Sheffield Knives
Simonich Knives

Smith And Wesson Knives
Spyderco

Super Knife
SWAT

Ti Knives
Timberline
Tool Logic

TOPS Knives
Victorinox

Wenger Swiss Army
Woodard Knives

Xikar

Also handling the following product lines.

Columbia River and Buck Conversions

NEW

E-Mail

Celebrating
Our 10 Year Anniversary

Providing the best quality cutlery 
in the world for 10 years.

Maxpedition’s Dodecapod holds up to 
12 folding knives and is a compact, rect-
angular bag that is easy to carry and 
manage. A touch closure on the open-
ing of the side facing down secures the 
knives inside the pockets so they will 
not fall out accidentally. The bag carries 
by the handle strap or by an optional 
shoulder strap that attaches to the “D” 
rings on either side of the strap. MSRP: 
$39.99. (Dexter Ewing photos)
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By tack Ma says he means that clear vinyl 
will allow slick surfaces to stick to it, mak-
ing certain knife handles diffi cult to remove 
from the pocket. Also, the mesh-like quality 
of the woven opaque material permits the 
pocket to “breathe,” thus not trapping any 
moisture inside. To top it off, each individual 
pocket also has a touch closure, preventing 
the knife from falling out if the bag is not 
held properly. “There has been many a knife 
show where I’ve observed the contents spill-
ing out when the bags fell over, or were held 
in the wrong direction,” Ma says. 

Other features of the KAUSB include two 
quick-release buckles that secure the main 
bag fl ap, a reinforced spine handle for ease of 
carry, an adjustable-length shoulder strap for 
hands-free portability, reinforced stress/wear 
points throughout, and a general low-profi le 
appearance without the bulk associated with 
some other knife bags of its size.

Knives Large and Small
Kershaw Knives offers a zippered knife bag, 
the model Z997. “Our knife storage bag was 
originally designed for some promotions 
and also for salesman’s samples,” explains 
Jeff Goddard, Kershaw director of sales and 
marketing. “After these bags were seen in 
the marketplace, we started receiving calls 
for them. I then decided to add it to our ev-
eryday lineup in the catalog.”

Kershaw’s knife bag is constructed of 
heavy-duty sewn nylon and sports 26 in-
dividual interior pouches in which folding 
knives may be carried in a secure manner.

“The consumer can also remove two eight-
pocket sections for increased storage, [such 
as for] larger knives, folders already in belt 
sheaths,” or the new breed of mega-folder, 
Goddard says. Two handle loops sewn onto 
the sides promote easy carry. The knife bag 
offers plenty of padding, so there is quite a 
bit of protection for the knives inside.

No Folder Fallout
Maxpedition’s Dodecapod knife storage bag 
is a compact, rectangular unit that is simple 
to carry and manage. Dodeca is Greek for 12. 
Hence, the Dodecapod will accommodate 12 
folding knives securely and easily. Open the 
touch-closure fl ap and the bag unfolds, re-
vealing another feature not found in bags of 
a similar style.

“While others make similar cases,” notes 
Tim Tang, Maxpedition president, “I believe 
we are the fi rst and only company doing it 
with an additional [touch] closure on the open-
ing of the side facing down.” This secures the 
knives inside the pockets of the facing-down 
side so they will not fall out. “Our compart-
ments are also wider to accommodate thicker 
folders,” Tang offers. There are four pock-
ets on the ends that are wider than the other 
pockets, thus accommodating such larger and 

“Handles With Care”
from

MASECRAFT
SUPPLY COMPANY

Call to order our catalog
P.O. Box 423 BL

254 Amity St., Meriden, CT 06450

Phone: (203) 238-3049
www.masecraftsupply.com

E-mail: masecraft@masecraftsupply.necoxmail.com

Pearl, Horn, Bone, Exotic Woods, Micarta,
G-10’s, Carbon Fiber, Celluloid, India Stag,
ImiStag, Pearl Laminated Veneer Sheets,

COLORPLY Laminated Wood Veneer,
Imitation Pearl, Ivory Alternative, Recon Stone

and a lot More.

accessorizeaccessorize
accessorize
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thicker folders as the Strider AR.
The Dodecapod has a heavy-duty web-

bing handle for effortless carry. Two “D” 
rings provide shoulder-strap attachment. 
The shoulder strap is optional.  

Carries The Most Knives
Spyderco’s SpyderPac knife bags are avail-
able in large (model SP1) and small (SP2) 
sizes. The bags offer a convenient way to 
store as well as display your knives. The 
pockets are clear vinyl so you can see the 
entire closed folders inside. Constructed of 

durable denier polyester Cordura® fabric, the 
SpyderPacs are tough yet lightweight. An ad-
justable shoulder strap provides trouble-free 
carry. With the black Cordura and the Spy-
derco logo embroidered in gold thread on the 
cover fl aps, the bags are very attractive.

The small SpyderPac holds 18 knives, 
the large one 36. In fact, the large SpyderPac 
holds the most knives of any of the bags re-
viewed herein. At press time, a Spyderco offi -
cial informed this writer that the SpyderPacs 
were on back order. It seems they are quite 
popular indeed! Part of the reason for their 

The Kershaw model Z997 double-zipper nylon case comes with 26 padded knife 
pockets, including two removable eight-pocket center sections. MSRP: $29.95. 
(Dexter Ewing photos)

speedsafe® assisted 
opening technology

NEW07
G-10 OFFSET Designed by Ken Onion

Model 1597G10
Steel......Metal injection-molded (MIM) 

440C stainless-steel with 
Chromium Nitride coating

Handle...Black G-10, 3-D machined
Lock......Stud-lock
Liner......410 stainless-steel
Blade.....3  3/4 in. (9.5 cm)
Closed...5  1/4 in. (13.3 cm)
Weight...8.5 oz.

MSRP $299.95

www.kershawknives.com
8OO.325.2891

When advanced technology
becomes reality.

e
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apparent popularity may be their reasonable 
manufacturer’s suggested retail prices—the 
SP1 at $39.95, the SP2 at $32.95.

Sensible and Convenient
Today’s knife bags not only provide a conve-
nient manner in which to carry your knives, 
they also protect them from scratches, dings, 
and other damage they can sustain just by 
sitting out on a dresser or nightstand for any 
length of time. Not to mention, the bags en-
able you to conveniently take your favorite 
knives with you anywhere, anytime. Knife 
bags not only are sensible and convenient, 
they protect your cutlery investments.

For the contact information for the knife bags 
in the story and sidebar, see “Where To Get 

‘Em” on page 97.

Spyderco’s SpyderPac knife bags are 
available in large (model SP1) and 
small (SP2) sizes. The pockets are clear 
vinyl so you can see the closed folders 
inside. An adjustable shoulder strap 
provides hassle-free carry. The small 
SpyderPac (above) holds 18 knives, the 
large one 36. At press time, a Spyderco 
offi cial informed the author that the Spy-
derPacs were on back order. MSRPs: 
$39.95 (SP1) and $32.95 (SP2).

accessorizeaccessorize
accessorize

380 S. Melrose Dr, ste 407
Vista, CA 92081

Daytime Ph: (760) 643-4032 Evening Ph: (760) 945-7177

E-mail: ellis@mastersmith.com

REPRESENTING 
THE OPPORTUNITY OF 
A LIFETIME FOR THE 

DISCRIMINATING 
COLLECTOR

DAVID ELLIS 
 ABS MASTERSMITH 

 PURVEYOR

EXQUISITEKNIVES.COM
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®

NEXT ISSUENEXT ISSUE

On Most Newsstands
by Jan. 10, 2008

•$5 Barn Sale Knife 
Brings $10,700

•Makers To Watch 
In 2008

•Knife Pricing: 
What’s Too Much

& Too Little

•State-Of-The-Art
in Art Knives

•What’s Hot in 
Handle Materials

•Factory Tactical 
Fixed Blades

•Profile In Steel: 
Tom Mayo

•Up The Ladder:
Fireman’s Knives

•2007—What A 
Sharp Year It Was
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KNIFE AND GUN FINISHING SUPPLIES 

Order Line 
1-800-972-1192 

Customer Service 
928-537-8877 

Stabilizing – - Our Specialty since 1990 

1972 Forest Ave 
Lakeside AZ 85929 

www.knifeandgun.com 
csinfo@knifeandgun.com 

Blades Guards Handles Solder Books Adhesives

How To 

DVD’s 

Grinders Belts DC  

Motors 

Etching 

Machines 

Buffers 

Buffs Horn Ivory Bone Flitz Scribes 

Screws Taps Drills Sheaths Pommels Rivets 

Stabilized 

Wood 

Knife 

Cases 

Hermes 

Abrasives 

Steel &  

Blades 

416 

Stainless 

1080 

Steel 

CM  

Powdered 

Steel 

154 440C 1095 D2 Pure 

Nickel 

February 15-17, 2008
Pasadena Conference Center

Lower Level Conference Bldg • 300 East Green Street, Pasadena
CCalifornia’s Largest, Oldest & Finest Knife Show
Door Prize - Double Blade Trapper Knife by Bill Rupel

Friday 12:00-7:00 Saturday 10:00-6:00 Sunday 10:00-4:00

For Additional Information visit our web site scblades.com or call (562) 225-9703

Custom Knives • Cutlery Knives • Antique Knives • Swords
Razors • Supplies and Equipment • Prize Winning Collections

Continuous Raffles and Demonstrations
Free Knife Appraisals

Special Events in 2008!!!

New Dates!!! New Dates!!!

Knife Throwing by Bob Karp
Rope Cutting and Knife Making

Demonstrations
Special appearance by Chef Andy Matsuda

(kitchen cutlery demonstrations)
Wood Carving by California Wood Carvers

Amateur Knife Making Contest Open to Public

American Blade Smith Society
presents

special exhibition section by members
and ongoing demonstrations

with Red St. Cyr

Knife Throwing by Bob Karp
Rope Cutting and Knife Making

Demonstrations
Special appearance by Chef Andy Matsuda

(kitchen cutlery demonstrations)
Wood Carving by California Wood Carvers

Amateur Knife Making Contest Open to Public

American Blade Smith Society
presents

special exhibition section by members
and ongoing demonstrations

with Red St. Cyr

Free Knife Appraisals

California’s Largest, Oldest & Finest Knife Show
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Call or Write:
J.W. Denton
102 N. Main St., Box 429
Hiawassee, GA
30546-0429 FAX 706-896-1212      •      E-mail: jwdenton@alltel.net

Associate Member
Knifemakers Guild

706-896-2292  24 Hrs.

-Buy-Sell-Trade-
LOVELESS KNIVES

WRITE FOR 40-PAGE FULL COLOR CATALOG - PRICE $2.00
INTL. MAILING - CATALOG US $5.00 http://www.randallknives.com

P.O. Box 1988
Orlando, Florida 32802

NO COLLECTION TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL / IMMEDIATE PAYMENT
A N T I Q U E • C O M M E M O R A T I V E • C U S T O M

166 ADWOLFE RD. • DEPT BL • MARION, VA 24354

PHONE 276-783-6143 • FAX 276-783-9298

www.blueridgeknives.net
Blue Ridge Knives
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shipping & handling $6.95

2˝ x 72˝

.70¢ ea.

.70¢ ea.
$1.15 ea.
$1.40 ea.
$1.70 ea.
$1.20 ea.
$2.90 ea.

$21.00

12771 Rt. 536
Punxsutawney, PA 15767

No Catalogs Available At This Time
814-938-2379 for info

800-938-0021 purchases only
VISA, MasterCard, C.O.D.
shipping & handling $8.95

Truncali Custom Knives
www.truncaliknives.com

Pete Truncali (214) 763-7127
ptiii@truncaliknives.com

Garland, Texas

Hunting Knives
Lock Back Folders

Locking Liner Folders
Automatic Folders

WANTED:
HARVEY McBURNETTE

FOLDERS
QUICK PAYMENT

Call, send pictures/knives:
KNIFEMASTERS CUSTOM

KNIVES (EST. 1963)

P.O.  Box 208,  Westpor t ,
CT,  06881 USA
203-226-5211

Fax:  203-226-5312

Measure of Quality

Custom Made Knives

George Trout
P.O. Box 13    Cuba Ohio 45114

Ph. 937-382-2331
gandjtrout@msn.com
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Finest Quality 
Superior Service

Popular Blade Material
440C, 440V, ATS-34, 154 CM,
BG-42, 52100, D-2, 0-1, A-2, 1084, 
15N20, Nickel 200, Damascus.

Guard Bolster & Liners
304, 416, 410, Nickel Silver, Titanium,
Brass, Copper and Aluminum.

Handle Material
Colored G-10, Carbon Fiber, Colored
Phenolics, Natural Woods,
Dymondwood®, Horn, Bone and
Reconstructed Stone.

Pocket Knife Supplies
Steel Balls, Washers, Thumbbobs, 6
Spline and Hex Screws, Clips, Mokume,
Mosaic Bolsters and Pivot Pins.

Machinery
Heat Treat Supplies, Tools, Handle Bolts,
Polishing Supplies, Engraving Supplies,
Abrasive Belts, Blades, Books & Videos.

Catalogs $5.00 U.S.A.
* $8.00 outside U.S.A.

SHEFFIELD KNIFEMAKERS
SUPPLY INC.

P.O. Box 741107, Orange City, FL 32774-1107
Phone: 386-775-6453 • Fax: 386-774-5754

Web: http://www.sheffieldsupply.com
E-mail: sheffsup@totcon.com

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, 
MANAGEMENT AND CIRULATION

(required by Act of August 12, 1970: Section 3685, Title 39, United 
States Code). BLADE (ISSN 1064-5853) is published MONTHLY at 
700 E. State St., Iola, WI, 54990. The annual subscription price is 
$25.98. The general business offi ces of the publisher are located 
at 700 E. State St., Iola, WI 54990. The general business offi ces of 
the publisher and the editor are: 700 E. State St., Iola. WI 54990; 
Editor, Steve Shackleford, 700 E. State St., Iola, WI 54990. The 
owner is F+W Publications, Inc.: David Steward, President and 
CEO. Address: 4700 E. Galbraith Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45236. The 
extent and nature of circulation is: A. Total number of copies printed 
(Net press run). Average number of copies each issue during 
preceding 12 months 40,213. Actual number of copies of single 
issue published nearest to fi ling date 36,284. B. Paid circulation. 
1. Mail subscriptions. Average number of copies each issue 
during the preceding 12 months 15,452. Actual number of copies 
of single issue published nearest to fi ling date 15,721. 2. Mailed 
in-county Paid Subscriptions-N/A.  3. Paid distribution outside the 
mail including sales through dealers and carriers, street vendors 
and counter sales. Average number of copies each issue during 
the preceding 12 months 6,563. Actual number of copies of single 
issue published nearest to fi ling date 6,250. 4. Other classes mailed 
through the USPS. Average number of copies each issue during 
the preceding 12 months 284. Actual number of copies of single 
issue published nearest to fi ling date 221. C. Total paid circulation. 
Average number of copies each issue during preceding 12 months 
22,299. Actual number of copies of single issue published nearest 
to fi ling date 22,192. D 1. Free distribution by mail: samples, 
complimentary and other free copies. Average number of copies 
each issue during preceding 12 months 78. Actual number of 
copies of single issue published nearest to fi ling date 114. 2. Free 
or Nominal rate in-county copies–N/A. 3. Free or nominal rate 
copies mailed at other classes through the USPS. Average number 
copies each issue during preceeding 12 months 0. Number copies 
of single issue published nearest to fi ling date 0. 4. Free distribution 
outside the mail. Average number of copies each issue during 
preceding 12 months 400. Actual number of copies of single issue 
published nearest to fi ling date 200.  E. Total free distribution.  
Average number of copies each issue during preceding 12 months 
478. Actual number of copies of single issue published nearest to 
fi ling date 314. F. Total distribution (Sum of 15c and 15e). Average 
number of copies each issue during preceding 12 months 22,777. 
Actual number of copies of single issue published nearest to fi ling 
date 22,506. G. Offi ce use, leftover, unaccounted, spoiled after 
printing, returns from news agents. Average number of copies 
each issue during preceding 12 months 17,436. Actual number of 
copies of single issue published nearest to fi ling 13,778. H. Total 
(Sum of 15f and 15g). Average number of copies of each issue 
during preceding 12 months 40,213. Actual number of copies of 
single issue published nearest to fi ling date 36,284. I certify that 
the statements made by me above are correct and complete. Filed 
October 17, 2007. Brad Rucks, Publisher.

Waterjet Cutting Service
Maximize Material Yield

Titanium and Blade Steel 
In Stock

Call For A Quote
wwww.halperntitanium.com
Introductory Offer For 10 Sets 
Ph: 888-283-8627 • Fax: 413-289-2372

Email: info@halperntitanium.com

HALPERN TITANIUM, INC.
P.O.Box 214 • Three Rivers, MA 01080
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Contact:   Mr. Scotty Hayes
 ABS School Director • Texarkana College

2400 North Robison Road • Texarkana, TX 75501
903-838-4541 • shayes@texarkanacollege.edu

What do Chris Deringer
(Canada)... Thomas Gerner
(Australia) ... Heather & Kevin
Harvey (South Africa)... Jim
Jackson (England) ... Jean-
Paul Thevenot (France) have
in common?

YOU can follow in their footsteps.......

AMERICAN BLADESMITH SOCIETY

They and many other great ABS master smiths
studied at the W. F.  Moran School of
Bladesmithing in  Washington, Arkansas!!

Scagel

Northwoods

DLT Trading Company
P.O. Box 674 

Menominee, MI 49858
www.dlttradingcompany.com

Call Toll Free

877-622-2397

Antiqued Sheath 
By

 Jan Kiley

1325 Florida Lane
 Chino Valley, AZ 86323 

PH: 928-636-2076

Camp Knife

K
Rocking K. Knives

O’Machearley
Custom Knives & Sheaths

 Since 1999

Michael O’Machearley
129 Lawnview Dr.,
Wilmington, OH 45117
(937)728-2818

www.omachearleycustomknives.com

“The Duke”

3345 Virginia Ave.
Goshen, VA 24439

Phone: 540-997-5651
www.edmunddavidson.com

Edmund Davidson

Loveless
Design

Straight
Hunter

Now Offering
CPM 154 - CM

The Integral-
The Ultimate

Hand Tool

WANTED:
HARVEY McBURNETTE

FOLDERS
QUICK PAYMENT

Call, send pictures/knives:
KNIFEMASTERS CUSTOM

KNIVES (EST. 1963)

P.O.  Box 208,  Westpor t ,
CT,  06881 USA
203-226-5211

Fax:  203-226-5312
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The Original Razel

EEExxx ttt rrr eeemmmeee UUUttt iii lll iii ttt yyy

iiinnn YYYooouuurrr PPPoooccckkkeee ttt

423-715-1125 or 423-715-7391
www.Grahamknives.com

333///111666””” ttthhh iii ccckkk
SSS333000VVV,,, 111555444CCCMMM,,,
CCCPPPMMM 111555444CCCMMM

Kydex or Leather

Fossilized & Mammoth IvoriesFossilized & Mammoth Ivories

Sculptured Ivory HandlesSculptured Ivory Handles

By Earl MannBy Earl Mann

carvermann101@aol.comcarvermann101@aol.com
www.eaglestoneone.comwww.eaglestoneone.com

5532 Merry Oaks Road5532 Merry Oaks Road
The Plains, VA 20198The Plains, VA 20198

540-349-2518540-349-2518

If you really love
your knives...

...They deserve a
quality Sheath!

Prices starting
at $50.

Treestump 
Leather
443 Cave Hill Road
Dept. B,
Waltham, ME 04605
(207) 584-3000 •
www.treestumpleather.com

Don’t miss the next

MAR. ‘08 NOV. 14, 2007

APR. ‘08 DEC. 19, 2007

MAY. ‘08 JAN. 16, 2008

JUN. ‘08 FEB. 20, 2008

JUL. '08  MAR. 19, 2008

AUG. '08 APR. 23,  2008

SEP. '08 MAY. 21, 2008

OCT. '08 JUN. 18, 2008

700 E. State St., Iola, WI 54990-0001
1-800-272-5233

FAX (715) 445-4087

Magazine

Missy Beyer, Advertising Sales
x642, missy.beyer@fwpubs.com

Bruce Wolberg, Advertising Sales
x403, bruce.wolberg@fwpubs.com

ORDER YOUR 
ADVERTISING TODAY!

Dustar Israeli Combat Knives
William Henry Knives
Benchmade Knives
Micro-Tech Knives 

Tops Knives
Lone Wolf Knives

J.T.’S Knife Shop
264 East Main Street
Port Jervis, NY 12771

Toll Free 877-364-9114

www.jtknives.com

~24 Years Experience~
Excellent Selection.  World Class Makers.  Immediate Delivery.

P. O. Box 20923  Atlanta, GA 30320  Phone: 770.914.7794  Fax: 770.914.3610

WWW.BOBNEALCUSTOMKNIVES.COM
email: Bob@bobnealcustomknives.com
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AL MAR Knives. Buy, sell, trade. 1 or 100. Stu Shaw 772-285-
3755. Email: stushaw@comcast.net

BUCK KNIVES on consignment. To sell or for list of knives to
buy, call Larry Oden. 765-472-2323 weekday eves or Sat.
References available.

OLDER CASE pocketknives for sale. XX, USA, 10 Dot and
others. Clean outstanding knives with pretty handles. Please
call or write. Charlie Mattox, PO Box 1565, Gallatin, TN
37066. Mobile phone: 615-419-5669. www.mattoxknife.com

WANTED: CASE pocketknives especially 10 Dot and older.
Check with Charlie before you sell. Call or write. Charlie
Mattox, PO Box 1565, Gallatin, TN 37066. Mobile phone 615-
419-5669. http://www.mattoxknife.com

SELL YOUR knives online- Balance Digital specializes in
knife photography, web design, and website maintenance
for knife makers and dealers. Call Rob today: 760-815-6131
or visit www.balancedigital.com.

FOR SALE: Real Stag Horn- India. Crown- (12)- 1” & (14)-
3/4”. Straight- (4)- 1-1/4” to 1-3/4”. Tips- (8)- 4” to 5” long.
$35 each. 785-582-4529.

MORAN KNIVES bought, traded and sold by collector. Bob
415-768-4821.

SCAGEL KNIVES and axes wanted: Gordon White, PO Box
181, Cuthbert, GA 39840. 229-732-6982 anytime.

FRANCINE ETCHED Knives. Formerly David Boye Knives
Gallery. Made by Todd Kopp from Boye Dendritic Steel &
Boye Dendritic Cobalt ...Continuing the Tradition. Basics.
Outdoor Knives. Kitchen Cutlery. Cutlery, Carving, & Table/
Steak Sets. Blades Plain or Etched with Original Artwork. 1-
800-557-1525. francine@francineetchings.com
www.francineetchings.com

ONE OF a kind hand made rustic knives by Bob Rose. Most
are just $100. See them at http://tinyurl.com/54ma6 Call 610-
273-1151. Email: medit8@meditationsociety.com

WANTED: SCAGEL, R.H. Ruana, Randall, Loveless, Morseth,
Remington, and Marbles knives and axes. Any Heiser knife or
axe sheaths. 229-732-6982, anytime. Gordon White, Box
181, Cuthbert, GA 39840.

ALPHA KNIFESTORE “Support Our Troops” APO/FPO
Christmas Shipping www.mysharpknife.com FREE $50
Drawing Every Month Boot Knives/Endura4/Leek
FOR SALE: Antlers (deer, elk, moose), buckskins, tanned
furs, etc. Over 150,000 items. Complete Internet catalog
(pictures). http://www.hideandfur.com

GOT PROTECTION? Keep yourself and your family safe!
Complete selection of high quality products for personal and
home protection. Affiliate program for Web site owners also
offered. http://www.iceandprotected.com.

LEE’S CUTLERY knives for work, sport, pleasure & collecting.
For a wide variety of knives, check out www.leescutlery.com

SELLING BUCK, Randall, Case, Custom, and more. Great
selection. Call Gary 727-515-2479 or see us on the web:
www.nelsoncustomknives.com
WANTED: ANY condition handmade knives; Randall,
Scagel, Ruana, F.S. Richtig, Morseth, Bone, Cooper,
Loveless, Moran, Lile, etc. Also military knives and
pocketknives, watches. Send description and price to:
Angelo Solino, 6 Wesley Court N, Huntington, NY 11743.
631-423-1729.

COLLECTOR KVIVES- Queen, Schatt & Morgan, Ka-Bar,
Remington and Case. Send $2 for our catalog. S & S and
Sons Cutlers, Po Box 501C Lomita, CA 90717 PH 310-326-
3869 or www.snsandsonscutlers.com.

HEAT TREATING/ Tempering all steels. Bearclaw Knives, P.O.
Box 1391, La Porte, TX 77572-1391. Call for prices 281-587-
6080.

DISPLAY CASES: Oak, Walnut, wood, glass, standard or
custom sizes. 28 page catalog. Send $1. Woodland Products,
61292 CR 7, Elkhart, IN 46517.

GRINDER PLANS! 2”X72” knifegrinder plans for the no weld
grinder sander. Easy, low cost build! No welding or
machining required, 15 pages CAD, 27 page assembly
manual, $25. Get this and other knife making supplies from:
Midwest Knifemakers Supply LLC.
www.midwestknifemakers.com

TWO POWERFUL machines designed for grinding and
polishing. 2 HP Dayton motor. Belts 2” x 72” $600 ea. 941-
627-9468

NEW ENGLAND School of Metalwork conducts workshops
throughout the year featuring blacksmithing, bladesmithing
and pattern welding. Spacious, up to date facility.
www.newenglandschoolofmetalwork.com or 888-753-
7502.
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ANTI-SCALE COATING protects steel up to 2300 F. during
heat treating. Water based, easy to apply, easy to remove,
cost effective. Available in pint and gallon containers. Contact
Advanced Technical Products, 508 Northland Blvd.,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45240. Phone: 513-851-6858. E-mail:
ATP_Supply@hotmail.com

BUY WHOLESALE “Cheyenne Bowie” knife blank. 440c
Steel. Heavy construction. 13-1/4”. Double hilt Mirror
polished. $24 VISA/MC EKnifeSupply 828-389-2575.

BUY WHOLESALE Classic “Patrick Henry” Bowie 440c
steel. 14” overall brass guard Coffin style handle Semi
Polished $24. VISA/MC EKnifeSupply 828-389-2575.

BUY WHOLesale S8 or S9 Drop Point and “Wyoming
Skinner” 440c steel, heavy contruction. 7-1/2” Mirror
Polished $12 each. VISA/MC EKnifeSupply 828-389-2575.

BUY WHOLESALE Drop Point (S23) or Clip Point
(s21)Hidden tang 440c steel, sharp, heavy contruction. 9-
1/2” Mirror Polished $11 each. VISA/MC EKnifeSupply 828-
389-2575.

EVERYTHING FOR the knifemaker. Steel, handle material,
hammers, tongs, forges, all kinds of tools. Contact: Uncle Al
870-642-7643 or e-mail: uncleal2@alltel.net

STEEL STAMPS: Personalize knives with a Buckeye Stamp.
Manufactured to fit your needs and made per your artwork
with name, logo or design. Standard-letter name stamps also
available. Buckeye Engraving 330-677-5685
www.steelhandstamps.com.

STEEL TANG Stamps: Mark your knives with your name, logo
or design. Quality hand-cut hardened steel stamps made to
your specifications. “If it’s worth making, it’s worth marking.”
Established 1898. Henry A. Evers, Corp. 72 Oxford St.,
Providence, RI 02905. 800-553-8377.

ALPHA KNIFESTORE We ship APO/FPO “2007 Military Mail
Christmas Mailing Dates” at www.mysharpknife.com
Tactical & Fighting Knives/Titanium/ZDP/Rukus/Osborne

CANADA’S ONLINE knife source is now www.SWORDS.CA.
Great prices, in stock, ships now. Ph. 1-866-371-7973.
www.SWORDS.CA.

KNIFESUPPLY.COM- ALL Major Brand Knives at Rock
Bottom Prices! America’s #1 Knife Supply.
http://www.KnifeSupply.com

40% OFF MSRP on most items. Hart Knives is your
wholesale to the public knife source. www.hartknives.com

CUSTOM LEATHER Knife Sheaths in your design or mine.
Write or call: Robert Schrap, 7024 W. Wells St., Wauwatosa,
WI 53213. 414-771-6472 or knifesheaths@aol.com

CUSTOM SCRIMSHAW by Juanita Rae Conover. Single or full
color. Wildlife a specialty. Exceptional quality. Call for sample
pictures and turn around information. PO Box 70442,
Eugene, OR 97401, 541-747-1726 or
juanitaraeconover@yahoo.com

SELL YOUR knives online- Balance Digital specializes in
knife photography, web design, and website maintenance
for knife makers and dealers. Call Rob today: 760-815-6131
or visit www.balancedigital.com.

SELL YOUR knives online- Balance Digital specializes in
knife photography, web design, and website maintenance
for knife makers and dealers. Call Rob today: 760-815-6131
or visit www.balancedigital.com.
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New Knife Spans 
Many User Spectrums

Offering a variety of new compressed 
gas-injection knives, the Wasp 

Cor p.  offers  models  designed for 
special-ops troops, downed pilots, 
S .W.A.T.  and specia l  pol ice ,  and 
commercial airline pilots.

For more information contact Wasp 
Knife Corp., 203.288.4943, rick@wasp-
injection.net.

Mofo and Nemo Have
Textured G-10 Grips 

Mofo and Nemo are two new designs 
by Jens Anso. Both knives feature 

textured G-10 handles that allow for an 
outstanding grip.

For more information contact Jens 
Anso, Dept. BL2, GL. Skanderborgvej 
116, 8472 Sporup Denmark 45 86968826 
www.ansoknives.com.

Reiter’s Cyclops Offers 
CPM 154 Blade Steel 

Named after the mythical one-eyed 
beast, the Cyclops from Spencer 

Reiter and SAR Customs features CPM 
154 stainless blade steel. Overall length: 
4 inches.

For more information contact SAR 
Customs, attn: Spencer Reiter, Dept. 
BL2, 1618 Coach St., DeRidder, LA 
70634 337.460.9495 sc65surf@aol.com.

Hindmarch Introduces 
Buckeye Burl Model

Hunting just got a little easier with 
Gar th  Hindmarch’s  5 .25- inch 

model. The blade is done in 440C and 
the handle in stabilized buckeye burl. 
Overall length: 10 inches.

For more information contact Garth 
Hindmarch, Dept. BL2, POB 135, Car-
lyle Saskatchewan S0C 0R0, Canada 
306.453.2568.

Mann Recreates A 
Hudson Bay Classic

Originating in the mid-19th century, 
the Hudson Bay knife was initially 

known as the buffalo knife. Mike Mann’s 
repro has a 6-inch blade handforged 
from 5160.

For more information contact Idaho 
Knife Works, Dept. BL2, POB 144, 
Spirit Lake, ID 83869 509.994.9394, ida-
hoknifeworks@hotmail.com.
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Xikar Helps You 
“Express” Yourself

Patterned for the outdoor adven-
turer, the 730 Express from Xikar 

clips securely to any backpack or pants 
pocket for quick access. The Express is 
built entirely of 440A and measures 5 
inches closed.

For more details contact Xikar, Dept. 
BL2, POB 025757, Kansas City, MO 
64102 888.266.1193 www.xikar.com.
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Barnes’ Handle Is 
Quite Curvaceous

Curvaceous is  the only way to 
describe the curly maple handle on 

an 18.5-inch Bill Moran-style beauty 
from A.G. Barnes. Done in 5150 carbon 
blade steel, the knife also contains silver 
wire inlays.

For more information contact A.G. 
Barnes, Dept. BL2, 11341 Rock Hill Rd., 
Hagerstown, MD 21740 301.223.4587 
a.barnes@myactv.net.

Beauty Abounds on 
Knife-and-Gun Set

Ron Yellowhorse of Lone Wolf Knives 
crafted a beautiful knife-and-gun set 

to commemorate Native American tradi-
tions celebrating connections to tradi-
tion, spirituality and the Earth.

For more information contact Lone 
Wolf Knives, attn: D. Hutchens, Dept. 
BL2, 9373 SW Barber St., Ste. A, Wil-
sonville, OR 97070 503.431.6777.

what’s new

Boone’s Lick Bowie 
Now in Blackwood

The Boone’s Lick Bowie, the same 
model Lin Rhea uses in cutting 

competitions, is now available in black-
wood. Measuring 13 inches overall, the 
bowie is forged from 5160 carbon steel.

For more information contact Lin 
Rhea, Dept. BL2, 413 Grant 291020, 
Prattsville, AR 72129 870.699.5095.

FDX Series Boasts
Code Yellow Coating

Intended for emergency situations, 
the TOPS Knives FDX (Field Duty 

Extreme) boasts a “code yellow coating” 
in honor of Homeland Security’s code 
yellow alert awareness status.

For more information contact 
TOPS Knives, attn: M. Fuller, Dept. 
BL2, POB 2544, Idaho Falls, ID 83403 
2008.542.0113 www.topsknives.com.

    
Mooney Boot Dagger
Comes In ATS-34

Handsome is this boot dagger from 
Mike Mooney.  Measuring 8 inches 

overall, the dagger is done in ATS-34 
with 416 SS bolsters.

For more information contact Mike 
Mooney, Dept. BL2, 19432 E Cloud Rd., 
Queen Creek, AZ 85242 480.987.3576 
mike@moonblades.com.

Gamble Tanto Is
Sleek and Slender

Sleek and slender, the Integral Tanto 
from Frank Gamble was configured 

using hand files only. A dyed and stabi-
lized Pacific Madrone handle highlights 
the 11.25-inch knife.

For more information contact Frank 
Gamble, Dept. BL2, 4676 Commercial St. 
SE #26, Salem, OR 97302 503.581.7993 
gamble6831@comcast.net.
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“Knifemaker Showcase” spotlights the photographs of knives sent by any and all custom knifemakers to BLADE® for filing in the Knifemakers’ Archive. The Knife-
makers’ Archive is the most complete collection of photographs of knifemakers’ knives and information in the world. If you are a custom knifemaker and have 

not sent us a photo (the better quality the photo, the better chance it has of getting in the magazine), write to: BLADE, c/o F+W/Krause Publications, 700 E. State, 
Iola, WI 54990 BladeEditor@fwpubs.com. Please include a close-up mug shot of yourself with your knife picture.

Ed Brandsey
Ed Brandsey began dabbling in knifemaking after he lost 
a hunting model in the late 1960s. Though he sold his first 
knife in 1973, knifemaking remained a hobby until 2000 
when, after retiring from a 38-year career as a certified 
registered nurse anesthetist, he started making knives on 
a full-time basis. “I make many different kinds of knives,” 
Brandsey says. “Much of the work has a Native American 
influence, which has been a lifelong interest.” He joined 
the Knifemakers’ Guild in 1985 and is a life member of 
the Badger Knife Club. “I work hard to do original stuff,” he stresses. 
“I do not produce knockoffs of other makers’ work. The effort has to be 
original.” His Gentleman’s Companion Bowie (right) is done in 440C 
and a handle of amber stag and desert ironwood. His list price for a 
similar knife: $1,200. His address: 335 Forest Lake Dr., Dept. BL2, 4441 
Hawkridge Ct., Janesville, WI 53546 608.868.9010 ebrandsey@century.

    Gary Smith
Like many knifemakers, Gary Smith’s fascination with knives began 
when he was a young boy. “All kinds of art seemed to come naturally 
to me,” he says. “Eventually, woodcarving became a special interest 
and the pursuit of the perfect carving knife led me to knifemaking.” 
He is the sole author of all his work, from forging and grinding to 
engraving, heat treating and leatherwork. He enjoys making fixed 
blades, folders and tomawhawks in 5160 and D2 blade steels. Smith 
also has developed a line of military-style tactical straight knives of 
which he is particularly proud, and typically uses stacked Micarta®

or leather handle material for them. “They are designed to be used 
and to have the appearance of a used-but-well-maintained knife,” 
Smith observes. Pictured (left) is a tactical bowie with a blade forged 

from a Studebaker spring. His list price: $450. His address: 3516 St. 
Luke Ln., Dept. BL2, Sulphur, LA 70663 337.527.6911 gsmitty@
bellsouth.net.

knifemaker showcase
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Dusty Moulton
Dusty Moulton began creating custom knives as a 
full-time maker in 1991. “All of my knives are made 
freehand,” Moulton says. “That is, I do not incorpo-
rate the use of mills, lathes, surface grinders, etc. In 
my shop there are just a couple of basic belt grind-
ers, disc grinders, a drill press and a band saw.” He 
currently does the majority of his knives in CPM-154 
and, occasionally, ATS-34. He also uses damascus 
steel forged by friends in some of his creations. “I strive, above 
all, to build a high-quality product that the most discriminating 
buyer will be proud to own,” Moulton states. His Predator XT 
(right) is done in CPM-154C and the handle is a black G-10/
Micarta®. His address: 135 Hillview Ln., Dept. BL2, Loudon, TN 
37774 865.408.9779 www.moultonknives.com.

knifemaker   
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Rick Barrett
“I started making knives at 14 years old 
due primarily to my interest in the Japanese 
sword,” Rick Barrett observes. For a majority 
of the past 20 years he says he has spent time 
studying Japanese swords and uncovering 
the “mystery” of how they were made. He 
says he prefers working with simple alloys 
such as the “10” series steels, W1 and W2. 
However, on occasion he will use some of 
the modern crucible steels such as CPM 

S30V. Barrett has received a number of knifemaking awards, 
including the BLADEhandmade© Award for Best Fantasy 
Knife in 2000. “The focus in my blades is to make the best 
functional tool that money can buy while also creating 
unrivaled edged art,” he assesses. His list price (left): $650. 
His address: 18943 CR 18, Dept. BL2, Goshen, IN 46528 
574.533.4297 barrettrick@hotmail.com, www.elsonknives.

Roger Harrington
Roger Harrington got into knifemaking 10 
years ago when, unable to f ind a suitable 
knife for bushcraft and wilderness survival 
skills, he decided to make his own. “I still 
haven’t stopped taking orders for that model 
and all of the subsequent designs since,” he 
says. Each of Harrington’s designs, like the 
one at right, are aimed at backwoods living and most 
are made by stock removal in O1 tool steel. He tends 
to prefer natural handle materials and often opts for 
native hardwoods with a deeply oiled finish. “I love 
to create knives that have a natural look, especially 
with a combination of stag or horn and burl woods,” 
Harrington offers. “I’m  hoping to do some more forge 
work in the future and possibly start work on some 
folders.” His address: 3 Beech Farm Cottages, Bugsell 
Ln., Dept. BL2, East Sussex, England TN 32 5 EN 44 0 
1580 882194 www.bisonbushcraft.co.uk.

Stefan Albert 
Amazed by the miracles of nature and the animal world, 
Stefan Albert says he often tries to incorporate the themes 
into his work. His cutlery career began 11 years ago when 
he started engraving. “I have grown to acquire different 
technologies and met wonderful people who willingly 
introduced me to the hard but amazing world of steel,” he 
explains. Albert uses 440C, ATS-34, RWL and Damasteel 
damascus for his blades. His handle materials range from 
wood or bone to gems, semi-precious stones, elephant 
tusk, buffalo horn and hippopotamus tooth. “I have 
attended many different exhibitions where I met many 
new friends,” Albert says. “I’ve continued to practice and 
gradually created my style, which I continue to develop 
and improve.” The puppy dog knife (right) is just one of 
many miniatures he has done in Damasteel damascus. His 
address: U Lucenecka 434/4, Dept. BL2, Filakovo 98604 
Slovak Republic www.albertknives.com.
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By Mike Haskew

According to collector/purveyor Don Guild,According to collector/purveyor Don Guild, 
there are not a lot of collectors of high-endthere are not a lot of collectors of high-end 
knives but there are enough of them to makeknives but there are enough of them to make 
it profitable for successful makers of suchit profi table for successful makers of such 
pieces. An example of such a maker andpieces. An example of such a maker and 
his work is Matthew Lerch, winner ofhis work is Matthew Lerch, winner of 
the award for Best Handle Design atthe award for Best Handle Design at 
the 2007 BLADE Show for his “Paia”the 2007 BLADE Show for his “Paia” 
double-action automatic in Damas-double-action automatic in Damas-
teel damascus, black-lip mother-teel damascus, black-lip mother-
of-pearl and gold inlays. Matthewof-pearl and gold inlays. Matthew 
said the knife sold for $11,000.said the knife sold for $11,000. 
(Point Seven knife photo)(Point Seven knife photo)
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The ancient law of supply and demand 
is a basic economic principle. Whether 
the commodity is pork bellies, gasoline 

or custom knives, an imbalance between 
supply and demand affects prices, produc-
tion and the ability of some participants to 
remain viable in the marketplace.

In recent years, discussion has swirled 
around the perception that the number of 
custom knifemakers offering their wares has 
increased at a more rapid pace than the num-
ber of new buyers or collectors entering the 
market. While opinions vary as to the real 

circumstance, one simple exercise involves a 
quick look at the custom knifemaker directo-
ry in Knives 2008 and comparing the amount 
of names with those of previous years.

“There has been a steady increase in 
the number of knifemakers’ names listed 

because [the maker listings in Knives] is a 
place where you can advertise for free,” re-
lated collector/purveyor Don Guild. “I per-
sonally think it is categorical. At the low end, 
I heard that at [a recent show] there were a lot 
of mediocre, ho-hum $400 or $500 knives, 
and nobody was buying them. Some of the 
top makers were there and they sold out. The 
collectors and buyers are gravitating to high-
er-end knives, and there’s a lot of sophistica-
tion in the buyers coming into the market.”

To illustrate his point, Guild cited the 
sale of a knife by Blade Magazine Cutlery 
Hall-Of-Famer© Michael Walker. The knife 
eventually sold for $36,000, while most es-
timates of its sale price had ranged around 
$20,000. “So, the number of high-end collec-
tors may not be huge, but there are enough of 
them out there chasing high-end knives that 
it’s a sellout for those makers,” he reasoned. 

“I don’t know about cheaper knives because I 
buy collections or estates or from someone 
who is in distress, and will take 30 or 40 
knives in order to get one or two that I want. 
I put the others on my website, and the less 
expensive knives are the slowest to go.”

Of course, it could be said that those 

When it comes to collectors, fewWhen it comes to collectors, few 
events draw as many of them as theevents draw as many of them as the 
BLADE Show. (Point Seven photo)BLADE Show. (Point Seven photo)

Some members of the custom knifeSome members of the custom knife 
community estimate that the number ofcommunity estimate that the number of 
makers may be growing as rapidly asmakers may be growing as rapidly as 
15 percent per year, while the number15 percent per year, while the number 
of new buyers or collectors may be in-of new buyers or collectors may be in-
creasing at about a 10 percent pace. Ancreasing at about a 10 percent pace. An 
example of one of today’s fledgling cut-example of one of today’s fl edgling cut-
lers is Terry Lee Renner, winner of thelers is Terry Lee Renner, winner of the 
Best New Maker Award at the 2007Best New Maker Award at the 2007 
BLADE Show for the “Icarus,” an as-BLADE Show for the “Icarus,” an as-
sisted-opening folder in CPM 154sisted-opening folder in CPM 154 
stainless, mammoth ivory andstainless, mammoth ivory and 
hand-colored titanium. Closedhand-colored titanium. Closed 
length: 4.75 inches. Terry saidlength: 4.75 inches. Terry said 
he sold the knife for $2,200.he sold the knife for $2,200. 
(Point Seven knife photo)(Point Seven knife photo)

If the demographics of the average 
knife buyer really are Caucasian males 
between the ages of 40 and 70, then 56-
year-old Paul Kessler is pretty close to 
the middle of the pack. Here, Paul (center) 
holds knives made by two of his favorite 
makers—ABS master smiths Harvey Dean 
(left) and Jerry Fisk (right)—at Fisk’s re-
cent “Micro Show” in Nashville, Arkansas. 
(For more on the Micro Show, see a future 
issue of BLADE®.)
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who visit Guild’s website go there for high-
er-end knives only. Still, though, that does 
not necessarily disprove his point.

Regarding the number of makers coming 
into the market today, it could easily exceed 
2,000. Some custom-knife observers esti-
mate that number may be growing as rapidly 
as 15 percent per year, while the number of 
new buyers may be increasing at about a 10 
percent pace.  

Dave Harvey of Nordic Knives in 
Solvang, California, said he is a strong be-
liever in the steady growth of custom knife 
purchasers. “Today there are far more col-
lectors around the world than there have 
been in the last 40 years—and I mean far 
more,” he stated. “The number of buyers 
and collectors is coming along at a reason-
able pace, but too many can never come too 
fast. As far as I’m concerned, it’s reasonable 
given the economy here and abroad.”

How To Grow It
Though the numbers may well be out of 

balance, certain steps might be taken to en-
sure improved growth and the future of the 
industry. Aggressive marketing by makers 
and related organizations, particularly into 
segments of the population which have been 
untapped, could pay huge dividends. Also, if 
the demographics of the average knife buyer 
really are Caucasian males between the ages 
of 40 and 70, then by defi nition the market 
potential will be diminished. Of course, such 
a generic description does not encompass ev-
ery purchaser. Those who buy custom knives 
come from all walks of life and from a wide 
spectrum of income levels.

“The American Bladesmith Society and 
the Knifemakers’ Guild could combine their 
efforts and put their forces and money toward 
marketing to people who love art, outside the 
box of traditional knife collectors,” Guild 
said. “William Henry Knives has done that 
well. Do you know why? [William Henry 
Knives] went to jewelry stores. They are do-
ing more for the industry because they are 
planting seeds in the market for their knives. 

collectingcollecting
collecting

Top-name makers such as ABS master smith Wally Hayes usually sell out at knife 
shows but it can be a hit-or-miss proposition for lesser-name makers. Wally gave his 
always-well-attended seminar on how to do the Japanese handle wrap at the 2007 
BLADE Show. One of his swords (top) spotlights not only the wrap but the blade’s 
distinctive hamon as well. (SharpByCoop.com sword photo)
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They are introducing knives to new people. 
The ABS and Guild could create a collector 
that way, and doing that is the number one 
priority. Unless you do that, no one benefi ts.”

Purveyor Les Robertson of Evans, Geor-
gia, agreed that the power of collective mar-
keting could be harnessed.

“There is a huge lost opportunity among 
makers,” he commented. “The organizations 
they belong to do little or no marketing to 
help introduce their membership to buyers. 
Putting on a show or having a website that 
provides minimal or partial information, in 
some cases not even listing its entire mem-
bership, is not enough. However, nothing 
will change unless the membership decides 
that ‘doing it the way we have always done it’ 
died with the typewriter in the last century.” 

Admitting something is afoot, ABS 
master smith Daniel Winkler said the situ-
ation is not entirely new. Further, he does 
not completely endorse the assertion that 
an imbalance exists. Yet, he recognizes the 
infl uence of external factors.

“It has always been tough for new mak-
ers to establish themselves,” Winkler com-
mented. “It was that way when I started 
out in the early 1980s, and it will be that 
way 20 years from now. That’s where a lot 

of this comes down. Are we going to be 
able to provide sales for the new makers 
coming in? The established makers who 
work hard keeping their business strong 
are going to do OK because they have the 
business sense, the experience, and the 
knifemaking skills to back it up.

“The ABS has done a really good job 
creating makers,” he continued. “They have 
put a lot of effort into the [Bill Moran School 
of Bladesmithing] and the hammer-ins, and 
makers are coming in all the time with better 
training and education than was available 15 
or 20 years ago. New makers are starting off 
years ahead of where they would have been.

“Now, if the ABS put as much effort into 
educating collectors as they do knifemakers, 
it would make a big difference and benefi t 
everybody. However, that is not what the 
ABS is all about. [Cutlery Hall-Of-Famer] 
Bill Moran started it to save the forged blade 
so it would not fade into obscurity. So, on the 
surface it looks like there have been a lot of 
makers created and not a lot of customers.”

Worldwide Exposure
One aspect of the knifemaker/knife buyer 
relationship that observers agree on is the 
burgeoning infl uence of the Internet. More 
information is available to more people than 
ever, and it is accessible in an instant.

“Especially with the advent of the In-
ternet, custom knives are reaching more 
people than ever,” Harvey noted. “Collec-
tors are educating themselves, and many of 
them are seeking out the same knives. That 
doesn’t mean that there’s one knife for ev-
ery collector of a certain type. Collectors 
are educating themselves, seeking knives 
from a smaller number of makers, and not 
buying from everybody top to bottom.”

“The Internet is spreading knives world-
wide,” Guild added. “A week ago, I sold 
a $17,000 knife online. A Saudi Arabian 
prince and a guy in Hong Kong buy knives 
from me. It’s truly international.”

As with any technological development, 
the Internet presents both risk and opportu-
nity. Its infl uence is far-reaching, and Rob-
ertson placed responsibility for its positive or 
negative impact squarely on the shoulders of 
knifemakers and their organizations.

“I think there is a misinterpretation by the 

custom knife market,” he remarked, “and 
this is due in large part to the Internet where 
it seems everyday on one of the forums there 
are photos being posted of a ‘new’ maker. In 
contrast, the names of new collectors are not 
posted anywhere.”

In fact, the argument can be made that 
therein lies a signifi cant roadblock to ex-
panding the collector market: The unwilling-
ness of many makers to share their customer 
lists for fear of losing customers to other 
makers. While such a fear is understandable, 
the collector market can stagnate as a result. 
Without the Internet, this would be a bigger 
problem than it is.

“To a large degree, collectors seem to be 
making the most of the resources offered 
them, primarily the Internet,” Robertson 
noted. “The Internet provides pricing, ma-
terial and availability information in mere 
minutes. Additionally, many of the shows 
have websites with lists of [the makers 
who] will be exhibiting. This aids the col-
lector in determining if he should attend the 
show or not.”

Robertson’s perception of the market 
balance—or imbalance—led him to ask 
knifemakers the question, “‘If you don’t 
think there are enough customers, what are 
you doing to fi nd more?’ The maker’s mar-
ket is the ‘primary’ market.’ That is to say it 
is direct sales to a collector or dealer. Due di-
rectly to the Internet, a huge aftermarket has 
developed. Collectors, especially new ones, 
can make a purchase of a knife—a purchase 
that the maker knows nothing about—giving 
the impression that there are actually fewer 
collectors than there really are.”

Where To Now?
Maximizing sales opportunities and ensur-
ing the future of the custom knife industry 
may well involve cooperation, energy, focus 
and tremendous effort. Whatever the custom 
knife landscape could look like in the years 
ahead, its progress remains in the hands of 
its constituents today.

There is much work to be done.

For the contact information for the knives 
in the story, see “Where To Get ‘Em” on 
page 97.

ABS master smith Daniel Winkler said that 
if the ABS could put as much effort into 
educating collectors as it does bladesmiths, 
it would make a big difference and benefi t 
everybody. Of course, as Daniel noted, the 
ABS was created to preserve the forged 
blade, not to create collectors. Here, ABS 
master smith Joe Keeslar (right) gives a 
seminar on knife sheaths at a past Batson’s 
Bladesmithing Symposium.

One sure indication that the number of 
knifemakers is increasing is to compare 
the number of knifemakers listed in 
Knives 2008 with those listed in past 
year’s Knives annuals. 
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By Don Guild

David Brodziak as “Bilbo Brodziak,”David Brodziak as “Bilbo Brodziak,” 
by Carol Ann O’Connor.by Carol Ann O’Connor.
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DavidDavid Brodziak Brodziak

A classic example of DavidA classic example of David 
Brodziak’s knife-and-sheathBrodziak’s knife-and-sheath 
wizardry is his “Tattooedwizardry is his “Tattooed 
Hunter” in 440C stainless bladeHunter” in 440C stainless blade 
steel and a handle and sheathsteel and a handle and sheath 
of wandoo, a type of eucalyp-of wandoo, a type of eucalyp-
tus native to Western Austra-tus native to Western Austra-
lia. Overall length: 10 inches.lia. Overall length: 10 inches. 
The artwork is by Carol AnnThe artwork is by Carol Ann 
O’Connor. (Brodziak photos)O’Connor. (Brodziak photos)
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n 1998, I searched for a unicorn. Where 
could I fi nd a knifemaker to articulate 
the many facets of this legendary, mys-
tic creature?

While surfi ng the web—whammo! 
—I found a maker 12,000 miles away 
doing the kind of work I had imagined. 
His dagger shapes and marvelous art on 
sheaths and handles were spot on. He 
created an exemplary unicorn dagger for 
me that captures the historic myth of the 
fabled creature.

David Brodziak, knifemaker extraordi-
naire, has a warm smile and easy way. He is 
an affable, pixie-like Santa Claus straight 
out of Tolkien, with a snowy, bearded face 
who appears on his theme knife, “Leaving 
Hobbiton,” as the character of Bilbo Bag-
gins. (Editor’s note: The image of Brod-
ziak by Carol Ann O’Connor on the facing 
page is from the theme knife.)

Born in 1948, this Australian knife 
man lives on the southwest coast in the 
old whaling town of Albany. His long-

time interest in art began early. When 
he was 15, several of his paintings were 
displayed in galleries. In 1993, he left his 
job as a dyer and colorist at the Albany 
Woolen Mills to be a full-time knifemak-
er. Brodziak had found his niche.

He recalled how it all started.
“We were on a camping trip with fam-

ily and friends in 1989,” the amiable Aus-
tralian began. “While we sat around the 
campfi re enjoying a beer, I noticed Ted 
Bayly [a friend of Brodziak’s] had a shiny, 
new knife he’d made. He handed it to me 
and I couldn’t put it down, kept turning it 
over to admire the heft and grip and study 
the fi t and fi nish. It was better than any 
knife I’d ever seen. I was hooked!

“As soon as we got home, I was in my 
shed and made my fi rst knife from a piece 
of sawmill blade, using a fl at fi le and a 

vise as tools. I annealed the blade in the 
barbecue. At night, I dreamed of knives 
and could hardly wait to get into my 
workshop the next morning to turn my 
dreams into reality.”

That reality included the embellish-
ment by O’Connor.

“In September 1999, Carol and I col-
laborated on our first major art knife,” 
Brodziak recalled. “Carol’s talent as-
tounded me, and that year at the [Aus-
tralian] National Knife Show our knife, 

‘Sunken Treasure,’ won best show knife. 
I could see our potential for a future in 
unique art knives and can still remem-
ber that great feeling of accomplishment 
and satisfaction.”

Today, known by custom knife enthu-
siasts worldwide, Brodziak’s cutlery can-
vases are embellished with O’Connor’s 

A 14.5-inch blade of chainsaw damascus, a hilt of olive 
wood and black mulga—the latter yet another wood native to 
Australia—and bronze fi ttings complete Brodziak’s “Batwing” 
sword. Overall length: 21 inches. (Brodziak photo)

David Brodziak
Dept. BL2, 27 Stewart St.

Albany, Western Australia
Australia 6330
61 8 9841 3314

61 8 9811 5065 (fax)
brodziakcustomknives.com

Specialties Art knives, including 
daggers; also hunters and skinners
Steels 440C, ATS-34 and 154CM 
stainless; D2 tool; damascus by 
Garry Wood, Shawn McIntyre or 
Damasteel
Blade Grinds Hollow or fl at
Blade Finishes Mirror polished; 
satin fi nished fl ats on hollow-ground 
blades to accentuate the grind lines
Handle Materials Native woods
Miscellaneous Many of Brodziak’s 
knives feature one-of-a-kind paint-
ings of romantic and historic scenes 
by Carol O’Connor; their “Sunken 
Treasure” collaboration won Best 
Show Knife, 1999 Australian Na-
tional Knife Show
Maker’s List Prices $400-$1,500, 
some to $18,500 and up

Come Feed Your Addiction !     We Buy Sell And Trade

Dave Stark 909 731 3903

Steel Addiction Custom KnivesSteel Addiction Custom Knives
Come Feed Your Addiction !     We Buy Sell And Trade

WWW.SteelAddictionKnives.com
Dave Stark 909 731 3903

Large Selection ofLarge Selection of 
Custom KnivesCustom Knives 

In StockIn Stock
We Ship World-WideWe Ship World-Wide

Featuring
Jim Burke Knives

“Rock Star”
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renderings of romantic and historical 
scenes. Her birds and animals are of such 
exceptional art, it amazes observers to dis-
cover that each painting is one-of-a-kind. 
Her paintings hang on the walls of galler-
ies and discerning collectors, including, 
O’Connor said, the Duke of Edinburgh. 

“I feel the femininity of my paintings on 
David’s daggers harmonizes well with the 
masculinity of his work,” she observed.

The embellishment O’Connor uses is 
unlike most anything applied on knives 
in the USA.

“Carol’s art work is applied either di-
rectly onto the wood or over an acrylic 
base coat that I use,” Brodziak said. “The 
paint is acrylic and the fi ne detail is 
achieved with very fi ne—almost single—
hair brushing. The color is built up with 
many coats. When the artwork is fi nished, 
I cover it with a product that is compatible 
to the acrylic and the clear top coats that 
I use. I apply around 20 coats of the poly-
mer fi nishing coats, then carefully rub the 
cured fi nish back and hand polish it. The 
artwork will not rub off and should last 
for many years after I have departed.”

For these two Aussies, it is an art 
match made in heaven.

“Talking with Carol and seeing some 

®®

“I’ve been testing the Friction Forged® blades for close to two 
months now and they get sharper and stay sharp longer than 
anything I’ve tested. I’ve cut rope, leather, whittled on wood 
and skinned a wild boar and cut it up for the freezer with a 
Friction Forged® knife. I’ve never had a knife go more than 80 
cuts on a rope and still shave but the Friction Forged® blade 
went to over 300 cuts and was still shaving sharp.” 
Wayne Goddard, Master Bladesmith, American Bladesmith Society

“DiamondBlade’s Friction Forged blades are 
probably the biggest legitimate improvement in 
the knife industry in over 40 years”
Dr.Tracy Nelson, Phd, Mechanical Engineering Dept.
Brigham Young University

“I’ve been testing the Friction Forged® blades for close to two 
months now and they get sharper and stay sharp longer than 
anything I’ve tested. I’ve cut rope, leather, whittled on wood 
and skinned a wild boar and cut it up for the freezer with a 
Friction Forged® knife. I’ve never had a knife go more than 80 
cuts on a rope and still shave but the Friction Forged® blade 
went to over 300 cuts and was still shaving sharp.” 
Wayne Goddard, Master Bladesmith, American Bladesmith Society

Friction Forged® knives were 
chosen by Field & Stream as the 

“Best of the Best” for 2007!

Friction Forged® knives were 
chosen by Field & Stream as the 

“Best of the Best” for 2007!

“DiamondBlade’s Friction Forged blades are 
probably the biggest legitimate improvement in 
the knife industry in over 40 years”
Dr.Tracy Nelson, Phd, Mechanical Engineering Dept.
Brigham Young University

Pride & Prestige Through PerformancePride & Prestige Through Performance
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of her sketches gives me ideas for incor-
porating her art into my knives,” Brodzi-
ak explained. “I often wake up in the early 
hours with creations and designs swim-
ming in my head, and although most of 
my dreams are [of knives] over the top 
and impossible to make, they give me 
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Gotta have it.

Look for the red dot. Our exclusive 
patented* AutoLAWKS™ mechanism 
turns equipped CRKT folders into 
virtual fixed blades. Get all the details 
on our web site.  

www.crkt.com
Toll free 1-800-891-3100

SAFEST 
FOLDERS
ON THE 
PLANET.

*U.S. Patent No. 5,596,808,
other patents pending.

ie
Brodziak’s “Jade Dagger” has—youBrodziak’s “Jade Dagger” has—you 
guessed it—a handle of Australian jade andguessed it—a handle of Australian jade and 
an 8.5-inch blade of ladder-pattern damas-an 8.5-inch blade of ladder-pattern damas-
cus forged by Garry Wood. The sheath iscus forged by Garry Wood. The sheath is 
ebonized casuarina—a native Australianebonized casuarina—a native Australian 
wood stained black to look like ebony—withwood stained black to look like ebony—with 
jade inlay and serpent artwork by Carol Annjade inlay and serpent artwork by Carol Ann 
O’Connor. (Brodziak photos)O’Connor. (Brodziak photos)
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good ideas.”
Brodziak said he works steadily in 

spurts, usually 12 hours per day, seven 
days a week. “I do this for around six 
weeks, and then my wife Gail and I spend 
a few days away from home, the workshop, 
computer and phone,” he noted. “We take 
a mini-holiday, where I often incorporate 
some fi shing, my insatiable passion.”

His knife shop includes a Bader grind-
er, a multi-tool attachment for a bench 
grinder, angle grinder, MIG welder, wood 
lathe, Dremel® tool, drill press, and the 
latest addition, a small metal lathe.

“For finish, I can either f lat or hol-
low grind the blades, using a Bader 
grinder. Most are mirror finished, us-
ing eight grades of wet and dry [sand-
paper], working down to 2,000 grit by 
hand,” he said. “The final mirror finish 
is achieved with a loose cloth buff and 
a fine compound. On my hollow-ground 
blade- I satin finish the f lats, which ac-
centuates the grind lines.”

OK, David, is a CNC machine in your 
future?

“No, defi nitely not! I’ve only just 
bought my fi rst lathe,” he related. “I like 
the fact that all my knives are different 
and unique. I’m sure it would drive me 
mad if I were to repeat designs many 

times. One reason I still enjoy making 
knives after 18 years, I don’t get bored; 
there’s always something new to try.”

Brodziak opts for a range of blade 
steels, including 440C stainless “because 
of its very high quality developed for 
knifemaking. It will hold a durable, sharp 
edge comparable to high carbon steels.” 
He also uses ATS-34 and 154CM stain-
less steels, D2 tool steel, Damasteel da-
mascus, plus the damascus of both Garry 
Wood and Shawn McIntyre. Brodziak 

employs some of the most beautiful na-
tive woods on earth for handle materials. 
His rare burls are knockout, reminiscent 
of a Rolls-Royce dash.

Brodziak said marketing was the 
toughest thing to learn. He makes a large 
variety of styles but knows his price 
points must appeal. He said that “$400 
to $1500 is ‘ballpark’” for most of his 
knives. “I make around 20 hunters and 
skinners a month and [at the time of this 
writing had] 24 custom orders, nine for 
art knives,” he indicated. “This will keep 
me in the workshop for about six months. 
I’m just fi nishing an $18,500 custom-or-
der knife.”

According to Brodziak, 70 percent of 
his knives sell in the USA through his 
dealer, Mark Sill of Xotique-Antiques.
com (262.786.0558). “Mark contacted 
me and offered to take my knives for 
sales in the U.S.,” Brodziak noted. “He 
puts my knives on eBay and I fi nd him 
great to work with.”

For relaxation, Brodziak heads for the 
ocean.

“When I take a break from knifemak-
ing and spend time by or on the sea, I’m 
enchanted,” he commented. “Nothing’s 
more relaxing than watching the sun sink 
into the ocean in the company of my wife 
and a good bottle of red.”

If you are seeking a knife of singulari-
ty, team David and Carol await your ideas. 
They look forward to creating a knife just 
for you. Fly on down under and have a 
bit of red. It is only 12,000 miles. Maybe 
a pixie will leave an extraordinary knife 
under your tree.

boss aussieboss aussie
boss aussie

The “Eye Hunter” features Carol AnnThe “Eye Hunter” features Carol Ann 
O’Connor’s painting of the eye of theO’Connor’s painting of the eye of the 
hunter on the butt of the bird’s-eye-hunter on the butt of the bird’s-eye-
salmon-gum handle. The 4.75-inchsalmon-gum handle. The 4.75-inch 
blade is 440C stainless. The sheath isblade is 440C stainless. The sheath is 
also bird’s-eye salmon gum. Overallalso bird’s-eye salmon gum. Overall 
length: 10.25 inches. (Brodziak photos)length: 10.25 inches. (Brodziak photos)

A 5.75-inch blade flat ground from 440CA 5.75-inch blade fl at ground from 440C 
stainless and a handle of ebony andstainless and a handle of ebony and 
casuarina top off Brodziak’s “Waspcasuarina top off Brodziak’s “Wasp 
Cleaver.” Overall length: 10 inches.Cleaver.” Overall length: 10 inches. 
(Brodziak photo)(Brodziak photo)
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• American Bladesmith Society   
 Annual Convention
• Special Knifemakers Guild Section
• FREE “Super Seminars”
• Blade Magazine’s 2008 Knives of the Year™  
 and Handmade Awards™

• 2008 BLADE Magazine Cutlery Industry  
 Hall-of-Fame Inductions
• The Nation’s Top Collections
• Over 600 Knifemaker and Antique Tables  
 and Manufacturers’ Booths
• All Major Knifemaking Suppliers

SHOW OPENS TO THE PUBLIC
Friday, May 30: 2pm - 7pm     Saturday, May 31: 9am - 6pm

Sunday, June 1: 9am - 4pm

May 30 – June 1, 2008
In Atlanta’s Cobb Galleria Centre

    2008
BLADE SHOW

Show Highlights

for additional information contact
2008 BLADE SHOW

700 East State Street
Iola, WI 54990-0001

(877) 746-9757
Fax: (715) 445-4087

E-mail: mary.lutz@fwpubs.com
FOR UPDATED INFORMATION PLEASE GO TO:

http://www.bladeshow.com

You could WIN A PRIZE
like this one donated by 

TONY DAUGHTERY

For more information on Tony Daughtery see
"Where to Get Em."

2008 Hotel Reservations

Renaissance Waverly Hotel

Phone: (770) 953-4500

Mention the Blade Show for 
Special Rate

Book early as rooms do sell out!

200822000088
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A.G. Russell Knives, Inc.
www.agrussell.com
ag@agrussell.com
Angel Sword
www.angelsword.com
info@angelsword.com

Arizona Custom Knives
www.arizonacustomknives.com
sharptalk@bellsouth.net

Ars Cultri
Custom Knives - handmade knives
www.arscultri.com
info@arscultri.com

ArtisanIdeas.com
Bladesmithing Books & DVDs
info@ArtisanIdeas.com

Artknives.com
www.artknives.com
fred@artknives.com

Atlanta Cutlery
www.atlantacutlery.com
atlcut@mindspring.com

Automatic Knives & Italian Switchblades
“Retail & Wholesale”
www.knives4wholesale.com
sales@knives4wholesale.com

Autumns Edge
www.AutumnsEdge.com
sales@autumnsedge.com

Beckwith’s Blades
www.beckwithsblades.com
info@beckwithsblades.com

Benchmade
www.benchmade.com
Benchmade_Update@Benchmade.com
Benchmark/National Knife
  Distributors
www.nkdi.com
nkdi@nkdi.com

Best Blade
www.bestblade.com
info@bestblade.com
Blade Art Inc.
www.bladeart.com
info@bladeart.com

Blade HQ, LLC
www.bladehq.com
cam@bladehq.com

Bladegallery.com
www.bladegallery.com
Omalley@bladegallery.com

Bob Neal Custom Knives
www.bobnealcustomknives.com
bob@bobnealcustomknives.com

Brian Tighe
www.tigheknives.com
tighe@allstream.net

Buckeye Engraving
www.steelhandstamps.com
stamps@steelhandstamps.com
Manufacturer of Custom 
  Hand Stamps

Busse Combat Knife Company
www.bussecombat.com
busse@bright.net

C.A.S. lberia
www.casiberia.com
cas@casiberia.com
Canada’s Knife Zone
Online Knife & Sword Store www.
knifezone.ca
sales@knifezone.ca
Carlson Knives
www.carlsonknives.com
kellycarlson@tds.net

Classic Knife Kits
www.knifekits.com
info@knifekits.com

Cobra Imports 
Swords, Knives, Armor
www.cobraimports.com
cobraimports@aol.com

Condor Tool & Knife, Inc.
www.condortk.com
arlan@hughes.net

Culpepper, Inc.
www.knifehandles.com
www.stingrayproducts.com
mopco@earthlink.net

Custom Knife Gallery of Colorado
www.customknifegallery.com
bob_glassman@yahoo.com

Custom Knife Consignment
www.customknifeconsignment.com
bob@customknifeconsignment.com

CustomKnives.com
www.customknives.com
atbarr@alltel.net

Custom Leather Knife Sheaths
www.customsheaths.com
rschrap@aol.com

Cutlery Specialties
www.restorationproduct.com
Renaissance Micro-Crystalline   
  Wax/Polish
Dennis Blaine; dennis13@aol.com

Dantes Knifeworks
www.dantesknife.com
sales@dantesknife.com
Don Hanson III
Sunfish Forge
www.sunfishforge.com
www.donhansonknives.com

DLT Trading Company
www.dlttradingcompany.com
customerservice@
  dlttradingcompany.com

Bob Dozier Knives
www.dozierknives.com
info@dozierknives.com

E-Blades.com
www.e-blades.com
sales@e-blades.com

EDC Depot
www.EDCdepot.com
The Solution to your Every Day 
  Carry Needs
marc@EDCdepot.com

EdgeDealer.com
www.edgedealer.com
edgedealer1@yahoo.com

Dave Ellis - “CA. 1st ABS M.S.”
www.exquisiteknives.com
ellis@mastersmith.com
Emerson Knives
www.emersonknives.com
info@emersonknives.com

Eric Bergland
Fine Quality Scandinavian
  Style Knives
www.berglandknives.com
eric@berglandknives.com

Ernie Lyle - Knifemaker
www.ernestlyleknives.com
ernestlyle@msn.com

Flames N’ Knives
www.Flames-N-Knives.com
Steve@flames-n-knives.com

John Fraps
www.frapsknives.com
jfraps@att.net

Frost Cutlery
www.frostcutlery.com
knives@frostcutlery.com

Georgia Knifemakers’ Guild
www.georgiaknifemakersguild.com
“Member List, Web sites and
  Galleries”
Grand Prairie Knives
www.gpknives.com
gpk@gpknives.com

Great Lakes Custom Knives
www.greatlakescustomknives.com
bud@greatlakescustomknives.com

Guild Knives - Selling 
Custom Collection, Don Guild
www.guildknives.com

Halpern Titanium
www.halperntitanium.com
info@halperntitanium.com
Hawkins Knife Making Supplies
www.hawkinsknifemakingsupplies.com
sales@hawkinsknifemakingsupplies.com

Hoffman Knives - Selling
  Top Quality Collection - Walt
www.hoffmanknives.com

Jays Knives/American Edge
www.jaysknives.com
jay@jaysknives.com

Jot Singh Khalsa
A Wise Investment in Handmade   
  Knives and Swords
www.khalsakirpans.com
jotkhalsa@comcast.net

Knife Center of the Internet
www.knifecenter.com
info@knifecenter.com
KnifeMan
www.knifeman.co.uk
High Quality Knives - Low Prices
Sales@Knifeman.co.uk

Missy Beyer,
Advertising Sales
ext. 642
e-mail:
missy.beyer@fwpubs.com

Bruce Wolberg
Advertising Sales
ext. 403
e-mail:
bruce.wolberg@fwpubs.com
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Knife Mart
www.knifemart.com
sales@knifemart.com

KnifePurveyor.com
www.knifepurveyor.com
mdonato@knifepurveyor.com

Knivesshipfree.com
www.knivesshipfree.com
sales@knivesshipfree.com

KnifeShows.com
www.knifeshows.com
tedmerchant@comcast.net

Knives Plus
www.KnivesPlus.com
KnivesPlus@KnivesPlus.com

Last Legend Competition Blades
www.lastlegend.com
sales@lastlegend.com

Lee’s Cutlery
www.LeesCutlery.com
beeneJL43@earthlink.net

Legendary Knifemakers.com
www.legendaryknifemakers.com
We Buy Collections

Lightfoot Knives
www.lightfootknives.com
pitbull@lightfootknives.com

Lone Wolf Knives
www.lonewolfknives.com
sales@lonewolfknives.com

Luna Knives
www.lunaknives.com
lunaknives@aol.com
Mackrill Knives
www.mackrill.co.za
info@mackrill.co.za
Mantis Knives
www.MantisKnives.com
gwest@mantis.bz

Marzitelli Custom Knives
www.marzknives.com
info@marzknives.com

Mastersmiths
www.beautifulblades.com
bill@beautifulblades.com

Matt D. Tactical, LLC
www.mattdtactical.com
Strider dealer/gun parts
matt@mattdtactical.com

Charlie Mattox
www.mattoxknife.com
charlie@mattoxknife.com

Moore Cutlery
www.moorecutlery.com
gary@moorecutlery.com
Moulton Knives
www.moultonknives.com
dusty@moultonknives.com

Museum Replicas
www.museumreplicas.com
musrep@mindspring.com
www.myknifedealer.com
Lynn O. Olson
blade@myknifedealer.com
Neilson’s Mountain Hollow
J & Tess Neilson
www.mountainhollow.net
mountainhollow@epix.net

New Graham Knives
www.NewGraham.com
mdye@newgraham.com

Northwest School of Knifemaking
Bronksknifeworks.com
bronks@bronksknifeworks.com

Ohare Knives
sean@ohareknives.com
www.ohareknives.com

Okuden Custom Kydex
www.okuden.net
info@okuden.net

O’Machearley Custom Knives
www.omachearleycustomknives.com
omachearleycustomknives@yahoo.com

Only Fine Knives
www.onlyfineknives.com
Specializing in William Henry, 
  Chris Reeve, Strider and Custom   
  Handmade

Oso Famoso
Fossil Ivory-Mammoth Bark Knife Scales
http://www.osofamoso.com
oso@osofamoso.com

Peter Martin Knives
www.PeterMartinKnives.com
martinknives@hotmail.com
Peters’ Heat Treating
www.petersheattreat.com
info@petersheattreat.com
Pocket Knife World
www.pocketknifeworld.com
owner@pocketknifeworld.com

Quintessential Cutlery
Grazyna Shaw Custom Knife Purveyor
www.quintcut.com
gshaw@quintcut.com

Darrel Ralph
www.darrelralph.com
darrel@darrelralph.com

Ray Rogers Handcrafted Knives
www.rayrogers.com
knives@rayrogers.com

Uncle Al
www.riversidemachine.net
uncleal2@alltel.net

Robertson’s Custom Cutlery
www.robertsoncustomcutlery.com
customknives@comcast.net

Ruth Knives
Mike Ruth ABS Journeyman
www.ruthknives.com
mike@ruthknives.com

Shepherd Hills Cutlery
www.casexx.com
info@shephills.com

Smoky Mountain Knife Works
www.SmokyMountainKnifeworks.com
webmaster@smkw.com

Sooner State Knives
www.soonerstateknives.com
ssknives@swbell.net

Steel Addiction Custom Knives
www.SteelAddictionKnives.com
davestark@steeladdictionknives.com

Peter Steyn
www.petersteynknives.com
info@petersteynknives.com
Johnny Stout
www.stoutknives.com
johnny@stoutknives.com

Swamp Rat Knives
www.swamprat.com
info@swamprat.com

www.swords.ca
Canada’s Best Online Knife Store
Great Prices • In Stock • Shipping Now 
inquiries@swords.ca
The Knifery
Canada’s #1 Knife Store
www.theknifery.com
knifery@telus.net

The Cutting Edge®
www.cuttingedge.com
ce_info@cuttingedge.com
THE aftermarket for Knives

The Sword Armory
www.swordarmory.com
sales@swordarmory.com

Toolshop
www.toolshop.de
info@toolshop.de

True North Knives
www.truenorthknives.com
info@truenorthknives.com

Twin Blades
www.twinxblades.com
twinblades@bulloch.net

Daniel Winkler
  Master Bladesmith
www.winklerknives.com
daniel@winklerknives.com

World Knives, Ltd.
www.worldknives.com
Featuring a unique selection of 
exotic imported knives from over 
20 countries worldwide.
Richard S. Wright
www.richardswright.com
rswswitchblades@hotmail.com
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It is just like Christmas when I receive 
knives in the mail to test for “Spec 
Sheet.” One of the most recent was 

the Inyoni (Inyoni is Zulu for bird) from 
Chris Reeve Knives. The little bird-and-
trout knife has more uses than just clean-
ing game. It works as a nice utility piece 
as well.

I used the Inyoni on a leather sheath 
I was putting together. The thin blade 
worked great at skiving the 8-ounce 
leather for the spacer. The CPM S30V 
stainless blade crunched the thin shavings 
of leather. Reeve uses a different style of 

serrations called Kubili that cuts on both 
sides. (Kubili is Zulu for double.) The 
serrations cut the leather smoother than 
any other serrations I have tried before. 
They actually cut the fibers of the leather 
instead of ripping them.

Next on the testing agenda was a piece 
of “plastic cardboard.” The Inyoni’s plain 
edge peeled thin strips of the plastic and 
the knife was easy to control throughout. 
The serrated portion pushed through the 
plastic with abandon. I was starting to 
think that these serrations are A-OK!

Melissa, my better half, bought a gas 

fire pit for the patio. The packing for the 
pit was a loose-pressed fiberboard, shaped 
kind of like an egg carton. Being loosely 
packed allowed the fiberboard to rip out 
easier during cutting. The blade’s plain 
edge cut the packing with no problem but 
the serrations started to pull a little—still 
not bad at all, though.

I grabbed a piece of 1-inch pine to 
whittle. The S30V blade made short work 
of it. I was able to get very thin curly 
cues at the end of the stroke. The serra-
tions were controllable and left cool little 
ridges, or waves, in the wood. Now that I 

By MSG Kim Breed
5th Special Forces (retired)

Sharp to the Gills
A new double serration style and slits/gills for traction 

highlight Chris Reeve Knives’ bird-and-trout knife
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A new style of double serrations and 
slits/gills on the side of the handle high-
light the new full-tang Inyoni bird-and-
trout knife from Chris Reeve Knives. 
Blade steel: CPM S30V stainless. 
Handle: Cocobolo. MSRP: $175.

The plain edge of the Inyoni’sThe plain edge of the Inyoni’s 
blade cut the packing with noblade cut the packing with no 
problem but the serrationsproblem but the serrations 
started to pull a little—stillstarted to pull a little—still 
not bad at all, though.not bad at all, though.
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was working on a harder medium, I was 
able to apply more pressure to get a feel 
for the handle. 

Since the Inyoni is a small knife, I used 
half-inch rather than 1-inch sisal rope for 
the next cutting chore. There are slits on 
the side of the handle that look like fish 
gills. The slits feel good on your thumb 
if you use a sidewinder-type grip. They 
provided a lot of traction while cutting. 
After the blade surpassed 90 cuts, I had 
to switch my hand hold. The front edge of 
the wood handle was making a small divot 
in my index finger. I switched to a thumb-
on-the-back-of-the-blade grip to finish up.

The Inyoni has a milled ridge down 
the center of the blade spine. It looks 
great and provides lateral control for your 

spec sheetspec sheet
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Knife Name Inyoni
Company Chris Reeve Knives
Pattern Bird-and-trout knife
Blade Steel CPM S30V stainless
Rockwell Hardness 58-59 Rc
Blade Length 3.5”
Blade Grind Hollow
Blade Finish Stonewashed
Handle Cocobolo w/lanyard
Special Features Reeve’s new double 
serration edge design, and slits/gills on 
the side of the handle
Weight 2.6 ozs.
Overall Length 8”
Sheath Leather pouch
Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail 
Price $175

SPEC CHART

The author was The author was 
able to get very thin able to get very thin 
curly cues at the curly cues at the 
end of the stroke end of the stroke 
with the Inyoni.with the Inyoni.

Handmade by
GARY ROOT

644 East 14644 East 14thth Street • Erie, PA 16503 Street • Erie, PA 16503
Phone: 814.459.0196Phone: 814.459.0196

Photos available $2.Photos available $2.oooo refundable w/ order refundable w/ order

AMERICAN EAGLE

Marty Miller
marty@mmcustoms.com

800.966.3494

Purveyor of Fine Knives
www.mmcustoms.com

GIRAFFEBONE INC.

www.giraffebone.comwww.giraffebone.com
1-888-804-06831-888-804-0683

Damasteel Stainless Damascus
Mosaic Damascus

Powder Steel & Nickel
South African Handle 

Material

SEE US AT:
CHESAPEAKE CUSTOM

KNIFE SHOW
TIMONIUM, MD
DECEMBER 9

Check out what's new!
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index finger during forward cutting, but it 
pressed deep into the skin of my thumb. 
As the knife slowed down at 125 cuts, I 
had a red indentation line on my thumb.

I also cut with the serrations after using 
the main edge to see how they would do 
on the rope. They cut the bulk of the sisal 
but left a little hanging on. They still out-

cut 99 percent of the other serrations on 
the market. There is more cutting surface 
with Reeve’s style of serrations. They are 
an excellent idea.

Heat Treatment
The edge-flex test on a brass rod can be 
very exciting with stainless steels. Good 
heat treatment will allow the edge to flex 
and not chip out. The Inyoni performed 
perfectly for two passes over the rod with 
no edge chipping. The knife’s heat treat-
ment is outstanding.

Changes
I think that the milled ridge spine should 
be shortened by an inch-and-a-half to get 
it out of the way of the thumb during pres-
sure cuts. I also would soften the point of 
the handle a little.

Bottom Line
I am very pleased with the Inyoni. Reeve 
added the new style of serrations and the 
“gills” to the knife. I really like both of 
these features. Other than some hot spots 
during handling that can be fixed easily, 
the knife is very good overall.

For more details contact Chris Reeve 
Knives, attn: A. Reeve, Dept. BL2, 11624 
W. President Dr. #B, Boise, ID 83713 
208.375.0367 crkinfo@chrisreeve.com.
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The author used the knife’sThe author used the knife’s 
plain edge to make 125 cutsplain edge to make 125 cuts 
on half-inch sisal rope beforeon half-inch sisal rope before 
the edge began to slow down.the edge began to slow down. The Inyoni’s plain edge peeled thin The Inyoni’s plain edge peeled thin 

strips of the “plastic cardboard” and thestrips of the “plastic cardboard” and the 
knife was easy to control throughout.knife was easy to control throughout.
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Razor Sharp Books!
We Offer FREE SHIPPING!!

Knives 2008
28th Edition

by Joe Kertzman
With more than 1,000 fresh new color photos of every type of 
custom knife imaginable, plus industry news and trend and 

technique reports, this is your must-have knife book.
Softcover • 8-1/4 x 10-7/8 • 312 pages

1,000+ color photos

Item# Z0946 • $27.99

Blade’s Guide to Knives 

& Their Values

by Steve Shackleford
Covers most all knives made around 

the world, mostly from the 19th century 
through to the present, with up-to-date 

values, 2,000+ photos, and feature 
articles covering trends in the industry. 
Plus, detailed histories of knife compa-

nies, and contact information.
Softcover • 8-½ x 11• 576 pages

2,000 b&w photos
Item# LGK6 • $29.99

Art of the Knife
by Joe Kertzman

Explore the creativity and craftsmanship of knifemaking in 
350 brilliant color photos of highly engraved folders, engraved 
fi xed blades, wire-wrapped knifes and more, with a basic ex-

planation of materials.
Hardcover • 8-¼ x 10-7/8 • 256 pages

350 color photos

Item# Z0733 • $35.00

BLADE’s Guide to Making Knives

by Joe Kertzman
Gain professional tips for grinding 

blades, crafting hunting knives, forg-
ing pattern-welded steel into intricate 
designs, making folding knives, and 
fashioning the important bolster be-

tween knife and blade. Features detailed 
instructions and 250 striking color 

illustrations.
Softcover • 8-¼ x 10-7/8 

160 pages • 250 color photos

Item# BGKFM • $24.99

Bayonets: An Illustrated History

by Martin Brayley
Covers the history of the bayonet and includes 
listings with description, manufacturing data, 
service history, effectiveness and more. Over 

500 color photos!
Softcover • 12 x 9 • 256 pages

500 color photos
Item# BAYIH • $29.99

To Order
Offer K87K Call 800-258-0929 -mention offer K87K • Order Online www.krausebooks.com

Free shipping to one U.S. address only.

KP_Book-1173119.indd 1KP_Book-1173119.indd   1 10/8/07 6:11:34 PM10/8/07   6:11:34 PM
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DEC. 6-8 SEVIERVILLE, TN Park-
er’s Greatest Show on Earth, Sevier-
ville Events Center at Bridgemont (new 
location). Contact PKCS, 6715 Heritage 
Business Ct., attn: B. Parker, Dept. BL2, 
Chattanooga, TN 37422 423.892.0448.*

DEC. 8 EUGENE, OR Oregon Knife 
Collectors Mini Show, Lane County 
Convention Center. Contact OKCA, 
Dept. BL2, POB 2091, Eugene, OR 97402 
541.484.5564 oregonknifeclub.org.*

DEC. 9 TIMONIUM, MD Chesapeake 
Knife Show, Timonium Plaza Holiday 
Inn. Call Ted Merchant 410.252.7373 or 
410.343.0380.*

DEC. 28-30 KNOXVILLE, TN The 
NKCA Knoxville Show held in conjunc-
tion with RK Gun Show, Chilhowee Park. 
Contact the NKCA office 423.875.6009 
NKCALisa@hotmail.com.

JAN. 18 -20 LAS VEGAS, NV The 
46th Annual Las Vegas Antique Arms, 
International Sporting Arms & Invi-
tational Knifemakers Shows, Riviera 
Hotel. Contact Beinfeld Productions, 
attn: W. Beinfeld, Dept. BL2, POB 2197, 
Cathedral City, CA 92235 760.202.4489 
gunshowpro@aol.com, antiquearms-
show.com.

JAN. 25-26 RENO, NV The 6th Annual 
American Bladesmith Society Knife 
Exposit ion, Si lver Legacy Casino. 
Contact Rick Dunkerley 406.677.5496 
www.absknifeexpo.com.*

JAN. 26-27 ST. LOUIS, MO Gateway 
Area Knife Club Show, Carpenters Hall. 
Contact Glenn 314.729.9592.*

FEB. 1-3 LAKELAND, FL The 30th 
Annual Gator Cutler y Club Show, 
Lakeland Center. Call Dan Piergallini 
813.754.3908 or 813.967.1471.*

FEB. 9 -10 DOVER, OH  The 20th 
Annual Western Reserve Cutlery Asso-
ciation Knife Expo, Warther Museum. 
Contact D. Musgrave, Dept. BL2, POB 

355, Dover, OH 44622 330.745.4242 
dmusgrav@neo.rr.com.*

FEB. 15-17 PASADENA, CA Knife 
Expo ’08, Lower Level Conference Build-
ing of the Pasadena Conference Center. 
Call 818.368.7110 scblades.com.*BH

FEB. 16 WYOMING, MI West Michi-
gan Edge Show, Knights of Columbus 
Hall. Contact West Michigan Promotions 
616.997.9555 1@palladiumgunshop.com.*

FEB. 16-17 HUNTINGTON, WV Gun 
& Knife Show, Veterans Memorial Field 
House. Contact H.R. “Bear” McGinnis 
423.255.3669 huntgunshow@yahoo.com.

FEB. 22-24 NEW YORK, NY East 
Coast Custom Knife Show, Crowne 
Plaza Hotel. Contact Steve D’Lack 
417.866.6660 hg_inc@hotmail.com.*BH

FEB. 23-24 LITTLE ROCK, AR Arkan-
sas Custom Knife Show, Robinson Center 
Exhibit Hall. Contact David Etchieson 
501.554.2582 aka@alliancecable.net, 
www.arkansasknifemakers.com.*BH

FEB. 23-24 DAYTON, OH The NKCA 
Dayton Knife Show in conjunction with 
Goodman’s Gun Show, Hara Arena 
Conference & Exhibition Center. Call 
423.875.6009 nkcalisa@hotmail.com.

MARCH 1-2 BETHALTO, IL The 
24th Annual Bunker Hill Knife Show, 
Knights of Columbus Hall. Contact Mike 
Pellegrin 618.667.6777 or Gene Winston 
618.288.6974.*

MARCH 7-8 DALTON, GA The 5th 
Annual NKCA Northwest Georgia Knife 
Show, Nor thwest Georgia Trade & 
Convention Center. Contact the NKCA 
423.875.6009 nkcalisa@hotmail.com.*

MARCH 28-30 JANESVILLE, WI
The 25th Annual Badger Knife Show, 
Holiday Inn Express and Conference 
Center. Contact Bob Schrap 414.479.9765 
badgerknifeclub@aol.com.*BH

APRIL 4-6 HARRISONBURG, VA
The 17th Annual Greater Shenandoah 

Valley Knife Show, Rockingham County 
Fairgrounds main building. Contact 
Shenandoah Valley Knife Collectors, 
Dept. BL2, attn: Ralph Eagle, POB 843, 
Harrisonburg, VA 22803 828.828.0778 
svkc.org, clubmail@svkc.org.*

APRIL 4-6 BESSEMER, AL The 20th 
Annual Batson Bladesmithing Sympo-
sium, Homecoming, Rendezvous and 
K nife Show, Tan neh i l l  I ronworks. 
Admission FREE in celebration of the 
20th anniversary. Contact Judd Clem, 
Dept. BL2, 111 Yorkshire Dr., Athens, 
AL 35613 or 256.232.2645 ajc665@
peoplepc.com.* **

APRIL 5-6 TULSA, OK Wanenmach-
er’s Tulsa Arms Show, Expo Square /
Tulsa Fairgrounds. Contact Tulsa Gun 
Show, Inc., POB 33201, Tulsa, OK 74153 
918.492.0401 tulsaarmsshow.com.

APRIL 11-13 WILMINGTON, OH
The NKCA Ohio Spring Knife Show, 
Rober ts Centre. Contact the NKCA 
423.875.6009 nkcalisa@hotmail.com.*

APRIL 12-13 EUGENE, OR The 33rd 
Annual Oregon Knife Collectors Asso-
ciation Show, Lane County Convention 
Center. OKCA members-only show day 
April 11. Contact OKCA, Dept. BL2, 
Eugene, OR 97402 541.484.5564 okca@
oregonknifeclub.org.*BH

APRIL 19-20 NOVI, MI Wolverine 
Knife Collectors Show and Michigan 
Antique Arms Collectors Show, Rock 
Financial Showcase. Call Pat Dono-
va n 586.786.5549 or  Fra n k Meek 
586.264.2031.*

APRIL 25-27 SOLVANG, CA Solvang 
Custom K nife Show, Royal Scan-
dinavian Inn. Contact Nordic Knives 
805.688.3612 www.nordicknives.com.*

show calendarshow calendar

To ensure timely publication of your knife show in 
the “Show Calendar,” BLADE® requests that you 
send all pertinent information concerning your show 
in written form—dates, locations, etc.—at least 
three months before the show takes place to F&W 
Publications, attn: B. O’Brien, 700 E. State St., Iola, 
WI 54945 715.445.2214 fax 715.445.4087. BLADE 
depends on the shows themselves for prompt and 
accurate information.

Note: Shows marked with an asterisk have knives as the main focus; with two aster-
isks are knifemaking seminars or symposiums, knife-throwing competitions, auctions, 
etc. or other events; and with “BH” participate in the BLADEhandmade™ program. 
“Show Calendar” also can be seen on BLADE®’s website at www.blademag.com.
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2007 BLADEHANDMADE© AWARDS
Arpad Bojtos, Dept. BL2, Dobsinskeho 10, 98403 
Lucenec, Slovakia 00421-47 433512 bojtos@stonline.sk; 
John Davis, Dept. BL2, 235 Lampe Rd., Selah, WA 98942 
509.697.3845 509.697.8087; Geno Denning, Dept. BL2, 
135 Allenvalley Rd., Gaston, SC 29053 803.794.6067 
cden101656@aol.com www.cavemanengineering.com; 
Vince Evans, Dept. BL2, 35 Beaver Creek Rd., Cathal-
met, WA 98612 360.795.0096 vevans@localnet.com; 
Jerry Fisk, Dept. BL2, 10095 Hwy. 278 W, Nashville, 
AR 71852 870.845.4456 jerry@fisk-knives.com; Steve 
Johnson, Dept. BL2, 202 E 200 N, POB 5, Manti, UT 
84642 435.835.7941 sr@srjknives.com; R.J. Martin, 
Dept. BL2, 51 Bramblewood St., Bridgewater, MA 02324 
508.279.0682; Steven Rapp, Dept. BL2, 8033 US Hwy. 
25-70, Marshall, NC 28753 828.649.1092; Bill Ruple, 
Dept. BL2, POB 370, Charlotte, TX 78011 830.277.1371.

KNIFE BAGS
Benchmade USA, attn: E. DuPlessis, Dept. BL2, 300 
Beavercreek Rd., Oregon City, OR 97045 503.655.6004 
www.benchmade.com; Case, attn: J. Sullivan, Dept. BL2, 
Owens Way, Bradford, PA 16701 814.368.4123 www.
wrcase.com; Grohmann, attn: M. Babinec, Dept. BL2, 116 
Water, Pictou, Nova Scotia, Canada B0K1H0 902.485.4224 
www.grohmannknives.com; Kershaw, attn: T. Welk, 
Dept. BL2, 18600 SW Teton Ave., Tualatin, OR 97062 
800.325.2891 www.kershawknives.com; Maxpedition, 
Dept. BL2, POB 5008, Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90274-
9651 310.768.0098 tim@maxpedition.com; Queen, attn: 
B. Breton, Dept. BL2, POB 145, Franklinville, NY 14737 
716.676.5527 www.queencutlery.com; Sack-Ups, attn: W. 
Norman, Dept. BL2, 1611 Jamestown Rd., Morganton, 
NC 28655 828.584.4579 800.873.7225 www.sackups.com; 
Spyderco, attn: J. Laituri, Dept. BL2, 820 Spyderco Way, 
Golden, CO 80403 800.525.7770 www.spyderco.com; 
Triple Aught Design, attn: P. Ma, Dept. BL2, 660 22nd St., 
San Francisco, CA 94107 415.318.8252 tadgear.com

GREAT SHARP SHOWDOWN
Diamond Machining Technology, Dept. BL2, 85 Hayes 
Memorial Dr., Marlborough, MA 01752 800.666.4368 
www.dmtsharp.com; EdgeCraft, Dept. BL2, 825 South-
wood Rd., Avondale, PA 19311 800.342.3255 www.
edgecraft.com; Lansky Sharpeners, Dept. BL2, attn: A. 
LeVine, POB 50830, Henderson, NV 89016 800.825.2675 
www.lansky.com; Outdoor Edge Cutlery, attn: D. Bloch, 
Dept. BL2, 4699 Nautilus Ct. S., Suite 503, Boulder, CO 
80301 800.447.3342 www.outdooredge.com; Smith’s 
Abrasives, attn: R. Smith, Dept. BL2, 1700 Sleepy Valley 
Rd., Hot Springs, AR 71901 800.221.4156 www.smithab-
rasives.com; Timberline, attn: J. Anthon, Dept. BL2, POB 
600, Getzville, NY 14068-0600 716.877.2200 www.
timberlineknives.com

TOUGHEST WHEN SUPER THIN
Wesley W. Davis, Dept. BL2, POB 122, Pattonville, TX 
75468 903.652.2784; Ed Fowler, Dept. BL2, POB 1519, 
Riverton, WY 82501 307.856.9815 knifetalkonline.com; 
Warren Osborne, Dept. BL2, #2-412 Alysa Ln., Waxa-
hachie, TX 75167 972.935.0899 osborneknives.com; 
Michael Ruth, Dept. BL2, 3101 New Boston Rd., Texar-
kana, TX 75501 903.832.7166 mruth@instyprints-txk.com

SUNDAY MORNING STSEEL
Kelly Carlson, Dept. BL2, 54 S. Holt Hill, Antrim, 
NH 03440 603.588.2765 kellycarlson@tds.net; Daniel 
Chinnock, Dept. BL2, 3610 Allenton Rd., Pacific, 
MO 63069 636.405.1702 sueanddanc@cs.com; Jerry 
Fisk, Dept. BL2, 10095 Hwy. 278 W., Nashville, AR 
71852 870.845.4456 jerry@fisk-knives.com; Gail 

Lunn, Dept. BL2, 434 CR 1422, Mountain Home, AR 
72653 870.424.2662 lunnknives@verizon.net; Charlie 
Majors, Dept. BL2, 302 Baltzell, Pinehurst, TX 77362 
713.826.3135 (cell) charlesmajors@sbcglobal.net; Cliff 
O’Dell, Dept. BL2, 4513 North Country Ct., Bryan, TX 
77808 979.778.7648 odellknives.com; Richard Rogers, 
Dept. BL2, POB 769, Magdalena, NM 87825 r.s.rogers@
hotmail.com; Gray Taylor, Dept. BL2, 560 Poteet Ln., Fall 
Branch, TN 37656 423.348.8304 cgraytaylor.com and/or 
Plaza Cutlery, attn: D. Delavan, Dept. BL2, 3333 S. Bris-
tol St., Ste. 2060, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 714.549.3932 
www.plazacutlery.com

BLADE SHOW WEST REVIEW
Todd Begg, Dept. BL2, 420 169th St. S. Spanaway, WA 
98387 253.531.2113 www.beggknives.com; Benchmade 
USA, attn: E. DuPlessis, Dept. BL2, 300 Beavercreek Rd., 
Oregon City, OR 97045 503.655.6004 www.benchmade.
com; Buck, attn: C.J. Buck, Dept. BL2, 660 S. Lochsa St., 
Post Falls, ID 83854 619.449.1100 800.326.2825 www.
buckknives.com; Bruce Bump, Dept. BL2, 1103 Rex Ln., 
Walla Walla, WA 99362 509.522.2219 bruceandkaye@
charter.net; Bill Burke (see under “BLADE SHOW WEST 
CUTTING COMPETITION”); M.D. Caldwell & Co., attn: 
Matthew Caldwell, Dept. BL2, POB 905, Lake Stevens, 
WA 98258 425.334.6659 mdcaldwellco@msn.com; Coast 
Cutlery, attn: Mike Hill, Dept. BL, 609 SE Ankeny St., 
Portland, OR 97214 503.234.4545 www.coastcutlery.com; 
John Davis, Dept. BL2, 235 Lampe Rd., Selah, WA 98942 
509.945.4570; Dana Hackney, Dept. BL2, 33 Washington 
St., Monument, CO 80132 719.651.5634 shacknee@
peoplepc.com; Rob Hudson, Dept. BL2, 340 Roush 
Rd., Northumberland, PA 17857 570.473.9588; Steven 
Kelly, Dept. BL2, 11407 Spotted Fawn Ln., Big Fork, MT 
59911 406.837.1489 steve@skknives.com; Greg Light-
foot, Dept. BL2, RR#2, Kitscoty, Alberta, Canada T0B 
2P0 780.846.2812 pitbull@lightfootknives.com; David 
Lisch, Dept. BL2, 9239 8th Ave. SW, Seattle, WA 98106 
206.919.5431 amlisch@earthlink.net; Lone Wolf Knives, 
attn: D. Hutchens, Dept. BL2, 17400 SW Upper Boones 
Ferry, Ste. 240, Portland, OR 97224 505.431.6777 fax 
503.431.6776 www.lonewolfknives.com; Michael Rader 
(see under “BLADE SHOW WEST CUTTING COMPE-
TITION”); Raymond Richard, Dept. BL2, 31047 SE 
Jackson, Gresham, OR 97080 503.663.1219 raysekk13@
hotmail.com; Shane Sibert, Dept. BL2, 230 W. Berkeley 
St., Gladstone, OR 97027 503.650.2082 shane.sibert@
comcast.net; Bill Siegle, was4u@cs.com; Joe Szilaski, 
Dept. BL2, 29 Carroll Dr. Wappingers Falls, NY 12590 
845.297.5397 www.szilaski.com; Al Warren, Dept. BL2, 
6605 SE 69th Ave., Portland, OR 97206 503.788.6863; Jim 
Whitehead, Dept. BL2, 1705 SE Hill Rd., Prineville, OR 
97754 541.447.5171 jdwmks@yahoo.com

BLADE SHOW WEST
CUTTING COMPETITION
Gayle Bradley, Dept. BL2, 1383 Old Gamer Rd., Weath-
erford, TX 76088 817.596.2894 gaylebradley@brad-
leysblades.com; Bill Burke, Dept. BL2, 12 Chapman Ln., 
Boise, ID 83716 208.336.3792; Warren Osborne (see under 
“TOUGHEST WHEN SUPER THIN”); Ted Ott, Dept. 
BL2, 154 Elgin Woods Ln., Elgin, TX 78621 512.844.2470 
lottshea@aol.com; Michael Rader, Dept. BL2, POB 393, 
Wilkeson, WA 98396; Ed Schempp, Dept. BL2, POB 
1181, Ephrata, WA 98823 509.754.2963

2008 BLADE SHOW AD
Tony Daughtery, Dept. BL02, 18861 Daughtery Lane, 
Loxley, AL 36551 251.964.5670.
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everstamp@aol.com
www.HenryAEvers.com

Finest hardened tool steel die
stamps mark your tangs for
instant, permanent identification.
Logos, lettering, symbols, sizes to
your specifications for hand, E6H
Tang Holder, or press application.

Evers... Professional
Quality Since 1898.

FREE BROCHURES

HENRY A. EVERS CORP.
72 N. Oxford St., Providence, RI 02905
TOLL FREE: 1-800-55-EVERS
Phone: 401-781-4767 Fax: 781-9581

Blade Art Inc.
14216 SW 136 Street Miami, FL 33186

Email  sales@bladeart.com
Phone (305) 255-8684 Fax: (305) 233-6943 
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By Durwood Hollis

You can identify the abrasive surface grit of DMT’s Dia-
mond Steel by the color—red=fi ne, green=extra fi ne 
and white=ceramic—of the hang-up ring at the handle 
butt and the molded plastic tip at the end of the steel 
(the latter is not shown here). This one is red for fi ne. 
MSRP: $32.97-$39.97. The knife is the French chef’s 
model from Timberline’s Cape Cod collection.
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utchers and meat cutters work daily with 
knives that are capable of infl icting seri-
ous injury. The consistent performance 
of these tools is the only way such acci-

dents can be prevented. And the most impor-
tant factor in this arena is keeping each and 
every blade edge well honed.

Enter the most simple of all edge-restora-
tion tools—the traditional butcher’s steel. 

In today’s modern production meat-cut-
ting facility or butcher shop, stainless steel 
knives are the cutting tool of choice. Like-
wise, the same is true in the home kitchen. 
Generally, these tools are a lot more resistant 
to edge deterioration than their carbon steel 
counterparts. While a grooved butcher’s steel 
might have once performed adequately with 
softer carbon steel knives, enhanced edge 
abrasion, rather than simple realignment, is 
needed when dealing with today’s relatively 
hard stainless steels. 

As knife steels used in the meat-cut-
ting industry, along with the steels found in 
household cutlery, have changed over time, 
so also have the various edge-restoration 
systems. And not all of the new “butcher’s 
sharpeners” are steels in the traditional sense. 
An example is the EdgeCraft SteelPro.

The Contestants
EdgeCraft makes several different Chef’s 
Choice sharpeners. Among them is the 
SteelPro, which reportedly offers ease of 
use unequaled by a traditional butcher’s 
steel. The SteelPro incorporates super-hard, 
non-abrasive miniature steels and precision 
sharpening angle guides to maintain origi-
nal edge geometry. The hand-held tool cre-
ates microscopic serrations along the length 
of the edge, which provide superior cutting 
power and extended edge life.

Unlike the traditional rod-like butcher’s 
steel, the SteelPro is designed to sit on a fl at 
surface, using the grip for stability, while you 
draw the blade through the sharpener. This 
ensures that your fi ngers are not exposed to 
the sharp edge. Meanwhile, the precise, pre-
set angle guides properly position the blade 
for rapid edge restoration. Manufacturer’s 
suggested retail price (MSRP): $39.95.

Unlike the rod-like butcher’s steel, the 
Edgecraft Chef’s Choice SteelPro is 
designed to sit on a fl at surface, using 
the grip for stability, while you draw the 
blade through the sharpener. This en-
sures that your fi ngers are not exposed 
to the sharp edge. MSRP: $39.95. The 
knife is the French chef’s model from 
Timberline’s Cape Cod collection.

For the traditionalist, the Steel 
Sharp Stick is Lansky’s version of 
the classic butcher’s steel rod. It is 
capable of rapid edge realignment. 
This is the 13-inch model. MSRP: 
$34.99-$44.99. The knife is the 
French chef’s model from Timber-
line’s Cape Cod collection.

Other Sharpening-
Steel Types

While fi ve butcher’s-steel-type sharp-
eners were tested for the story, 

there are other similar models by several 
different manufacturers, including the 
Boker 8-inch sharpening steel (Model 
8301); EZE-Lap fi ne-diamond, round-
shaft butcher steel (Model P); Grohmann 
sharpening steel; Messermeister sharp-
ening steel (Model 5100-10R); Ontario 
Old Hickory 10-inch butcher steel (Mod-
el 10-10); and Victorinox sharpening 
steel (Model 87688). There are others.
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Diamond Machining Technology 
(DMT) markets a diverse line of sharpen-
ing products, including the Diamond Steel 
Sharpener (Models DS4F, DS2F, DS2E and 
DSOF) in three sizes (10, 12 and 14 inches), 
with both diamond and ceramic (12-inch 
size only) sharpening surfaces, in either 
fi ne or extra-fi ne grits. Since the steels have 
an abrasive surface, they both align and 
hone edges.

Use is simple. Position the blade at a 
20-degree angle to the traditional sharpen-
ing steel and lightly stroke away from the 
body, alternating each side of the blade. The 

steels have molded plastic handles with gen-
erous safety guards. You can identify the 
abrasive surface grit by the color—red=fi ne, 
green=extra fi ne and white=ceramic—of 
the hang-up ring at the handle butt and the 
molded plastic tip at the end of the steel. Easy 
to use and highly wear resistant, the DMT 
Diamond Steel sharpeners can effi ciently 
produce a professional edge with little effort. 
MSRP: $32.97-$39.97.

Lansky has been a leading name in 
knife-and-tool sharpeners for more than 
two decades. It offers two different types 
of butcher’s steels—plain and diamond-grit 

coated. Both types are available in 9- and 13-
inch lengths and feature a protective guard 
and an overmolded rubber, non-slip/comfort-
grip handle.

For the traditionalist, the Steel Sharp 
Sticks (Models LSS9S and LSS13S) are Lan-
sky’s version of the classic butcher’s steel rod. 
While the tool offers little in the way of abra-
sion, it is capable of rapid edge realignment. 
The Diamond Sharp Sticks (Models LSS9D 
and LSS13D) take edge maintenance a step 
further with a fi ne-diamond-grit surface per-
manently bonded to the heavy-duty steel rod. 
This allows you to more effi ciently maintain 
a blade edge in a matter of a few strokes on 
the steel. MSRP: $34.99-$44.99.

Outdoor Edge has an extensive line of 
knives designed specifi cally for hunters. To 
assist in edge maintenance, the company 
also offers a ceramic rod-type sharpener.

Though similar to a butcher’s steel, the 
Cerma-Steel Sharpener (Model CS-200) 
has 25 raised longitudinal ridges along its 
6-inch length. The attached oval grip with 
an integral guard is crafted from molded 
thermoplastic and fi ts well in the hand. 
While the tool is rather compact in size, it 
is fully capable of fi ne-tuning a tired edge. 
MSRP: $9.95.

Smith’s Abrasives recently introduced 
the Diamond Sharpening Steel (Model 3001). 
The new tool features an oval, diamond-
coated rod with an interrupted surface that 
ostensibly speeds the sharpening process. 

“Diamond-coated sharpening steels have 
been popular with serious chefs for many 
years because they sharpen tough stainless 
cutlery with just a few strokes,” remarked 
Richard Smith, company president.

Similar to a butcher’s steel, the 
Cerma-Steel Sharpener has 
25 raised longitudinal ridges 
along its 6-inch length. While 
the tool is rather compact 
in size, it is fully capable of 
fi ne-tuning a dull edge. MSRP: 
$9.95. The knife is the French 
chef’s model from Timberline’s 
Cape Cod collection.

Smith’s new 10-inch Diamond Sharp-Smith’s new 10-inch Diamond Sharp-
ening Steel reportedly takes theening Steel reportedly takes the 
sharpening process a step further withsharpening process a step further with 
an unusual surface that features anan unusual surface that features an 
overlapping oval-hole design.overlapping oval-hole design.
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BELT GRINDERS BALDOR BUFFERS

Burr King, Hardcore, 

Bader, Wilton, 

Kalamazoo & Multitool

9" DISC GRINDER

STEEL

MOSIAC PIN

3M, Norton , Hermes, 

Klingspor, Standard   

CUSTOM SIZE BELTS

Micarta Sheets or pairs,        G-

10 Sheets or pairs, Stabilized 

Dyed woods, Ironwood, Maple 

Burl, Pearl, Mammoth, Bone, 

Buffalo Horn, Sambar Stag 

TRU GRIT KNIFEMAKING SUPPLIES

SHOP ONLINE AT :   WWW.TRUGRIT.COM

760 E. Francis St. Unit N, Ontario, CA  91761

(909) 923-4116  *  Fax (909) 923-9932  *  Out of state (800) 532-3336

Visa - MasterCard - American Express - Discover

Email us at  -  Trugrit1@aol.com - Call or go online for a Catalog

The leading edge in high performance abrasives and knifemaking supplies.  We 

offer the highest quality products, because we work with the highest caliber 

knifemakers. Home of the Blaze, Hoggers & Gators !

ABRASIVES

1/2 HP 110V 0-2500 

RPM REVERSABLE 

VARIABLE SPEED.  

ALSO AVAILABE IN 1/3 

HP SINGLE SPEED

BLADE BLANKS

ETCHING SUPPLIES

BILLS CASES

BUFFING SUPPLIES

DAMASCUS

HANDLE MATERIAL

ATS34, 440C, 416, 154CPM, 

S30V,5160,1075
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Smith’s new 10-inch sharpening steel 
reportedly takes the process to the next 
step with an unusual sharpening surface 
that features an overlapping oval-hole de-
sign. Moreover, the surface is coated with 
multiple layers of micron-sized monocrys-
talline diamonds. The coating is designed 
to assist in speeding the sharpening process 
by providing sub-surface vaults to catch 
and retain the metal fi lings, or fi nes, that 
are the byproduct of sharpening. According 
to Smith’s, the steel realigns and hones the 
edge at the same time. A soft rubber grip 
and an oversize guard promote user com-
fort and safety. A nifty handle hang-up ring 
enhances storage ease. MSRP: $34.

Test Parameters
For a comparison test of each sharpener, I 
selected two CUTCO French-style chef’s 
knives that we have used in my home for 
many years. The steel is reportedly 440A 
stainless with a Rockwell hardness of 55-57 
Rc. Between each sharpening effort, I pur-
posely dulled the blades by working them 
against bone and a ceramic cutting board. I 
evaluated each tool on a scale of 1 to 10—10 
being best—in ease of use, handle comfort, 
edge production and best buy. (Editor’s note: 
See the chart above for how each sharpener 
fared in the author’s tests.)

•Ease of Use: Though a butcher’s steel-
type sharpener is relatively ease to use, it 
requires that the blade edge be consistently 
positioned at a 20-degree angle to the steel. 
Professional butchers and meat cutters per-
form this assignment repeatedly on a daily 
basis and have the muscle memory to hold 
their knives at the precise angle. In the home 
kitchen, however, knives are not sharpened 
nearly as often. As a consequence, it is far 
more diffi cult to maintain the sharpening 
angle manually. Since the EdgeCraft Chef’s 
Choice SteelPro pre-positions the blade 
angle for the user, I selected it best in this 
category.

•Handle Comfort: The handle of each 
sharpener tested provided an adequate grip, 
as well as a substantial safety guard. None-
theless, the Smith’s Diamond Sharpening 
Steel handle has a rubberized, non-slip grip 
with a resilient feel. To me, it offered peerless 
user comfort.

•Edge Production: While each of the test 
sharpeners produced a usable edge, those 
with the embedded diamond grit were more 

aggressive. The aggressiveness resulted in 
faster edge production with less effort.

•Best Buy: Clearly, the Outdoor Edge 
Cerma-Steel was the most affordable of the 
sharpeners I tested. Coupled with the fact 
that it is the only one I could use on gut hooks, 
it is a great addition to a hunter’s gear kit. 

Sharp is Safe
Every knife user should be as concerned with 
safety as those in the meat-cutting industry. 
The new generation of butcher’s steels I have 
evaluated, when put to use on a regular basis, 
can keep a blade edge fully functional.

Never forget: A sharp knife is a safe 
knife. And that’s the bottom line.

For the contact information for the 
sharpeners in the story, see “Where To Get 

‘Em” on page 97.

How Sharp Are They?
Sharpener Ease of Use  HandleComfort Edge Production Best Buy

DMT 7 8 9 8

Edgecraft 10 9 9 8

Lansky 7 9 10 8

Outdoor Edge 7 8 9 10

Smith’s 7 10 10 8

A Plaza Cutlery 
EXCLUSIVE!

Plaza Cutlery Exclusive by Chris Reeve Knives “Doggy Knives”! Featuring the Large
and Small Sebenza with silver contrast paw prints on the side of the knife! Large
Sebenza is $449.95 and the Small Sebenza is $399.95! We usually have stock,
but can run out, so order early for the holidays!

Plaza Cutlery
www.plazacutlery.com • E-mail: dan@plazacutlery.com

3333 S. Bristol St., Suite 2060, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714-549-3932 • Ordering Toll Free 866-827-5292

Phone orders welcome and we accept all major credit cards!

Reminds 
you of your 

best friend each
time you use
your knife!!
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By Les Robertson

Having their knives profession-
ally photographed is perhaps 
one of the best “bang-for-the-
buck” expenditures available to 
makers. In addition to use by the 
magazines and on his website, 
the maker can display the photos 
on his table at knife shows. Pho-
tographer Chuck Ward shot 
this multiple exposure of J.R. 
Reeves’ fi ghter. J.R.’s con-
tact information: Dept. 
BL2, 5181 South State 
Line, Texarkana, AR 
71854 870.773.5777. 
(Ward photo) 

The maker must be excited about his 
knives and this excitement must be fully 
evident to the client. No maker conveys 
excitement about his knives quite like 
Edmund Davidson, here holding the “Or-
gasmatron,” his giant integral fi xed blade, 
at the 2007 Knifemakers’ Guild Show. 
Edmund’s contact information: Dept. BL2, 
3345 Virginia Ave., Goshen, VA 24439 
540.997.5651 edmunddavidson.com.
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SANDING BELTS FOR SHARPENING
Add 10% to Zirc prices for Ceramic belts.

SIZE A.O. ZIRCONIUM S.C.
BROWN BLUE BLACK

1”x30” $.80 ea $1.50 ea $1.10 ea
1”x42” .85 1.65 1.40
2”x48”/2”x42” 1.20 2.75 2.20
2”x60” 1.60 3.00 2.30
2”x72” 1.70 3.75 2.50
2”x132” 2.80 Sale 4.00 5.00
3”x132” 4.00 Sale 6.00 7.00
4”x36” 1.70 3.75 2.75
4”x132” 6.00 9.00 9.50
6”x48” 3.70 7.00 4.50

CERAMIC BELTS - NORTON “SG”/CARBO “MEDALLIST®”
NORTON® BLUE “NORZON” ZIRCONIA, CORK BELTS

COTTON BUFFING WHEELS & POLISHING COMPOUNDS

RED HILL CORP., P.O. BOX 4234, GETTYSBURG, PA 17325

(800) 822-4003
www.supergrit.com

$8.00 S&H
Free 48p.
Catalog

BLACK SIL. CARBIDE WATERPROOF
9”x11” Sheets $30.00/100 150-2500 Grit
5 1/2”x9 1/2” Sheets $12.50/50 1000//2000 Grit

DISCS, FLAP WHEELS, SHOP ROLLS
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OK, the maker has established his 
business entity, has a business plan 
in place and has done SWOT Analy-

sis. It is now time to talk marketing.
The marketing type that many makers 

use is called Responsive Marketing. Just as 
it sounds, in Responsive Marketing the mak-
ers “respond” to their customers. This type of 
marketing is mostly done through customer 
service while placing the order, or after the 
knife has been sold. It is reactive marketing. 
What a maker wants instead is Pro-Active 
Marketing. Let’s look at some examples of 
Pro-Active Marketing.

Pro-Active Marketing
With magazines and other publications, the 
major concerns are their cost of advertising 
and also their focus.  By focus I mean do the 
publications reach the maker’s target audi-
ence? Once again, the maker’s SWOT Anal-
ysis (see part one of this story for more on 
SWOT Analysis) will help determine if the 
magazine reaches his target audience.

Editorial coverage: One thing the 
maker can do is try to fi nd out from the 
magazines what articles they have planned 
in the future and, if the maker’s knives 
pertain to one or more of those articles, if 
the maker’s knives can be included in one 
or more of those articles.

Websites: If the maker does not have a 
website, he must get one. It should be neat 
and easy to navigate and include his back-
ground information. The maker should let 
the buyers know who he is, why he makes 
custom knives and what his list price is for 
each one. Too many makers’ websites do 
not list knife prices.

One of the principles behind having 
a website is that it is open 24/7/365, so the 
maker should include as much information 
about him and his knives as he can. The 
more questions the maker answers on the 
website, the fewer e-mails and phone calls 
he will have to answer. Remember the time 
management concept I wrote about last time 
in part one of this story?

Professional photos: Having their knives 
professionally photographed is perhaps one 
of the best “bang-for-the-buck” expendi-
tures available to makers. In addition to the 
website, the maker can use the photos on his 
table at knife shows and/or submit them to 
the magazines. (Editor’s note: Most of the 
top professional knife photographers include 
providing the leading publications with the 
image of each knife in the cost of the photo-
graph.) Remember, the fi rst order the maker 
takes because of a photograph pays for the 
photo. Also, it is a deduction!

Custom knife shows: Custom knife shows 
provide the opportunity for every maker to 
practice his favorite marketing technique. 
First and foremost, the maker must have a 
plan, including the proper knife/product mix. 
This refers to how many of what knife style, 
knife materials and price points the maker 
should offer. The maker should think 80/20. 

In other words, he should gear 80 percent of 
his knives to the majority of the custom knife 
buyers at the show. The other 20 percent is 
for the maker to show potential customers 
what else he can do.

Remember, knifemaking is a business. 
The maker’s gross sales do not equal how 
well he did at the show. The maker must keep 
in mind what his expenses were to get to the 
show, stay at the show, eat at the show, etc. 
Nothing is worse than a maker selling all his 
knives at the show and losing money!

Dealers/purveyors: Just as the maker 
has a position in the market, so do the deal-
ers. Let me tell you up front: All dealers want 
a discount! As a result, the maker should ask 
the dealer, “What are you going to do to earn 
that discount?”

As with knife/product mix and adver-
tising in magazines, the maker must work 
with the dealer(s) who will best benefi t 
his business. Arguably the biggest benefi t 
that a dealer can provide is setting up at a 
show a maker does not attend. By having 
his knives on the dealer’s table, the maker 
may not be there but his knives are. This 
can be a huge advantage if the maker is try-
ing to establish himself in a price range or 
geographic area. Taking advantage of this 
generally will save the maker money and 
defi nitely will save him time.

The dealer may have expertise in the 
maker’s market. This is where position in 
a particular market comes into play. For in-
stance, a maker who specializes in folders 
probably should not work with a dealer who 
sells fi xed blades only.

The dealer also may have a website. This 
is particularly important if the maker does 
not have one. Moreover, a dealer’s website 
may introduce the maker’s work to someone 
who has not found the maker’s website.

Advertising should account for 10-20 
percent of a maker’s budget. The discount 
the maker gives to dealers can be some of 
or the maker’s entire advertising budget. No 
matter which methods the maker uses to ad-
vertise his knives, he must do the best he can 

As notes the author, a purveyor/dealer in As notes the author, a purveyor/dealer in 
his own right, all dealers want a discount. his own right, all dealers want a discount. 
As a result, the maker should ask the As a result, the maker should ask the 
dealer, “What are you going to do to earn dealer, “What are you going to do to earn 
that discount?” Two of the leading cus-that discount?” Two of the leading cus-
tom knife dealers, Dan Delavan (left) and tom knife dealers, Dan Delavan (left) and 
Neil Ostroff (right), were in search of fi ne Neil Ostroff (right), were in search of fi ne 
knives and their respective discounts at knives and their respective discounts at 
the 2007 Knifemakers’ Guild Show.the 2007 Knifemakers’ Guild Show.
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Trace Rinaldi
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Darrell Ralph

Joe Kious
907-569-1800

northernknives.net

FRESHFRESHSTEELSTEELSTEELSTEEL
William Henry Fine Knives
20+ Alaskan Knifemakers

Custom Kydex

William Henry Fine Knives
20+ Alaskan Knifemakers

Custom Kydex
Rob Criswell    
John M. Smith
Neil Blackwood
Ruana Knives
L.A. McConnell
Allen Elishewitz
Gaetan Beauchamp

Al Polkowski
Randall Knives

Steve Voorhis
Trace Rinaldi
Stan Fujisaka
Darrell Ralph

Joe Kious
and many more!

Trout and Bird Model
Sambar Stag Handle
Stainless Bolts
3.75" CPMS 30V Blade

Charlie Mathews
Harry Mathews
121 Mt. Pisgah Church Rd.

Statesboro, GA 30458
912-865-9098

www.twinxblades.com
twinblades@bulloch.net
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to maximize his dollars.
Internet knife forums: These are fertile 

grounds for fi nding collectors. These sites 
will often embrace custom knifemakers and 
will be responsible for several sales. Some of 
the best are the Anvil, Blade Forums, Blade 
Magazine Forums, Custom Knives and 
Guns, Jerzee Devil Forums, Knife Forums, 
The Knife Network Forums, KnifeTalkFo-
rums.com and The Usual Suspect Network. 
Each of these forums has a custom knife sec-
tion and very knowledgeable members.

Selling and Sales
Selling is about providing a knife that will 
fi ll the maker’s client’s wants and/or needs.

How does a maker answer potential 
clients’ questions? With his superior knife 
knowledge, that’s how! The maker should be 
able to answer any question about his knives, 
the materials and the method(s) used. The 
maker must be able to answer these ques-
tions in a way that a person with no knife 
knowledge can understand.

Sales Pointers: The maker must be ex-
cited about his knives and this excitement 
must be fully evident to the client. A maker 
must not be reading a book at his table when 
a customer approaches. The maker should 
stand up to meet and greet the customer and 
be enthusiastic. After all if, the maker is not 
excited about his knives, how can he expect 
others to be?

The maker should always carry one of 
his own knives or at least a custom knife. 
Nothing shows a maker’s non-belief in his 
knives when he carries a factory knife.

The maker’s customer—not the mak-
er—is the most important part of the sell-
ing process. The maker should talk his 
knives up but not at the expense of other 
makers. In such instances, the maker must 

“take the high road.”
If the maker does not accept credit cards, 

he should consider it. The easier it is for cus-

Rather than sitting behind Rather than sitting behind 
a table, Jerry Rados (right) a table, Jerry Rados (right) 
stands and talks swords with stands and talks swords with 
a customer. Jerry’s contact a customer. Jerry’s contact 
information: Dept. BL2, 7523 E. information: Dept. BL2, 7523 E. 
5000 N Rd., Grant Park, IL 60940 5000 N Rd., Grant Park, IL 60940 
815.472.3350.815.472.3350.
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10,000+ KNIVES
Great prices and selection

HAWKINS KNIFE MAKING SUPPLIES
110 BUCKEYE RD., FAYETTEVILLE, GA 30214

PHONE 770-964-1023   FAX 770-306-2877
Contact us for your 

Knifemaking Supplies and Equipment!

www.HawkinsKnifeMakingSupplies.com
Send $2.00 for Complete Listing • ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
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tomers to pay, the more sales the maker will 
transact. If the maker has a website, it is al-
most imperative that he accept credit cards. 
Remember, the fees are a deduction!

Ask for the sale/order: It is never too 
early in the conversation to ask for the sale 
or order. An incredible percentage of sales 
is lost because the maker does not ask for 
the order. Remember, the maker is at shows 
to sell. While it is inviting to talk about 
his knives, in the long run the maker will 
achieve more sales by identifying those 
who are buyers so he can devote his time 
and expertise to them fi rst.

Be Competitive
The major benefi t of becoming a business en-
tity is the focus the maker gains. As a result, 
he will fi nd he is making more knives in the 
same amount of time. His pricing will enable 
him to be competitive in any market—no 
matter what the economy is doing. Moreover, 
he will fi nd himself putting his “business 
team” together. This team will allow him to 
be in business and to focus on what he loves 
to do—make knives.

About the author: Les Robertson has been 
involved with custom knives for 23 years. 
Robertson’s Custom Cutlery was established 
in 1986. Les went full time in 1995—the same 
year he earned his masters degree in business 
administration. He has written stories for 
BLADE and other knife publications, and 
has conducted seminars at knife shows on the 
business of knifemaking.

z

First and foremost, the maker must 
have a plan, including the proper 
knife/product mix. The maker should 
think 80/20: Earmark 80 percent of his 
knives for the majority of the custom-
ers at the show, the other 20 percent to 
let potential customers see what else 
he can do. Joe Cordova (left) talks to 
a customer over his proper knife/prod-
uct mix at a past BLADE Show. Joe’s 
contact information: Dept. BL2, POB 
977, Peralta, NM 87042 505.869.3912 
kcordova@rt.66.com.
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By BLADE® staff

“Knives are what I do for a living 
but guitars are a total obsession 
for me,” commented knifemak-

er Joe Olson. His “Guitar Junkie”—win-
ner of best of show at the recent Montana 
Knifemakers Association Show—is illus-
trative of both.

While the 3.5-inch blade is Olson’s gui-
tar-pattern mosaic damascus, the rocker 
arm on the handle that fi res the double-ac-
tion auto is also in the shape of a guitar. 
A musical note houses the pivot pin. “The 
back side is more of an actual picture of 
a D29 Martin guitar,” Olson explained. 

“Very cool.”
He said BladeGallery.com offered him 

a “really good deal” to shoot a double ex-
posure of the knife to include the other side 
but he “didn’t want to spend the money.” 
He added that he regrets the decision now. 
However, he observed, “If a knifemaker 
has money in his bank account, that means 
he doesn’t have enough tools yet.”

For more information contact Joe Olson, 
Dept. BL2, 120 W. Simson, Geyser, MT 
59447 406.735.4404 joekeri@3rivers.net.
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When asked how he came up with theWhen asked how he came up with the 
idea for the “Guitar Junkie,” Joe Olsonidea for the “Guitar Junkie,” Joe Olson 
said, “What they told me in art schoolsaid, “What they told me in art school 
is ‘draw what you know’”—and Joeis ‘draw what you know’”—and Joe 
knows guitars. He added that he tookknows guitars. He added that he took 
five orders for the knife at the Chicagofi ve orders for the knife at the Chicago 
Custom Knife Show and has more ofCustom Knife Show and has more of 
the guitar-pattern mosaic damascus forthe guitar-pattern mosaic damascus for 
anyone who would like to order anotheranyone who would like to order another 
knife. (BladeGallery.com photo)knife. (BladeGallery.com photo)

hot handmadehot handmade
hot handmade

y

Spec Check

Knife Guitar Junkie
Maker Joe Olson
Blade Steel Guitar-pattern mosaic 
damascus of pure nickel, 4600E and 
1084 carbon steels
Pattern Double-action automatic
Handle Colors Inlaid hot-fused 
enamels; rocker arm in the shape of 
a guitar fi res the blade
Miscellaneous Extensive fi lework 
inside and out
Closed Length 4”
Maker’s List Price for a Similar 
Piece $3,500
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Copyright 2007 AG Russell Knives

VISIT US ONLINE AT
www.agrussell.com

2900 S. 26th St.
Rogers, AR 72758 

For your free catalog, c

A knife is a knife, unless of course 
that knife is an A. G. Russell…
Th e A.G. Russell Rider’s Knife. Field tested by three generations of 
customers – both hoofed and hoofl ess – and guaranteed to satisfy.

Of course, as any horse lover knows - a horse 
is not just a horse. And as any knife lover 
can tell you, a knife is not just a knife. Some 
knives are A.G. Russell Knives – made with 
superlative quality and absolutely guaranteed 
to satisfy any customer. Regardless of hooves, 
claws, or just regular old feet. call 479-571-6161, Dept #H0108
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Gambeson
AB0143

Practical Hand and a Half
SH2106

Get Dressed For Battle has been gaining popularity world-
wide over the years as the number one supplier of affordable, 

functional garments and armour for reenactment and combat use. 
We’re offering a wide range of GDFB products and adding more 

every day. Browse our full line of Hanwei and GDFB products at 
CasHanwei.com today!
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